This information is available free of charge in
electronic, audio, Braille and large print versions, on
request.
For assistance in understanding or reading this
document or specific information about this Agenda
or on the “Public Participation” initiative please call
the Committee Team on 01629 761133 or e-mail
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
27 February 2019
To:

All Councillors

As a Member of the Council, please treat this as your summons to attend a meeting on
Thursday 7 March 2019 at 6.00pm in the Council Chamber, Town Hall, Matlock.
Yours sincerely

Sandra Lamb
Head of Corporate Services

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES
Please advise the Committee Team on 01629 761133
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk of any apologies for absence.

or

e-mail

2.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
To enable members of the public to ask questions, express views or present
petitions, IF NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN, (by telephone, in writing or by electronic
mail) BY NO LATER THAN 12 NOON OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE MEETING.

3.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
24 January 2019

4.

INTERESTS
Members are required to declare the existence and nature of any interests they may
have in subsequent agenda items in accordance with the District Council’s Code of
Conduct. Those interests are matters that relate to money or that which can be
valued in money, affecting the Member her/his partner, extended family and close
friends. Interests that become apparent at a later stage in the proceedings may be
declared at that time.
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To consider adoption of the Corporate Plan targets for 2019/20, on the
basis of the Corporate Plan 2015-2019 adopted in November 2015.
Also, to note performance against the Corporate Plan targets 2018/19
as at the end of the third quarter.
6.

CAPITAL AND TREASURY MONITORING REPORT FOR 2019/20

13 - 20

To consider approval of the Capital and Treasury Monitoring Report
2019/20 and the Minimum Revenue Provision Statement for 2019/20.
7.

CAPITAL STRATEGY REPORT FOR 2019/20

21 - 27

To consider approval of the Council’s Capital Strategy for 2019/20.
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CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2018/19 TO 2022/23

28 - 37

To consider approval of the revised Capital Programme and financing
arrangements for 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 to 2022/23 as detailed
in Appendix 1 of the report and to note the potential future liabilities as
outlined in Appendix 2 to the report.
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38 - 60

SERVICE PLANS & REVENUE BUDGET 2019/20
To consider approval of the District Council’s Service Plans and
Revenue Budget for 2019/20.

10.

COUNCIL TAX SETTING 2019/20
To consider setting the Council Tax 2019/20 in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 and also the
setting of an Empty Homes Premium at 100% for homes that have been
empty for more than two years.
REPORT TO FOLLOW

11.

CORPORATE INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2019/20

61 - 95

To consider approval of the Corporate Investment Strategy and
Commercial Investment Strategy for 2019/20.
12.
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Item No. 5

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Regeneration and Policy

CORPORATE PLAN 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
The Corporate Plan is the District Council’s primary policy document. It sets out the
top priorities for the District Council, and provides the framework for allocating scarce
resources through the budget that follows on this agenda. This report recommends
the Corporate Plan targets for 2019/20, on the basis of the Corporate Plan 20152019 adopted in November 2015. The report also presents performance against the
Corporate Plan targets 2018/19 as at the end of the third quarter.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.

That the Corporate Plan targets for 2019/20 are adopted as set out in Section
2 of this report.
That performance to date against 2018/19 Corporate Plan targets, as set out
in the report is noted

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
Every plan, strategy policy, and action of the District Councils flows from the
Corporate Plan. The Corporate Plan is put into effect by the Budget, which in turn is
supplemented by service plans, policies and strategies. Through the Performance
and Development Review scheme (PDR), employees’ activities and appraisals are
linked to the Corporate Plan. The Corporate Plan reflects the Peak District
Partnership Statement of Priorities 2015-2019, which highlights national and local
priorities and how they affect the Derbyshire Dales. We describe this linking of
common priorities from the Peak District Partnership, through our Corporate and
Performance Plan, and ultimately to service plans and individual employees’ PDR
Plans, as our ‘golden thread’.

1

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Corporate Plan sets out the vision, and aims of the District Council, and
lists the key improvement priorities. The Corporate Plan is the primary
strategy for the District Council as it sets out specific new areas to maintain
and improve service delivery in the coming year.

1.2

To allocate resources solely based on priority areas for improvement is
impossible, because the District Council has only limited flexibility within its
budgets. Nevertheless, the Corporate Plan does give the Council an
4

important steer on the direction of travel it needs to take when setting
discretionary budgets. It indicates priority areas for improvement and helps
direct where the District Council needs to focus service delivery and policy
development. By not identifying other areas as priorities, the Corporate Plan
indicates where discretionary budgets should not be focused.
1.3

The Corporate Plan 2015-2019 was adopted by Council on 19 November
2015 following very thorough public, staff and Member consultation. It
identifies a thriving district as the priority for improvement and focussed
attention. The three priorities set by Members, in order, are:
1.

2.

3.

Business growth and job creation (helping new businesses to start;
helping existing businesses to grow; and promoting key development
sites in and around towns)
Affordable housing (identifying and delivering new affordable housing
sites; reducing empty homes in the private sector; and improving
housing opportunities for vulnerable people)
Market towns (reviving stall markets; and seeking public realm
improvements)

The Corporate Plan also recognises the need to maintain a clean and safe
district, and to continue to seek efficiencies and innovative working
practices across all areas. The additional target area (under Affordable
Housing) of ‘reducing empty homes in the private sector’ was added by
Council on 30 November 2017, following a mid-term review of the Corporate
Plan. The District Council’s priorities are summarised below.
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2

SETTING CORPORATE PLAN TARGETS 2019/20

2.1

In order to set budgets and plan services for the 2019/20 financial year,
targets need to be set. Service targets come to Council at the same time as
the budget is set, which enables resourcing to be taken into account.

2.2

Sixteen specific Corporate Plan targets for 2019/20 are proposed, in
accordance with the target areas set by Council on 5 December 2018:

TARGET AREAS 2019/20

TARGET FOR MARCH 2020

Priority 1 - Increase business growth and job creation
•

Enable 10 new businesses to start

•

Provide support to 75 established businesses in the Derbyshire Dales,
enabling the creation of local jobs

•

Support 9 Dales businesses to access grants or loans from Government
and Local Enterprise Partnerships

•

•

Assist private sector partners to commence work on a new link road at
Ashbourne Airfield Industrial Estate, opening up 8 ha of new employment
land
Develop a business case for the District Council to more directly intervene
in the creation of employment units/ business workspace in the central
area of the district by September 2019
Priority 2 - Affordable housing

Identify and deliver new
affordable housing sites

•

Complete 51 new affordable homes

•

Complete a review of alternative delivery options in order to continue the
delivery of affordable housing

Reduce empty homes in
the private sector

•

Improve housing
opportunities for
vulnerable people

•

Review the effect of increase in Council Tax Premium in September 2019
and prepare a case for other measures to bring empty homes back in to
use
Provide debt and welfare advice to 300 vulnerable households

•

Provide adaptations to the homes of 50 disabled people

Help new businesses to
start
Help existing
businesses to grow

Promote key
development sites
in/around towns

Priority 3 - Market towns
Reviving stall markets

•

Seeking public realm
improvements

•
•

-

2.3

Encourage 2 more themed and farmers markets within existing District
Council stall markets
Develop 3 funding bids to implement the Estate Regeneration Master Plan
for Hurst Farm
Prepare re-development proposals for Bakewell Road site, Matlock by
November 2019

•

Achieve 59% resident satisfaction overall with Derbyshire Dales District
Council keeping
Other target

•

Continue a programme to identify efficiency savings and/or additional
income of £400,000 by 2020/21

Performance against the 2019/20 targets will be reported to Council during the
coming year.
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3

PERFORMANCE AGAINST CORPORATE PLAN TARGETS 2018/19 at Q3

3.1

For the current year’s Corporate Plan, Council adopted seventeen specific
targets for 2018/19. Progress to December 2018 (end of Q3) is as follows.
Full details are set out in Appendix 1, and outturn performance will be
published later this year.

TARGET AREAS

TARGET FOR MARCH 2019

Q3 STATUS

Priority 1 - Increase business growth and job creation
Help new
businesses to start
Help existing
businesses to grow

•
•

•

Promote key
development sites
in/around towns

•

Derbyshire Dales Business Advice to
enable 20 new businesses to start
Provide assistance to 75 established
businesses in the Derbyshire Dales,
enabling the creation of local jobs
8 Derbyshire Dales businesses
supported to access grants or loans
from Government and LEPs
Assist private sector partners to secure
Growth Deal funding and commence
work on a new access road at
Ashbourne Airfield Industrial Estate,
opening up 8 ha of new employment
land

•

Develop a business case for the District
Council to more directly intervene in the
creation of employment units/ business
workspace
Priority 2 - Affordable housing

Identify and deliver
new affordable
housing sites

•
•

Complete 105 new affordable homes
Develop a business case for the District
Council to more directly secure and
develop affordable housing

Reduce empty
homes in the
private sector

•

Develop proposed activities to reduce
overall long term empty homes

Improve housing
opportunities for
vulnerable people

•

Provide debt and welfare advice to 250
vulnerable households

•

Provide adaptations to the homes of 70
disabled people

7

19
61

8

S73 application approved
enabling initial development off
Blenheim Road. Highways
Authority preparing information
to support new planning
application for roundabout.
Stage 2 Business Case being
updated
Bid submitted for feasibility
funding for Cromford Road /
Middleton Road site, funding
decision awaited
89
Successful bid submitted to
LGA for £14,000 to fund a
consultant to support this
project. Despite delays with
final award of funding and the
consequent delay to the
project start, consultancy firm
‘Altair’ now appointed and
work is progressing
Focus has been on the Empty
Homes Premium with the
consultation on the Premium
prepared in Q2. The Empty
Homes Premium was
approved by Council and will
be implemented from April
2019
348
47
Currently experiencing lower
levels of demand compared to
2017/18

Priority 3 - Market towns
Reviving stall
markets

Seeking public
realm
improvements

•

Encourage two more themed and
Farmers markets within existing District
Council stall markets

•

Increase overall stall occupancy of
each market operated by the District
Council by 2% above 2017/18 levels

•

Prepare a draft Estate Regeneration
Master Plan for Hurst Farm

•

Ensure the feasibility study for
Bakewell Road (Matlock Community
Vision) is complete

•

Manage the restoration of the wrought
iron railings at St Mary’s Church,
Wirksworth, subject to a successful
Heritage Lottery Fund bid
75% customer satisfaction overall with
Derbyshire Dales District Council
keeping areas including highways free
from litter

•

No new markets have taken
place as yet. The long running
Bakewell Christmas market
took place in November 2018
for the 4th year.
The aim is to host a specialist
market at the ABC in the Q4.
Of the 3 stall markets currently
operated over Q1 – Q3,
Bakewell has exceeded the
target, the two Ashbourne
markets currently are under
target although the Ashbourne
Saturday market should meet
its target by Q4
The Council has received the
final report on the consultation
phase and is now working with
the Friends of Hurst Farm and
the Regeneration Project
Group to commence Phase 2
which will include the
formulation of specific bids and
programmes of funding
Feasibility study complete and
reported to C&E Committee 15
November 2018, where it was
agreed further work should be
undertaken to determine
whether a partnership
arrangement was feasible, by
July 2019
Reinstatement of some railings
required and painting work
outstanding
57%
Satisfaction rates have fallen
from 62% in 2017, this is in
line with the national pattern
but is 18% below target

Other targets

•

3.2

Continue a programme of efficiency
savings and service reviews with a
target of generating £1m in savings

Not available until end of Q4

The current end of Q3 figures indicate that ten out of sixteen targets for which
data is available are on track to be achieved during 2018/19. Achievement is
uncertain for a further four out of sixteen. Two targets are unlikely to be
achieved on schedule. The detailed position for each of the key performance
indicators for 2018/19 is set out in Appendix 2.
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3.3

The Corporate Plan targets where performance is particularly strong include:
•
•

3.4

•

3.5

Provide debt and welfare advice to 250 vulnerable households – three
agencies are providing this advice and the target has been exceeded
already with 98 more households assisted than the target figure.
8 Derbyshire Dales businesses supported to access grants or loans
from Government and LEPs – this target has already been achieved and
more business are expected to be supported in Q4.

The Corporate Plan targets which we are uncertain will be met on schedule
are:
• Assist private sector partners to secure Growth Deal funding and
commence work on a new access road at Ashbourne Airfield Industrial
Estate by March 2018, opening up 8 ha of new employment land – this
long term and complex development project involving partners continues to
progress, with a technical start on site now achieved.
• Provide adaptations to the homes of 70 disabled people – the number of
adaptations (47) is slightly lower than anticipated at Q3. There has been a
lower rate of referral to the grants than last year when demand surged.
• Increase overall stall occupancy of each market operated by the District
Council by 2% above 2017/18 levels – Bakewell market continues to see
good levels of stall occupancy – at the end of Q3 this is 9% above the
2017/18 level. However both Ashbourne markets have so far seen a reduced
level of occupancy: for the Saturday market this is 9% less and for the
Thursday market 16% less than in 2017/18.
Manage the restoration of the wrought iron railings at St Mary’s Church,
Wirksworth, subject to a successful Heritage Lottery Fund bid - following
delays due to financial difficulties experienced by the contractor, the original
metalwork team (now employed elsewhere) returned to complete the work.
The specialist nature of the work, and the complexity of metalworkers and
stonemasons, has meant it is taking much longer than anticipated. Careful
management and monitoring of the project has been undertaken, with
specialist advice from the Council’s Conservation Officer. The Contractor will
be returning to site in quarter 4 to finish the reinstallation of the final railings.
These will then need painting onsite, to be done with appropriate weather
conditions to ensure no water traps are created which would lead to future
deterioration of the railings. If the weather conditions through January to
March are not suitable, these works will be delayed into 2019/20.
The targets unlikely to be met or not achieved are:
• Encourage two more themed and Farmers markets within existing
District Council stall markets – there have been no new/additional themed
of Farmers markets this year although the Service intends to host a specialist
market at the Agricultural Business Centre in Q4, and the Bakewell Xmas
market took place in November for the 4th year.
• 75% customer satisfaction overall with Derbyshire Dales District Council
keeping areas including highways free from litter – The online panel
survey ran in October 2018 and the response shows satisfaction rates have
fallen from 62% in 2017 to 57% in 2018. This is in line with the national
pattern but is 18% below target.
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4

RISK ASSESSMENT

4.1

Legal
The Corporate Plan is fully compliant with all relevant legislation. The legal
risk is assessed as being low.

4.2

Financial
Service and financial planning is an integrated process. The budget and
service plans are prepared simultaneously, and actions for 2019/20 are to be
funded from within budgetary provision for 2019/20. The financial risk is
therefore considered to be low at this stage.

4.3

Corporate Risk
There is a risk that Corporate Plan targets may not be achieved. Progress is
monitored regularly by Service Heads and by Corporate Leadership Team.
The risk of not achieving corporate targets is classified as medium.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In preparing this report, the relevance of the following factors has also been
considered: prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate
change, health, human rights, personnel and property.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Steve Capes, Head of Regeneration and Policy
01629 761371, email steve.capes@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
BACKGROUND PAPERS
Description
Council report: Corporate Plan 2015-2019
Council report: Corporate Plan – performance mid-year
2018/19 and targets 2019/20

Date
19 November 2015
5 December 2018

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1

Performance to date against Corporate Plan targets 2018/19

BACK TO AGENDA
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APPENDIX 1
Key Performance Indicators Outturn Data 2018/19
Service Area / CMT
Lead

Ref

Description

Lead

Unit

2018/19 Target

2018/19 Q1

2018/19 Q2

2018/19 Q1 & Q2
cumulative

2018/19 Q3

2018/19 Q1, Q2 & Q3
cumulative

Commentary 2018/19

Business Growth & Corp Plan Target No. of new business start-ups
(CORP1)
enabled by Derbyshire Dales
Job Creation
Business Advice

Steve Capes/ Giles Dann

20

3

9

12

7

19

Q1: Behind target. A number of pre-start businesses
have been supported but are yet to start trading – to be
monitored in Q2 and Q3. Q2: Figures include a review of
status of businesses previously supported and now
trading. DDBA are supporting a healthy number of prestart businesses which are anticipated to start-up in
second half of the year.

Corp Plan Target No. of established businesses
(CORP2)
assisted by Derbyshire Dales
Business Advice, enabling the
creation of local jobs

Steve Capes/ Giles Dann

75

25

13

38

23

61

Q1: On track. Q2: 50% of annual target achieved, lower
numbers assisted in this summer quarter is comparable
to previous years. Q3: On track. Over 80% of target
achieved

Corp Plan Target No. of businesses supported to
(CORP3)
access grants or loans from
Government and Local Enterprise
Partnerships

Steve Capes/ Giles Dann

8

3

5

8

0

8

Q1: On track. Approvals comprise EAFRD and LEADER
projects. Further four applications approved at EOI
stage and through to full application. Q2: Five
businesses have received grant approvals through the
Digital Growth programme following intensive
assistance from DDBA. Q3: Target achieved. Recent
additional approvals to be reported in Q4.

Corp Plan Target Assist private sector partners to
Steve Capes/ Giles Dann
(CORP4)
secure funding and commence
work on a new access road at
Ashbourne Airfield Industrial Estate
by March 2019, opening up 8 ha of
new employment land

Assist private sector
partners to secure funding
and commence work on a
new access road at
Ashbourne Airfield
Industrial Estate by March
2019, opening up 8 ha of
new employment land

Highways Authority
Highways Authority
considering revised
preparing information to
proposals for roundabout
support new planning
solution within single land application for roundabout.
ownership. S73 application Revised wording for S73
under consideration to
application agreed in
enable limited initial
principle and application to
development off Blenheim
be determined in Q3. If
approved this would enable
Road.
initial development off
Blenheim Road. Position
re: overall project should be
clearer by January 2019

S73 application approved
enabling initial
development off Blenheim
Road

Q1: Position should be clearer at the end of Q2. Q2:
Overall project should be clearer by January 2019
Q3: S73 application approved enabling initial
development off Blenheim Road. Highways Authority
preparing information to support new planning
application for roundabout. Stage 2 Business Case
being updated

Corp Plan Target Develop a business case for the
(CORP 5)
District Council to more directly
intervene in the creation of
employment units/ business
workspace, by March 2019

Develop a business case
Bid prepared for feasibility Bid submitted for feasibility
funding for Cromford Road funding for Cromford Road
for the District Council to
more directly intervene in
/ Middleton Road site for
/ Middleton Road site
the creation of employment
submission to Business
units/ business workspace, Rates Pooling Fund when
open
by March 2019

Bid submitted for feasibility
funding for Cromford Road
/ Middleton Road site

Q2: Tender prepared. Funding decision awaited.
Tender prepared. Funding decision awaited

Steve Capes/ Giles Dann

Affordable Housing NI 155 (CORP6) No. of affordable homes completed Rob Cogings

105

14 (please note, this was
previously reported as 47)

26 (please note, this was
previously reported as 8)

25

89

Corp Plan target Develop a business case for the
(CORP 7)
District Council to more directly
secure and develop affordable
housing, by March 2019

Rob Cogings

Develop a business case
Bid submitted to the LGA
for the District Council to
Housing Advisers
more directly secure and Programme for £14,000 to
develop affordable housing, fund a consultant to support
by March 2019
the project.
Update report to CLT taken
in July 2018.

Corp Plan target Provide debt and welfare advice to
(CORP8)
250 vulnerable households

Rob Cogings

Re-worded target: Provide
debt and welfare advice to
250 vulnerable households

133

99

232

116

348

Corp Plan target No. of adaptations provided to the
(CORP9)
homes of disabled people

Tim Braund

70 (please note this is an
increase on the previous
2018/19 target of 50, and is
dependent on the forecast
budget of £491,470 being
confirmed by our partner
agency)

17

10

27

20

47

11

Delay with final award of
funding by LGA which has
pushed back the start date,
but consultancy firm ‘Altair’
now appointed to support
the project

49

Work progressing

Q3:

Q1: Completions comprise:
Golf Club Matlock 8, Cromford Road Wirksworth 6
Q2: 23 completions at the Golf Club site, Matlock, 3
relating to a planning gain scheme in AVBC at Lea
Bridge Q3: 19 completions in Q3 at the Golf Club site,
Matlock, 11 Millers Lane Brailsford, 13 Harron Homes
site Matlock, 6 Old Derby Road, Ashbourne. Q1&2 data
also updated.
Q1: Grant funding achieved with award from LGA
via their Housing Advisers Programme to
assist with the development of the business case Q2:
Start date extended due to delay in award of funding
although the deadline for spending the grant monies is
31 March 2019. Q3: Work progressing with a draft risk
assessment added to the original business plan

Q1: Data provided by CAB, waiting for
figures from Age UK and Adullam HA. Q2: figures for Q1
updated. Waiting for Q2 data from Adullam HA, data
submitted suggests the indicator is on track. Q3: The
support services are working well with their respective
client groups (CAB – debt advice, Adullam – complex
young people, Age UK – older people). This is a high
achieving indicator with 98 more vulnerable households
assisted already (compared to the target) with one
quarter still remaining.
Q1: Lower rate of referral into system than previous
years – to be monitored. Year end target expected to be
met. Q2: Lower rate of referral into system than in 17/18.
Better Care Fund Board aware of variation.
Completions monitored every month. Q3: Caught up in
Q3 but still slightly below target

Market Towns

Corp Plan target Develop proposed activities to
(CORP 10)
reduce overall long term empty
homes by March 2019

Rob Cogings

Corp Plan Target Increase the stall occupancy of
(CORP11)
each market operated by the
District Council by 2% above
2017/18 occupancy levels (reworded target from 2017/18)

Ash Watts

Corp Plan Target Encourage 2 more themed and
(CORP12)
farmers markets within existing
District Council stall markets

Ash Watts

Develop proposed activities Business case taken to
Focus has been on the
Empty Homes Premium
to reduce overall long term CLT 26th June concerning
empty homes by March
options and work to reduce with the consultation on the
2019
long term empty homes.
Premium prepared in Q2
Report prepared for G&R (report to CLT June 2018).
Committee 19th July
concerning Empty Homes
Premium

%

Other target

32%

50%

41%

20%

34%

Ashbourne Thursday
(<44%)

14%

45%

30%

25%

28%

Bakewell (<77%)

84%

93%

89%

86%

86%

Encourage 2 more themed
and farmers markets within
existing District Council
stall markets

0

0

0

0

0

The consultation phase is
progressing well through
the summer of 2018/19

Corp Plan target Ensure the feasibility study for
(CORP14)
Bakewell Road (Matlock
Community Vision) is complete

Corp Plan Target
(CORP9b carried forward
from 2017/18)

Manage the restoration of the
wrought iron railings at St Mary’s
Church, Wirksworth, using capital
funds

Corp Plan target Continue a programme of efficiency Karen Henriksen
(CORP16)
savings and service reviews with a
target of generating £1,000,000 in
ongoing savings by 2020/21

£

Q1: Snow in April means that some markets were
cancelled therefore reducing the percentage occupancy.
Q2: Increase in occupancy on stalls on all 3 markets
may be attributed to the good weather over last 3
months. Q3: Ashbourne Saturday market is due to
transferred to a CIC in April 2019. Ashbourne Thursday
market was due to be closed on 1st September 2018
but the District Council kept it open until Christmas. It is
now being operated by a CIC as of 1st January 2019.

Q3: The long running Bakewell Christmas market took
place in November 2018 for the 4th year.
The aim is to host a specialist market at the ABC in the
Q4.

Phase 1 of the consultation
process has been
completed with a draft
report provided by the
consultant. Phase 2 of the
project will commence in
the spring with a draft
vision strategy available for
consultation by the end of
March 2019.

The Council has received
the final report on the
consultation phase and is
now working with the
Friends of Hurst Farm and
the Regeneration Project
Group to commence Phase
2 which will include the
formulation of specific bids
and programmes of funding

Q1: Waterloo Housing Group have commissioned
Hecate Arts & Planning for Real to undertake the
consultation phase of the project.

Feasibility Study completed
/ further options
assessment in preparation

No change

The options assessment
was presented to
committee, , where it was
agreed further work should
be undertaken to determine
whether a partnership
arrangement was feasible,
progress by July 2019.

Q1: Feasibility Study completed by consultants engaged
by MCV. Thomas Lister Ltd. preparing further options
assessment on behalf of the District Council to establish
commercially viable uses for the site. Q2: No change.
Q3: A report to Community & Environment Committee
on 15 November 2018 resolved a series of actions
including; continuing to explore funding opportunities to
redevelop the site and explore other uses for the site,
and that progress on the development of proposals for
the site be presented to committee again in July 2019.

75%

72%

72%

57%

Q1: Based on the results of the citizens panel survey
from 2017, it will not update until another citizens panel
is held in autumn 2018. Q2: No change Q3: The online
panel survey ran in October 2018 and the response from
the 336 people (49%) that responded shows satisfaction
rates have fallen from 62% in 2017, this is in line with
the national pattern but is 18% below target.

Indicator to be carried
forward as not yet achieved

see comments

Revised completion date 2
November 2018

Reinstatement of some
railings required and
painting work outstanding

Q1: No progress on site as Aura Conservation having
financial issues and have had to set up a CVA with all
the suppliers. Agreement was finalised at end of June
2018. Q2: Following financial difficulties and an agreed
CVA, Aura Conservation have confirmed a return to site
date of Monday 22 October 2018 with a revised
completion date of Friday 2nd November 2018. Q3:
Work commenced back onsite mid-November, this was
later than planned as the original team who now work at
a new company returned to complete the job. Work has
continued within their workload but has taken longer
than expected onsite. There are still some railings to be
reinstated and then final painting to take place onsite
when the weather allows. The painting has to be done
with appropriate weather conditions to ensure no water
traps are created which would lead to further
deterioration of the railings.

Not applicable – budget
balanced for 2018/19.
Target of generating £1
million in savings by March
2021

N/A

N/A

Steve Capes/ Giles Dann

Keith Postlethwaite

Q1: Empty Homes Hub met 6th June
to develop an action plan concerning enforcement,
incentives and data quality Q2: Consultation on the
empty homes premium ran over this period

Ashbourne Saturday
(<43%)

Corp Plan target Prepare a draft Estate Regeneration Rob Cogings
(CORP13)
Master Plan for Hurst Farm by
March 2019

Corp Plan Target % customer satisfaction overall with Sally Rose/Helen
Carrington/ Helen Spencer
(CORP 15)
Derbyshire Dales District Council
keeping areas including highways
free from litter

The Empty Homes
Premium was approved by
Council and will be
implemented from April
2019
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Item No. 6

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

CAPITAL AND TREASURY MONITORING REPORT FOR 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report:
• Seeks approval for the Capital and Treasury Monitoring Report for 2019/20;
• Determines the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) statement for 2019/20 (Appendix 1)
RECOMMENDATION
1
2

That the Capital and Treasury Monitoring Report for 2019/20 is approved.
That the Minimum Revenue Provision Statement for 2019/20, as detailed in Appendix 1,
is approved.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
The above recommendation contributes to all of the Council’s Corporate Plan Priorities
____________________________________________________________________________
1.

REPORT

1.1

Introduction
This capital and treasury monitoring report is a new report for 2019/20, giving a high-level
overview of how capital expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity
contribute to the provision of local public services along with an overview of how
associated risk is managed and the implications for future financial sustainability. It has
been written in an accessible style to enhance members’ understanding of these
sometimes technical areas.

1.2

Capital Expenditure and Financing
Capital expenditure is where the Council spends money on assets, such as property or
vehicles that will be used for more than one year. In local government this includes
spending on assets owned by other bodies, and loans and grants to other bodies
enabling them to buy assets. The Council has some limited discretion on what counts as
capital expenditure, for example at Derbyshire Dales District Council assets costing
below £10,000 are not capitalised and are charged to revenue in year.

In 2019/20, the Council is planning capital expenditure of £3.9m.
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Table 1 Prudential Indicator: Estimates of Capital Expenditure in £’000
2017/18
actual

2018/19
forecast

2019/20
budget

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

General Fund services

6,834

6,369

5,898

5,650

5,551

Capital investments

2,023

3,959

3,926

770

877

TOTAL

8,857

10,328

9,824

6,420

6,428

Governance: A Capital Programme is prepared annually in March by the Head of
Resources in consultation with the Corporate Leadership Team, and reported to the
Council for approval. The Corporate Leadership Team appraises all bids based on a
comparison of service priorities against financing costs and makes recommendations to
Council. Where expenditure is required or anticipated which has not been included in the
Capital Programme, then a revision to the Capital Programme is required before that
spending can proceed. Revisions to the Capital Programme must be approved firstly by
the Corporate Leadership Team, then by Council. For projects over £25,000, or those of
a political nature, a report is required to the relevant policy committee before the project
is reported to Council. Revisions to the Capital Programme are generally taken to Council
only in June and October/November each year, unless there are exceptional
circumstances.

All capital expenditure must be financed, either from external sources (government
grants and other contributions), the Council’s own resources (revenue, reserves and
capital receipts) or debt (borrowing, leasing and Private Finance Initiative). The planned
financing of the above expenditure is as follows:
Table 2: Capital Financing in £’000
2017/18
actual
External
sources

2018/19
forecast

2019/20
budget

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

753

1,198

921

491

491

Own resources

1,270

2,804

3,005

279

386

Debt

6,834

6,369

5,898

5,650

5,551

TOTAL

8,857

10,371

9,824

6,420

6,428

Debt is only a temporary source of finance, since loans and leases must be repaid, and
this is therefore replaced over time by other financing, usually from revenue which is
known as minimum revenue provision (MRP). Alternatively, proceeds from selling capital
assets (known as capital receipts) may be used to replace debt finance. Planned MRP
repayments and use of capital receipts are as follows:
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Table 3: Replacement of debt finance in £‘000
2017/18
actual
Own resources

2018/19
forecast

465

471

2019/20
budget

2020/21
budget

248

2021/22
budget

99

101

The Council’s cumulative outstanding amount of debt finance is measured by the capital
financing requirement (CFR). This increases with new debt-financed capital expenditure
and reduces with MRP and capital receipts used to replace debt. The CFR is expected to
decrease by £248,000 during 2019/20. Based on the above figures for expenditure and
financing, the Council’s estimated CFR is as follows:
Table 4: Prudential Indicator: Estimates of Capital Financing Requirement in
£’000
31.3.2018
actual

31.3.2019
forecast

31.3.2020
budget

31.3.2021
budget

31.3.2022
budget

General Fund
services

6,369

5,898

5,650

5,552

5,451

TOTAL CFR

6,369

5,898

5,650

5,552

5,451

Asset disposals: When a capital asset is no longer needed, it may be sold so that the
proceeds, known as capital receipts, can be spent on new assets or to repay debt. The
Council is currently also permitted to spend capital receipts on service transformation
projects until 2021/22. Repayments of capital grants, loans and investments also
generate capital receipts. The Council plans to receive £300,000 of capital receipts in the
coming financial year as follows:
Table 5: Capital Receipts in £’000
2017/18
actual
Asset sales

2018/19
forecast

2019/20
budget

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

1,015

695

300

200

100

1,015

695

300

200

100

Loans repaid
TOTAL

1.3

Treasury Management
Treasury management is concerned with keeping sufficient but not excessive cash
available to meet the Council’s spending needs, while managing the risks involved.
Surplus cash is invested until required, while a shortage of cash will be met by borrowing,
to avoid excessive credit balances or overdrafts in the bank current account. The Council
is typically cash rich in the short-term as revenue income is received before it is spent,
but cash poor in the long-term as capital expenditure is incurred before being financed.
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The revenue cash surpluses are offset against capital cash shortfalls to reduce overall
borrowing.
Due to decisions taken in the past, the Council currently has £5.45m borrowing at an
average interest rate of 4.1% and Investment Income has been budgeted at £105,000
based on an average interest rate return of 0.60%
Borrowing strategy: The Council’s main objectives when borrowing are to achieve a
low but certain cost of finance while retaining flexibility should plans change in future.
These objectives are often conflicting, and the Council therefore seeks to strike a
balance between cheap short-term loans (currently available at around 0.75%) and longterm fixed rate loans where the future cost is known but higher (currently 2.0 to 3.0%).
Projected levels of the Council’s total outstanding debt (which comprises borrowing and
finance leases) are shown below, compared with the capital financing requirement (see
above).
Table 6: Prudential Indicator: Gross Debt and the Capital Financing Requirement in
£’000
31.3.2018
actual

31.3.2019
forecast

31.3.2020
budget

31.3.2021
budget

31.3.2022
budget

Debt
(incl. finance leases)

5,977

5,601

5,450

5,450

5,450

Capital Financing
Requirement

6,369

5,898

5,650

5,551

5,450

Statutory guidance is that debt should remain below the capital financing requirement,
except in the short-term. As can be seen from table 6, the Council expects to comply with
this in the medium term
Affordable borrowing limit: The Council is legally obliged to set an affordable
borrowing limit (also termed the authorised limit for external debt) each year In line with
statutory guidance, a lower “operational boundary” is also set as a warning level should
debt approach the limit.
Table 7: Prudential Indicators: Authorised limit and operational boundary for
external debt in £‘000
2018/19
limit
Authorised limit – borrowing

2019/20
limit

2020/21
limit

2021/22
limit

11,000

11,000

11,000

11,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

Authorised limit – Finance leases
Authorised limit – total external debt

Operational boundary – borrowing
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Operational boundary – Finance
leases

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Operational boundary – total
external debt

The Indicators have been set as per 2018/19, this may be revised in future years once
the outcome of the waste contract is determined.
1.4

Treasury Investments
Treasury investments arise from receiving cash before it is paid out again. Investments
made for service reasons or for pure financial gain are not generally considered to be
part of treasury management.
The Council’s policy on treasury investments is to prioritise security and liquidity over
yield, that is to focus on minimising risk rather than maximising returns. Cash that is likely
to be spent in the near term is invested securely, for example with the government, other
local authorities or selected high-quality banks, to minimise the risk of loss. Money that
will be held for longer terms is invested more widely, including in bonds, shares and
property, to balance the risk of loss against the risk of receiving returns below inflation.
Both near-term and longer-term investments may be held in pooled funds, where an
external fund manager makes decisions on which particular investments to buy and the
Council may request its money back at short notice.
Table 8: Treasury management investments in £‘000
31.3.2018 31.3.2019 31.3.2020 31.3.2021 31.3.2022
actual
forecast
budget
budget
budget
Near-term investments
Longer-term
investments
TOTAL

9,000

10,000

6,000

6,000

6,000

0

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

9,000

11,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

Governance: Decisions on treasury management investment and borrowing are made
daily and are therefore delegated to the Head of Resources and staff, who must act in
line with the treasury management strategy approved by council. A mid-year report as
well as an annual treasury report on treasury management activity is presented to
Council. Council are responsible for scrutinising treasury management decisions.
Commercial Activities
With central government financial support for local public services declining, the Council
invests in commercial property mainly for financial gain. Total commercial investments
are currently valued at £1.5m providing a net return after all costs of 7.74%.
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With financial return being the main objective, the Council accepts higher risk on
commercial Investment than with treasury investments. The principal risk exposures
include vacancies, and fall in capital value, currently the impact of these risks is
considered low. The council does not currently have a limit on its commercial limit as
investments have remained stable, however this may need to be reviewed in the future.
Governance: Decisions on commercial investments are made by the Commercial Board
in line with the criteria set out in the Commercial Investment Strategy (elsewhere on the
agenda) Property and most other commercial investments are also capital expenditure
and purchases will therefore also be approved by Council as part of the capital
programme.
Liabilities
In addition to debt of £6m detailed above, the Council is committed to making future
payments to cover its pension fund deficit (valued at £21m).
Governance: Decisions on incurring new discretional liabilities are taken by the
Corporate Leadership Team in consultation with the Head of Resources. The risk of
liabilities crystallising and requiring payment is monitored by the Financial Services Team
and reported quarterly to Corporate Leadership Team.
Revenue Budget Implications
Although capital expenditure is not charged directly to the revenue budget, interest
payable on loans and MRP are charged to revenue, offset by any investment income
receivable. The net annual charge is known as financing costs; this is compared to the
net revenue stream i.e. the amount funded from Council Tax, business rates and general
government grants.
Table 9: Prudential Indicator: Proportion of financing costs to net revenue stream

Financing costs (£’000)
Proportion of net
revenue stream

2017/18
actual

2018/19
forecast

2019/20
budget

2020/21
budget

2021/22
budget

646

669

376

225

227

6.28%

7.33%

3.84%

2.34%

2.32%

Sustainability: Due to the very long-term nature of capital expenditure and financing, the
revenue budget implications of expenditure incurred in the next few years will extend for
up to 50 years into the future. The Head of Resources is satisfied that the proposed
capital programme is prudent, affordable and sustainable.
Knowledge and Skills
The Council employs professionally qualified and experienced staff in senior positions
with responsibility for making capital expenditure, borrowing and investment decisions.
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For example, the Head of Resources is a qualified accountant with 30 years’ experience,
the Financial Services Manager is a qualified accountant and the Principal Accountant
has 5 years’ experience of treasury management with the Council. The Council pays for
staff to study towards relevant professional qualifications including CIPFA, and AAT.
Where Council staff members do not have the knowledge and skills required, use is
made of external advisers and consultants that are specialists in their field. The Council
currently employs Arlingclose Limited as treasury management advisers. This approach
is more cost effective than employing such staff directly, and ensures that the Council
has access to knowledge and skills commensurate with its risk appetite.
2

RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1

Legal
The report complies with best practice and government guidance on the preparation of
the Capital & Treasury Monitoring Statement. The legal risk is therefore low.

2.2

Financial
Financial Information is contained within the report. The financial risk of this report is low.

2.3

Corporate
This strategy sets in place a proposed structure and systems that place security of
investments above yield. The risk is therefore assessed as low.

3

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report the relevance of the following factors has also been considered
prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate change, health,
human rights, personnel and property.

4

CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact:
Karen Henriksen 01629 761284 or
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

5

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

6

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1 – Minimum Revenue Policy Statement 2019/20

BACK TO AGENDA
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Appendix 1 – Minimum Revenue Provision Statement 2019/20
Where the Authority finances capital expenditure by debt, it must put aside resources to
repay that debt in later years. The amount charged to the revenue budget for the
repayment of debt is known as Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP), although there has
been no statutory minimum since 2008. The Local Government Act 2003 requires the
Authority to have regard to the Department for Communities and Local Government’s
Guidance on Minimum Revenue Provision the CLG Guidance) most recently issued in
2018.
The broad aim of the CLG Guidance is to ensure that capital expenditure is financed over
a period that is either reasonably commensurate with that over which the capital
expenditure provides benefits, or, in the case of borrowing supported by Government
Revenue Support Grant, reasonably commensurate with the period implicit in the
determination of that grant. The CLG Guidance requires the Authority to approve an
Annual MRP Statement each year, and recommends a number of options for calculating
a prudent amount of MRP. The following statements incorporate options recommended
in the Guidance:
•

For capital expenditure incurred after 31st March 2008, MRP will be determined by
charging the expenditure over the expected useful life of the relevant asset in
equal instalments or as the principal repayment on an annuity with an annual
interest rate equal to the average relevant PWLB rate for the year of expenditure
starting in the year after the asset becomes operational.

•

For assets acquired by finance, MRP will be determined as being equal to the
element of the rent or charge that goes to write down the balance sheet liability.

•

Capital expenditure incurred during 2019/20 will not be subject to a MRP charge
until 2020/21

•

Based on the Authority’s latest estimate of its Capital Financing Requirement on
31st March 2019, the budget for MRP has been set as follows:
31.03.2019
Estimated CFR
£‘000

2019/20
Estimated
MRP
£’000

5,747

97

151

151

5,898

248

Capital expenditure before 01.04.2008
Supported capital expenditure after 31.03.2008
Unsupported capital expenditure after 31.03.2008
Finance leases and Private Finance Initiative
Transferred debt
Loans to other bodies repaid in instalments
Voluntary overpayment (or use of prior year
overpayments)
Total General Fund
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Item No. 7

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

CAPITAL STRATEGY REPORT FOR 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report seeks approval for the Council’s Capital Strategy for 2019/20.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Capital Strategy Report for 2019/20 is approved.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
The above recommendation contributes to all of the Council’s Corporate Plan Priorities
____________________________________________________________________________
1.

CAPITAL STRATEGY REPORT

1.1

This capital strategy report forms a key part of the Council’s overall Corporate Planning
Framework. It provides a mechanism by which capital expenditure is aligned over a
medium term (5 year) planning period.

1.2

This strategy sets the framework for all aspects of the Council’s capital expenditure
including prioritisation, planning outcomes, management, funding and monitoring, and is
linked to the Council’s Asset Management Plan, Investment Strategy and the Medium
Term Financial Strategy.

1.3

Capital Expenditure and Financing
Capital expenditure is where the Council spends money on assets, such as property or
vehicles, that will be used for more than one year. In local government this includes
spending on assets owned by other bodies, and loans and grants to other bodies
enabling them to buy assets. The Council has some limited discretion on what counts as
capital expenditure, for example at Derbyshire Dales District Council assets costing less
than £10,000 are not capitalised and are charged to revenue in the year of purchase.

In 2019/20, the Council is planning capital expenditure of £3.9m. Expenditure is
prioritised as identified in the corporate plan 2015-2019
The Asset Management Plan identifies backlog maintenance issues across the District’s
property portfolio; improvement and transformation can progress within the resources
that are available.

1.4

Sources of Capital Finance
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Decisions on capital spending are made against the background of diminishing
resources. The main sources of capital finance available to the Council are:
a) Capital Grants and Contributions
Grants are generally awarded to finance specific projects. Grants may be received from
central government, the European Union (until 2019) or other organisations. Some grants
come with the expectation of “match funding” from the Council.

The Council will continue to bid for capital grants when the opportunity arises

Developer contributions, usually derived from Section 106 agreements, are awarded to
mitigate the impact of developments on communities. These contributions are usually
earmarked for specific purposes in planning agreements and often relate to infrastructure
projects or affordable housing schemes.

The Council will continue to seek section 106 contributions when appropriate.

Another type of developer contribution is the Community Infrastructure Levy. The
Community Infrastructure Levy is a planning charge, introduced by the Planning Act 2008
as a tool for local authorities in England and Wales to help deliver infrastructure to
support the development of their area. Development may be liable for a charge under the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), if the local planning authority has chosen to set a
charge in its area. Derbyshire Dales District Council has suspended preparatory work on
the Derbyshire Dales Community Infrastructure Levy. The financial viability of
development across the plan area will be continually monitored and in the event that
evidence suggests that the introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy will not
have an adverse effect upon economic viability, work will be re-commenced on the
introduction of a Derbyshire Dales Community Infrastructure Levy.
Officers will monitor the financial viability of development across the District to
determine whether to introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy. In the
meantime, a Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document will be
prepared.
The Council is committed to working with partners (e.g. housing associations) to provide
assets. Various mechanisms provide opportunities to enhance the Council’s investment
potential with support and contributions from other organisations and partners. These
may be through match funding, joint funding etc.
A report to Council in December 2018 pointed out that the funding environment is
changing dramatically and new approaches need to be explored. Members agreed that
proposals for the creation of a limited Liability Partnership to enable better management
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of its property portfolio with a view to generating additional income to support the council
in becoming financially self-reliant.
The Council will continue to seek private sector investment. Should
opportunities arise, officers will explore new approaches for capital
contributions, such as joint ventures, and will prepare reports for Members’
consideration.

b) Capital Receipts
Capital receipts are derived from the sales of assets. At Derbyshire Dales District Council
this includes a share of receipts from the sale of former council houses, negotiated as
part of the stock transfer in 2002, known as the Right to Buy Sharing Agreement. As the
Council reviewed its assets some years ago, and disposed of surplus assets at that time,
the scope for future capital receipts, other than those under the Right to Buy Sharing
Agreement, is limited.
Sometimes a third party will approach the Council with a request to purchase a particular
asset, usually land. Each of these opportunities will be explored to identify whether it is in
the Council’s best interests to agree to a disposal, which would generate a capital
receipt.
Subject to Members’ approval, the Council will dispose of surplus capital assets
to generate capital receipts where there is a sound business case taking into
account issues such as financial implications (revenue and capital) and service
delivery.

c) Prudential Borrowing
The Council’s capital investment falls within, and needs to comply with, the “Prudential
Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities” (The Code). Under the Code local
authorities are allowed to set their own limits on the amount that may be borrowed to
finance capital expenditure, provided that it is, and can be shown to be, prudent,
affordable and sustainable. This method of financing capital expenditure is called
“prudential borrowing”.
In order for borrowing to be prudent, affordable and sustainable, there must be an
identifiable, long-term source of revenue funding for the associated revenue (debt
financing) costs. In some cases this will come from revenue savings or additional income
arising directly from the capital scheme. For example, building a new car park could
generate income through charges. In other cases, there will be no direct additional
income or cost saving (but the scheme meets a corporate priority) so the Council will
need to ensure that the cost of borrowing will be affordable to the Council’s revenue
account in the long term.
There could be circumstances where the Council will consider borrowing to then provide
loans to other organisations, such as for economic development. This is treated as
capital expenditure and funded through borrowing. Officers will explore such schemes
and seek Council approval.
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The Council is required to make provision for the principal repayment of borrowing; this is
known as a Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP). The Council has to prepare an annual
statement of its policy on making MRP, and this is reported to Council for approval
(elsewhere on this agenda).
In future years, new borrowing could be a realistic way of funding capital expenditure.
However, in order to meet the Prudential Code, the Council would have to identify
sustainable income streams or re-examine its revenue spending priorities in order to
generate sufficient revenue capacity to make new borrowing affordable.
Prudential borrowing will be considered as a method of capital financing
provided that it is, and can be shown to be, prudent, affordable and
sustainable.

d) Revenue Contributions to Strategic Reserves
The Council has, in previous years and in the 2019/20 budget, made contributions to
strategic reserves to provide capital funding. Such reserves include the Capital
Programme Reserve, the Vehicle Renewals Reserve and the ICT Reserve. Until
recently, such transfers to reserves have generally taken place when a revenue account
underspend has been identified, rather than as part of a planned financial strategy. The
2019/20 budget includes £150,000 transfer to the Vehicle Renewals Reserve to fund
future vehicle replacements. The Medium Term Financial Plan assumes that this will
continue.
In order to provide a source of capital finance, especially for the life cycle (replacement)
costs of certain key assets that have a limited life expectancy (such as vehicles and play
equipment), the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy includes the following
statements:
I.

the MTFP and future revenue budgets should include annual revenue
contributions to capital reserves provided that they are affordable;

II.

Any under-spending on the revenue account will be transferred to strategic
reserves used to finance the Capital Programme or “Invest To Save”
Initiatives.

Strategic capital reserves will be used as a method of financing, subject to
availability, and (for some reserves) the relevant purpose.

e) Leasing
Leases are currently classified in accounting terms as either finance or operating leases.
This distinction is important because it dictates whether the lease must be classified as
capital (finance leases) or revenue (operating leases), and different accounting treatment
is required for each. However, changes in the classification of leases are due to be
introduced in 2019/20. The impact if these changes will be assessed in due course.
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At the present time, finance leases are not recommended as a source of capital funding
unless there are exceptional circumstances. This is because other sources of finance
usually offer greater benefits, especially in terms of cost.
Finance leases will not be considered as a method of capital financing unless
there are exceptional circumstances and they can be shown to be cost effective
(compared to other methods of finance that might be available), prudent,
affordable and sustainable.
Capital Funding Strategy
The capital funding strategy is intended to set out the order that financing will be utilised.
Financing will be allocated in the following order:
1. Capital grants and contributions that are linked directly to a specific capital project e.g. a
HCA grant or Disabled Facilities Grants. These will be fully allocated to the relevant
project. Projects funded by external grants and contributions will not commence until
such funding is definitely secured.
2. Capital receipts that are linked directly to a specific capital project e.g. the proceeds from
the sale of an asset that will be used as financing for its replacement. Projects funded by
capital receipts will not commence until such funding is definitely secured.
3. Capital grants and contributions that are not linked to a particular project but are for a
particular purpose e.g. Section 106 agreements for affordable housing - these will be
used as funding for projects that meet the specified purpose ahead of other funding
sources. Schemes funded by external grants and contributions will not commence until
such funding is definitely secured.
4. Transfers from strategic reserves – these will be used to fund capital expenditure subject
to availability, and (for some reserves) the relevant purpose.
5. Capital receipts not directly linked to a particular project, where expenditure is within
rules set down by the Government. Schemes funded by capital receipts will not
commence until such funding is definitely secured.
6. Self-funded borrowing - where the capital investment itself will produce revenue savings
or additional income, which is sufficient to cover the cost of borrowing to fund the
investment.
7. Prudential Borrowing will be used to fund capital investment if the cost of the borrowing is
affordable within the overall General Fund revenue projections. This will be funding
source of last resort.
Governance of the Programme
The Council’s Capital Programme is prepared annually in March by the Head of
Resources in consultation with the Corporate Leadership Team, and reported to full
Council for approval. The programme sets out the capital projects that will take place in
the forthcoming financial year and the projects that are forecast for the following four
financial years. The capital programme is updated in May (to reflect the outturn of the
previous financial year and any slippage, as well as adding any new bids) and in
October/November (reflecting progress on projects and adding any new bids).
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Where expenditure is required or anticipated which has not been included in the Capital
Programme, then a revision to the Capital Programme is required before that spending
can proceed. Revisions to the Capital Programme must be approved firstly by the
Corporate Leadership Team, then by Council. For projects over £25,000, or those of a
political nature, a report is required to the relevant policy committee before the project is
reported to Council. Revisions to the Capital Programme will generally be taken to
Council only in June and October/November each year, unless there are exceptional
circumstances.
All projects within the programme will be financed in accordance with the funding
strategy set out above. Within the available resources, bids for new capital projects are
evaluated and prioritised by the Corporate Leadership Team prior to seeking Committee /
Council approval.
Bids for inclusion are supported by business cases, which must demonstrate that the
project provides an effective and value for money solution, and that all possible sources
of external funding have been sought. The business cases also identify any implications
for the revenue account, such as increased or reduced expenditure or increased income.
Once approved by Council, a project manager is identified to be responsible for the
effective control and monitoring of each project, including financial monitoring. Any
projects that might exceed the agreed budget must be reported to the Head of
Resources. If appropriate corrective action cannot be taken to bring the project back
within budget, the additional costs will be reflected in the next update of the capital
programme. Changes which result in an increase in the amount of an accepted tender or
estimate by 10% or £50,000, whichever is the lower, will be reported to the relevant
Policy Committee as soon as possible with an estimate of the probable new cost, and
subsequently to full Council for approval of any additional expenditure.
To assist with medium term financial planning, a list of potential future liabilities is
reported regularly to Council. This shows possible future capital projects that have not yet
been included in the capital programme.

Risk Management
Significant risks associated with individual capital projects are identified in the business
case and in the policy committee report associated with the bid, as well as in
departmental risk registers.
The most significant risks to the achievement of the overall capital programme are:
•

Forecast capital receipts may not be achieved;

•

The danger of overspending on capital schemes with no available finance to
meet the overspending;

•

Budgets for individual projects may be insufficient when tenders are received;

•

Availability of funding for future capital projects (though the current programme is
fully financed) means that the Council’s future ability to finance mandatory
Capital expenditure, such as Disabled Facility Grants, will need to be kept under
review and the amount available might be insufficient to deal with unforeseen
capital expenditure, for example, if there was a requirement similar to the costs of
addressing structural damage at the Memorial Gardens Toilets.
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Capital Prudential Indicators
The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Authority to have regard to the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Prudential Code for Capital Finance in
Local Authorities (the Prudential Code) when determining how much money it can afford
to borrow. The objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure, within a clear framework,
that the capital investment plans of local authorities are affordable, prudent and
sustainable, and that treasury management decisions are taken in accordance with good
professional practice. To demonstrate that the Authority has fulfilled these objectives, the
Prudential Code sets out the indicators that must be set and monitored each year. These
prudential indicators are set out in The Capital and Treasury Monitoring report
(elsewhere on the agenda).
2

RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1

Legal
The report complies with best practice and government guidance on the preparation of
the Capital & Treasury Monitoring Statement. The legal risk is therefore low.

2.2

Financial
Financial Information is contained within the report. The financial risk of this report is
assessed as low.

3

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report the relevance of the following factors has also been considered
prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate change, health,
human rights, personnel and property.

4

CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact:
Karen Henriksen 01629 761284 or
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

5

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

6.

ATTACHMENTS
None

BACK TO AGENDA
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NOT CONFIDENTIAL – For public release

Item No. 8

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2018/19 TO 2022/23
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report:
•
•
•

determines a Revised Programme and financing arrangements for 2018/19;
determines a Revised Programme and financing arrangements for 2019/20 to 2022/23;
outlines potential future liabilities not included in the Capital Programme.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1

That the revised Capital Programme and financing arrangements for 2018/19, as detailed
in Appendix 1, in the sum £3,959,116 be approved;

2

That the revised Capital Programme and financing arrangements for 2019/20, as detailed
in Appendix 1, in the sum of £3,925,893 be approved.

3

That the Capital Programmes for 2020/21 to 2022/23, as detailed in Appendix 1, for the
sum of £2,870,232 be approved.

4

That the potential future liabilities outlined in Appendix 2 be noted.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
The Council’s Capital Programme takes into account all the priorities and targets within the
Corporate Plan and these are identified in the Capital Strategy. The proposed Capital
Programme will assist in delivering Council services that are important to residents’ well-being.

1

REPORT

1.1

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The Council approved the initial Capital Programme for 2018/19 at the Council meeting
on the 5th March 2018; the programme has subsequently been updated in June and
December.
The Revised Programme for 2018/19, together with changes for financial years 2019/20
to 2022/23 is now presented for Members’ consideration and approval.
The revised programme set out in this report includes changes to the current capital
programme. The changes are explained in the report.
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1.2

NEW BIDS
The revised Capital Programme includes new schemes shown below (and shaded red
in Appendix 1)
Scheme

Capital Programme
(£)

Financing

Hurst Farm Estate Cladding
Programme

100,000

Earmarked from
Revenue Grants
Unapplied

Replacement of ramp at
Northwood Depot

10,000

Capital Receipts

Payments Portal

20,460

ICT Reserve

Customer
Relationship
Management system

183,600

ICT Reserve

1.3

REVISED CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2018/19

1.3.1

Proposed Capital Expenditure 2018/19
The revised capital programme for 2018/19 has been updated to reflect slippage and
new bids. It is summarised below:
Priority

Affordable Housing
Market Towns
Clean & Safe District
Continue to Seek Efficiencies and Innovative Working Practices
Miscellaneous/Other Schemes
Total Capital Expenditure

Revised
Budget 2018/19
£
1,807,500
124,991
481,688
16,312
1,528,625
3,959,116

The spending shown in the table above is the aggregate of the scheme costs. All grants
and contributions have been dealt with as part of the financing arrangements (shown
below). The major projects where expenditure is forecast to be more than £250,000 for
2018/19 are as follows:

Disabled Facility Grants
Affordable Housing Scheme at Bakewell Lady Manners School
Affordable Housing Scheme at Asker Lane, Matlock
Ashbourne Leisure Centre Condition Surveys
Vehicle Replacements
Capital Investment Transfer of Leisure
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£000
400
335
250
256
442
747

1.3.2 Financing Arrangements 2018/19
The overall financing package for forecasted expenditure in 2018/19 is as follows:
£

£
1,047,019
433,366

Capital Receipts
Grants and Contributions
Use of Reserves:
Capital Programme Reserve
Grants Unapplied Reserve (Section 106 contributions)
Information Technology Reserve
Vehicle Renewals Reserve
Carsington Reserve
Total Reserves
Total Financing
1.4

1,128,993
763,000
138,462
441,586
6,690
2,478,731
3,959,116

REVISED CAPITAL PROGRAMME FOR 2019/20

1.4.1 Revised Capital Expenditure 2019/20
The revised capital programme for 2019/20 has been updated to reflect slippage and
new bids. It is summarised below:
Priority

2019/20
Recommended
Capital
Programme
£
2,273,970
63,000
214,148
480,355
894,420
3,925,893

Affordable Housing
Market Towns
Business Growth and Job Creation
A Clean and Safe District
Miscellaneous/Other Schemes
Total Capital Expenditure

The spending proposals shown in the table above are the aggregate of the estimated
scheme costs. All estimated grants and contributions have been dealt with as part of
the financing arrangements (shown below).
The major projects in the spending proposals where expenditure in 2019/20 is estimated
at £250,000 or more are:

Disabled Facility Grants
Affordable Housing Scheme at Tideswell
Rural Village “Available for Rent” Scheme
Capital Investment of Leisure Transfer

1.4.2 Financing Arrangements 2019/20
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£000
491
413
750
453

The overall financing package that is proposed for the revised 2019/20 Capital
Programme is as follows:
£

£
1,717,854
493,470

Capital Receipts
Grants and Contributions:
Use of Reserves:
Vehicle Renewals Reserve
Information Technology Reserve
Grants Unapplied Reserve
Capital Programme Reserve
Economic Development Reserve
Carsington Reserve
Total Reserves
Total Financing

1.5

215,000
122,310
527,500
833,069
10,000
6,690
1,714,569
3,925,893

REVISED CAPITAL PROGRAMME PROPOSALS FOR 2020/21 TO 2022/23

1.5.1 Proposed Capital Expenditure 2020/21 to 2022/23
The Capital Programme Proposals for 2020//21 to 2022/23 have been revised to reflect
new schemes and slippage. A summary is set out below:
Priority

2020/21 to
2022/23
Recommended
Capital
Programme
£
1,474,410
1,019,000
376,822
2,870,232

Affordable Housing
A Clean and Safe District
Miscellaneous/Other Schemes
Total Capital Expenditure
1.5.2 Proposed Financing Arrangements 2020/21 to 2022/23

The overall financing package that is proposed for the revised capital programme
proposals for 2020/21 to 2022/23 is as follows:
£
Capital Receipts
Grants and Contributions: Disabled Facilities Grants
Use of Reserves:
Carsington Reserve
IT Reserve
Vehicle Reserve
Total Reserves
Total Financing
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£
165,000
1,474,410

20,072
191,750
1,019,000
1,230,822
2,870,232

1.6

SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR CAPITAL PROGRAMME

1.6.1 The table below shows the impact on the Council’s Reserves and Balances of the above
proposals:
Reserve

Balance
1st April
2019
£
3,292,189

Capital Receipts
Section
Contributions

106

1,948,762

Capital Programme
Reserve
Other
Strategic
Reserves
(earmarked
for
capital schemes)

3,381,890

Expected
Receipts
£
1,295,116

Used in
Capital
Programme
£
2,929,873

Estimated
Balance 31
March 2023
£
1,657,432

1,020,294

1,190,500

1,778,555

1,962,062

1,419,828

0

1,737,314

3,251,246

4,672,806

315,754

10,360,154

5,566,655

10,755,241

5,171,569

Comments

Relies on new receipts being
attained
Relies on new receipts being
attained

Mostly earmarked for specific
projects

1.6.2 Officer comments:
The table above demonstrates that, if the capital programme proposals set out in this
report are accepted, sources of capital funding are forecast to reduce to £5.17m by 31
March 2023. However, Section 106 contributions and the amounts in other strategic
reserves are set aside for specific purposes; if these are excluded the amount available
for new capital schemes reduces to £3.08m.
The Corporate Leadership Team has identified a number of future capital liabilities and
potential new projects that will be required in the next 1-2 years that have not been
included in this revised capital programme. These projects are set out in Appendix 2.
They total £2.54m, which includes £2m for new vehicles that the Council might need to
fund as part of the new waste and recycling contract, but do not include the estimated
costs of a traveller site. If the £2.54m is deducted from the £3m, it leaves the Council
with a balance of only £0.54m.
For a small district council, in the current economic climate, a fully-funded capital
programme of £10.8m can be seen as fairly healthy. Members should note, however,
that much of the capital programme is spent on enhancing and replacing existing assets
and that existing funds are likely to be depleted by 2022/23. There will always be a
need for some asset replacements and hence the need for annual contributions from
revenue to capital reserves, as identified in the Medium Term Financial Strategy.
2

RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1

Legal
There are no legal considerations arising from this report.

2.2

Financial
There is adequate funding for the proposed capital programme for 2018/19 to 2022/23.
The risk, however, remains high.
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A risk assessment of the Capital Programme has been undertaken in the formulation of
the schemes. The most significant risks are:
•
•
•
•

•

2.3

Forecast capital receipts may not be achieved;
The danger of overspending on capital schemes with no available finance to meet the
overspending;
Budgets for individual projects may be insufficient when tenders are received;
There is sufficient funding for Capital schemes to which the council has had a long-term
commitment in the current programme. However, resources for future projects are
being depleted. The Council’s future requirement to finance mandatory Capital
expenditure, such as Disabled Facility Grants, will need to be kept under review;
The amount available might be insufficient to deal with unforeseen capital expenditure,
for example, if there was a requirement similar to the costs of addressing structural
damage at the Memorial Gardens Toilets.
Corporate
The proposed Capital Programme clearly shows the funding allocated to each of the
priorities set out in the adopted Corporate Plan. The Capital Programme endeavours to
allocate funding to the corporate priorities of business growth and job creation
(£214,148), affordable housing (£5,555,880) and market towns (£187,991). However,
the ongoing necessity to maintain a clean and safe district and to maintain Council’s
assets is also reflected in the Capital Programme.

3

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report the relevance of the following factors has also been considered
prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate change, health,
human rights, personnel and property.

4

CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact:
Karen Henriksen Tel: 01629 761284 or
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

5

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

6

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1 Capital Programme 2018/19 to 2022/23
Appendix 2 Potential capital schemes/liabilities not included in capital programme
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Appendix 1: Capital Programme Proposed Programme for 2018/19 to 2022/23
New
Change in costings and slippage

SCHEMES

STATUS

PRIORITY
RATING %

ESTIMATE

NEW

APPROVED
DECEMBER
2018/19

ESTIMATE
2018/19

ESTIMATE
2019/20

ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE TOTAL
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2018/23

£

£

£

£

£

Business Growth and Job Creation
Industrial Development
Blenheim Road/Ashbourne Airfield Design and Professional services

Project manage initial programme of works - Feb- March 19

66

Sub Total - Business Growth and Job Creation

0

0

214,148

0

0

0

214,148

0

0

214,148

0

0

0

214,148

400,000

400,000

491,470

491,470

491,470

491,470

2,365,880

80,000
334,500
100,000
0
250,000
120,000
0
0
68,000
225,000
250,000
0
0

80,000
334,500
100,000
0
230,000
120,000
0
0
68,000
225,000
250,000
0
0

0
92,500
0
412,500
750,000
0
157,500
135,000
0
0
0
135,000
100,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

80,000
427,000
100,000
412,500
980,000
120,000
157,500
135,000
68,000
225,000
250,000
135,000
100,000

1,827,500

1,807,500

2,273,970

491,470

491,470

491,470

5,555,880

Affordable Housing
Improvement Grants

Disabled Facilities Grants

Demand less than in 17/18. Likely to result in an underspend- grant to be added to
reserve for future years

Social Housing Grants
Winster
Bakewell Lady Manners School
Cromford / Matlock Bath
Tideswell
Rural village - affordable housing for rent programme
Temporary Accommodation - Matlock & Ashbourne
Ashbourne - Dove Garage, Mayfield Road
Brailsford - Luke Lane / Mercaston Lane
Brailsford - Luke Lane Phase 2
Matlock - Bentley Bridge
Matlock - Asker Lane
Doveridge - Bakers Lane
Hurst Farm Estate Cladding Programme

Invoice due
Scheme delayed - Q4 (May slip into 19/20)
Due to commence in 2018/19
Site identification ongoing
Due to commence in 2018/19
Completed
Slippage into 2019/20
Slippage into 2019/20 - scheme has consent
Completed
Scheme is well progressed - Invoice due March
Waterloo waiting to hear if their offer has been accepted
NCHA
Report to Committee to follow

84

Not
Not
Not
Not
50
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
60

Sub Total - Affordable Housing
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Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored

SCHEMES

STATUS

PRIORITY
RATING %

ESTIMATE
APPROVED
JUNE
2018/19

NEW
ESTIMATE
2018/19

ESTIMATE
2019/20

ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE TOTAL
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2018/23

£

£

£

£

£

Market Towns
Car Parks
Replacement of Pay and Display Ticket Machines
Fishpond Meadow, Ashbourne: Car Park Improvements/Feasibilty study
Bakewell ABC Car Park Improvements including cattle grid
Monsall Head Car Park Improvements

To be completed by 31/03/19 (On track)

not scored

Procured 18/03/19 - due to be completed May 19
56
Cattle grid due before 31 March 2019 (£4,700) Grass grid tendered Autumn 2018,
start spring 20 19. Tarmac to be tendered Spring 2019
39
At Procurement Stage, expect completion by March 2019 - Tender invitation advertised
44
next week

21,491

21,491

0

0

0

0

21,491

20,000

20,000

15,000

0

0

0

35,000

35,000

35,000

35,500

0

0

0

70,500

10,500

10,500

0

0

0

0

10,500

25,652
13,000
12,500

12,500
13,000
12,500

12,500
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

25,000
13,000
12,500

138,143

124,991

63,000

0

0

0

187,991

Public realm Improvements
Wirksworth St Mary's Churchyard Railings
Darley Dale Down Station Improvements
Wirksworth Market

Expected completion date 30 November 2018. Split payment due to paint work
needing to be done in dry weather
Bat surveys undertaken 31/12/18 - Completion due by 31st March
Completed

31
57
not scored

Sub Total - Market Towns
A Clean and Safe District

Flood Alleviation
Matlock Bath

Awaiting DCC fees, otherwise complete

64

3,460

3,460

0

0

0

0

3,460

Ongoing work with Sports Clubs and Active Communities Manager
Complete
Site meeting arranged with Bakewell Town Council 15/01/19 to discuss transfer of
funds
Awaiting DCC to arrange feasibility survey - Now planned for Feb 2019
Completed awaiting final account

not scored
62

0
0

0
0

146,355
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

146,355
0
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0
58

10,000
0
17,893

10,000
0
17,893

0
20,000
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

10,000
20,000
17,893

Wirksworth Steeple Arch Cemetery Extension
Paths at Bakewell Cemetery
Burials Review

Land purchased 2017/18. Prepare lansdcape design for burial ground; scheme
expected to be completed 2019/20
Complete
Works & potential purchase expected 2019/20

not scored
not scored
64

5,000
3,749
0

5,000
3,749
0

55,000
0
44,000

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

60,000
3,749
44,000

Commercial vehicles - Vans, lorries etc.

Vehicle replacements as scheduled.

not scored

441,586

441,586

215,000

180,000

207,000

632,000

1,675,586

481,688

481,688

480,355

180,000

207,000

632,000

1,981,043
£

16,312

16,312

0

0

0

0

16,312

16,312

16,312

0

0

0

0

16,312

Parks & Open Spaces
Condition Surveys - Parks & Pavillions
Main Paths at Bakewell Recreation Ground
Bakewell Riverside Path
Capital contribution to White Peak Cycle Loop
Hall Leys Park Ranger Station
Burials

Sub Total - A Clean and Safe District
Continue to Seek Efficiencies and Innovative
Working Practices
Transformational Projects
Electronic Document Management System

Licence purchased, contractor engaged.

Not Scored

Sub Total - Efficiencies and Innovating Working
Practices
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STATUS

PRIORITY
RATING %

ESTIMATE
APPROVED
DECEMBER
2018/19

NEW
ESTIMATE
2018/19

Grants awarded 2018/19

not scored

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

150,000

Carsington Fund Grants

Balance of CRF to finance future grant applications

not scored

6,690

6,690

6,690

6,690

6,690

6,692

33,452

Bakewell ABC Condition Survey Works

Expected to be completed by 31 March 201. Tender invitation adverised next weekas per Project Plan

not scored

8,500

8,500

0

0

0

0

8,500

Matlock Town Hall - Works Identified in condition surveys
Replacement of the main ramp in the garge at Northwood Depot

Review of requirements to be carried out by 01/02/19
0

not scored
0

0
0

0
0

237,854
10,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

237,854
10,000

747,434
9,829
69,138
255,779
35,000

452,566
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1,200,000
9,829
69,138
255,779
35,000

SCHEMES

ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23

TOTAL
2018/23

Miscellaneous/Other Schemes
Miscellaneous Grants

Leisure Centres
Capital Investment Transfer of Lesiure
Works commenced 20th Jan 19 - to be completed May 2019
Wirksworth Lesiure Centre - Condition Survey Works
Completed as per Project Plan - awaiting final invoice
Wirksworth Leisure Centre Sports Hall Flooring
Completed as per Project Plan - awaiting final invoice
Ashbourne Leisure Centre Condition Surveys
Completed as per Project Plan - awaiting final invoice
Replace Air Handling Unit and Building Management System at Arc Leisure, MWorks completed 15/02/19- awaiting invoice - as per Project Plan

not
not
48
not
not

scored
scored

747,434
9,829
69,138
255,779
35,000

Public Conveniences
Capital Investment Public Conveniences Review
Matlock Bath Memorial Gardens Toilets

scored
scored

not scored
not scored

133,354
25,211

133,354
25,211

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

133,354
25,211

Condition Survey Works
Rural Conveniences

Completed
Completed
Bakewell Granby Road WC's to be completed by 31 March 2019; Hall Leys and
Shawcroft WCs to be completed by 31 March 2020.
Awaiting outcome of public conveniences review

not scored
not scored

20,000
40,540

20,000
40,540

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

20,000
40,540

Travellers Site

Committee report in November to determine way forward

not scored

10,000

0

10,000

0

0

0

10,000

Information Technology
Town Hall Recabling
Microsoft Enterprise Agreement
Virtual Desktop Server Replacement
Microsoft Windows Server Licence Upgrade
Income Management System Upgrade
Financial Management System Upgrade
Backup storage replacement
Payments Portal
CRM System

Completed
Deferred to 2021/22
Completed October 2018
Licenses procured; Upgrade to be implemented by 14/01/2020
Upgrade scheduled for February 2019
Completed February 2018
Procurement to take place in 2019/20
0
0

58
63
70
70
70
70
75

70,000
0
20,000
17,000
15,000
150
0
0
0

70,000
0
20,000
17,000
15,000
150
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
30,000
20,460
71,850

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37,250

0
80,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
37,250

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37,250

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

70,000
80,000
20,000
17,000
15,000
150
30,000
20,460
183,600
0
125,000

1,538,625

1,528,625

894,420

98,940

178,940

98,942

2,799,867

4,002,268

3,959,116

3,925,893

770,410

877,410

CAPITAL SALARIES

0

Sub Total - Miscellaneous/ Other
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1,222,412 10,755,241.00

APPENDIX 2: POTENTIAL FUTURE LIABILITIES NOT IN DRAFT PROGRAMME
POTENTIAL FUTURE LIABILITIES NOT IN DRAFT PROGRAMME
PROPERTY
CAR PARKS:
Various Car Parks

COMMENTS
Surface repairs & full re-lining

COST

20,500
20,500

PARKS:
Broadwalk Park
Ashbourne Park Buildings

Paths
Bandstand and other buildings

10,000
12,000
22,000

CEMETERIES & CHURCHYARDS:
Bakewell Cemetery Chapels
Repairs identified in 2009 survey

15,000
15,000

OTHER PROPERTY:
Bakewell ABC Various
Arc Leisure, Matlock
Traveller Site
Lovers Walks
Station House, Matlock
Matlock Town Hall

Flat roof gutters, ventilation/decoration, cctv
Footpath improvements
New site(s) to meet housing need
Detailed inspection of cliff faces, design of scheme & cost of remedial works
Significant repairs identified in 2009 survey
Replace metal windows (identified in 2014 condition survey)

60,000
10,000
To be determined
To be determined
20,000
210,000
300,000

OFFICE TECHNOLOGY:
Replacement switchboard
Production Server replacement

Network switch replacement
Disaster recovery Storage

Subject to business plan & maintenance of current equipment
5 year replacement cycle
5 year replacement cycle
5 year replacement cycle (shared procurement)

100,000
30,000
20,000
30,000
180,000

VEHICLES
Vehicles for waste collection contract

2,000,000
Total

£2,537,500

BACK TO AGENDA
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Item No. 9

NOT CONFIDENTIAL – For public release
COUNCIL MEETING
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

SERVICE PLANS AND REVENUE BUDGET 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report seeks approval for the District Council's Service Plans and Revenue Budget for
2019/20.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

That the level of Council Tax for 2019/20 is increased by £5.00 per band D (2.45%)
from the 2018/19 level.

2.

The estimated net revenue expenditure for 2019/20 totalling £9,585,690, as detailed in
the Summary Revenue Account in Appendix 2, is approved.

3.

The minimum level of uncommitted working balances is approved at £1,000,000 at 1st
April 2019, and £1,000,000 at 1st April 2020.

4.

The net sum of £858,398 is transferred from earmarked reserves in 2019/20, as
shown in Appendix 6.

5.

The following amounts are calculated by the Council for the chargeable financial year
2018/19 in accordance with Section 31A of the Localism Act 2011:i. aggregate of the amounts which the Council estimates for the items set out in
Section 31A(2)(a) to (f) thereof is £34,404,420;
ii. aggregate of the amounts which the Council estimates for the items set out in
Section 31A(3)(a) to (d) thereof is £26,743,608;
iii. calculation under Section 31A(4) being the amount of which the aggregate at (i)
above exceeds the aggregate of (ii) above, as the Council Tax Requirement for
2019/20 is £7,660,812

6.

That the Corporate Savings Target be confirmed as “Continue a programme to identify
efficiency savings and/or additional income of £400,000 by 2020/21”.

7.

That the Head of Resources’ report on the robustness of the budget and the adequacy
of reserves in accordance with clause 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 is noted.

8.

That the Derbyshire Dales District Council Service Plans circulated separately are
approved.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
All the Council's aims and priorities as contained in the Corporate Plan, the Performance
Plan, and various service strategies have been taken into account in determining service
plans and spending proposals. Budgets are included, where appropriate, for the completion
key target areas for 2019/20.
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REPORT
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Spending proposals for all the Council's General Fund services and activities are given
in Appendix 1 to this report.
1.2 The forecasts of revenue spending requirements include both the financing costs and
running/operating expenditure associated with the Capital Programme. In order to
make the budget setting exercise more stringent, the draft spending proposals for
2019/20 have been based on 2017/18 actual expenditure, aside from inflation
adjustments where required under service contracts or where a change has been
justified by a Head of Service.
1.3 In addition to considering the spending proposals for the forthcoming year, the Code of
Practice on a Prudential Approach to Local Authority Commitments requires the
preparation of a Medium Term Financial Plan. This shows the known changes in
financial commitments for future years, in order that the implications for future
spending requirements are identified in advance and included in the strategic planning
process.
1.4 The draft service plans, which seek to set out actions necessary to deliver the
Council’s priorities, are set out in the “Service Plans” booklet, which will be circulated
separately prior to this meeting. These service plans incorporate summary budget data
with other service information to clarify the link between service levels and resources.

2

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE SETTLEMENT

2.1 As part of the 2017/18 Finance Settlement the Government made an offer that “any
Council that wishes to take it up to a four-year funding settlement to 2019/20” could do
so as long as it had an “efficiency plan”. The Council produced an efficiency plan and
accepted the Government’s offer in September 2016.
2.2 Details of the provisional Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 were
reported to Council In January. Final figures were issued on 29th January and
approved in Parliament on 5th February. The final settlement for the Council is in line
with the provisional settlement published on 13th December 2018. Although the
Council is only in receipt of a small number of government grants the settlement still
has a significant impact on the council’s finances. The key points of the final
settlement relevant to the District Council are:• The Council Tax referendum threshold for the Council has been set at 3%. Not all
authorities are subject to the same referendum limits. Notably, local authorities with
responsibility for social care may levy an additional amount to spend exclusively on
adult social care. As announced last year, this precept equates to up to 6% over 3
years, from 2017-18 to 2019-20. Police and Crime Commissioners have also had
the referendum limit raised to £24 for a band D council tax.
• The Secretary of State confirmed that for the year ahead there will be no new
changes to the way New Homes Bonus works.
• The Secretary of State also said that he is committed to ensuring the needs of rural
areas are met and recognises the particular costs of providing services in sparse
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rural areas. The level of the Rural Services Delivery Grant has been maintained at
2018/19 levels.
• Details of further business rates retention pilots have been published. The
Council’s bid to continue in the pilot scheme was not successful. During 2019/20
the Council will revert back to operating within the Derbyshire Business Rates Pool.
• The Secretary of State has acknowledged concerns around ‘negative RSG’ and this
has been removed for 2019/20.
2.3 The final Local Government Finance Settlement for the Council is summarised below:2018/19

2019/20

Change

Comments

New Homes Bonus
Revenue Support Grant

£0.473m
£0.000m

£0.520m
£0.000m

10%
0%

Rural Services Delivery
Grant
Council Tax referendum

£0.401m

£0.401m

+0%

3%

3%

(see paragraph 3 below)
Although confirmed as
zero, previous indication
suggested negative RSG
of £0.362m
Maintained at 2018/19
levels
The Government’s figure
for local authority financing
assume referendum limits
will be used to the full.

Total

3.

NEW HOMES BONUS

3.1 As part of the 2018/19 settlement, the Government made significant changes to New
Homes Bonus funding, with allocations payments being paid for four years rather than
six. The government also issued a consultation on further changing the calculation of
NHB and changing growth thresholds which in turn would reduce the grant receivable
by Councils. These changes where not introduced in 2019/20. No new allocations
have been assumed after 2019/20. The table below shows the impact:

New Homes
Bonus

2018/19
£000
473

2019/20
£000
520

2020/21
£000
384

2021/22
£000
289

2022/23
£000
218

2023/24
0

3.2 While the Secretary of State has confirmed that for 2019/20 there will be no new
changes to the way the New Homes Bonus works, there is a risk that the Government
will review elements of the methodology for New Homes Bonus in future years, which
poses a serious risk to future receipts and therefore, to the Council’s future financial
sustainability. As the assumed grant diminishes over the years, so does the risk.
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4.

BUSINESS RATES (NON DOMESTIC RATES)
Business Rates Retention

4.1 Members will be aware from previous reports to Council that the Council was part of
100% Business Rates Retention Scheme during 2018/19. The Council subsequently
submitted a bid (through the Derbyshire Business Rate Pilot) to operate one of the
75% retention pilots being offered in 2019/20. Unfortunately this bid was not
successful and the Council can revert to the pool arrangement it operated under from
2013/14 till 2017/18. Under the pool arrangement:
• The original apportionments will be used - Central Government 50%, Derbyshire
Dales District Council 40%, Derbyshire County Council 9% and Derbyshire Fire and
Rescue 1%.
• Local Authorities will be able to retain income from growth, i.e. there will be no levy
payable to the government, and instead the levy is pooled within the Derbyshire
Pool and redistributed to all members (Derbyshire County Council, Derby City
Council, Derbyshire District and Borough Councils and Derbyshire Fire and
Rescue).
4.2 The Government has continued to review Business Rates while trialling new pilot and
retention arrangements and consultation is ongoing. The future model for business
rates is unknown at the current time which creates further uncertainty for the Council.

5.

COUNCIL TAX REQUIREMENT

5.1 The net cost of services is detailed in Appendix 1. The calculation of the Council Tax
requirement is shown in detail in the Summary Revenue Account in Appendix 2 and is
summarised in the table below:-

Net Cost of Services (as Appendix 1)
Net interest
Statutory sum for debt repayment
Council tax collection fund deficit /
(surplus)
NDR collection fund (surplus) / deficit
External Funding Requirement
Funded by:
Revenue Support Grant
Retained Business Rates
New Homes Bonus
Rural Services Delivery Grant
Disabled Facilities Grant
Total External funding (excl. council
tax)
Transfer to/(from) strategic reserves
(detailed in Appendix 6)
Council Tax Requirement (Appendix 2)
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Estimate
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

£

£

8,865,145
189,000
582,172
(60,767)

9,209,557
128,521
247,612
(11,299)

731,000
10,306,550

(209,081)
9,365,310

38,000
(2,609,118)
(472,623)
(401,000)
(453,873)
(3,898,614)

0
(2,760,244)
(519,955)
(401,179)
(491,470)
(4,172,848)

(518,043)

858,398

5,889,893

6,050,860

5.2 The Waste Management Contract, currently provided by Serco, is due to end in
2020. It is the biggest single contract let by the District Council, costing approximately
£2m per year and one of the most high profile services received by the public. The
project team has been working on the procurement of a new waste contract since
March 2018 and an invitation to tender will be published in May 2019.
5.3 It is important that, in planning the future of the waste collection service in Derbyshire
Dales, the rapid pace of change in waste management and the financial impact of this
needs to be considered. Since the current waste contract was entered into the waste
sector and particularly the recycling elements have changed considerably. Following
advice from specialist advisors the Council is anticipating an increase in the contract
value and has included an ongoing pressure of £300,000pa in future years of the
MTFP.
5.4 The estimates for 2019/20 result in an increased council tax requirement of £161,000
on the original budget for 2018/19. It is important to note that this increase in council
tax will benefit each subsequent year of the MTFP where the council faces increasing
costs of waste, pension contributions and uncertainty on reductions in government
funding. A summary of variances when comparing the 2019/20 estimate to the
2018/19 estimate is given in Appendix 4. Significant variances (over £100,000) are
shown in the table below:Budget Head
Increase in retained business rates (after use of business rate
reserve)
Pay Award

Variance £000
(399)
292

Savings from Public Conveniences

(160)

Savings from Corporate Director post (one off)

(113)

Increased contribution to other Reserves

594

Inflation

132

Increased income from car parking charges

(240)

5.5 The Summary Revenue Account (Appendix 2) sets out the spending proposals for this
Council and the precepts of the Town/Parish Councils for 2019/20. The estimates of
cost reflect the spending needs of the current service plans and policies of the Council.
Following the transfers to/from reserves, there is a breakeven position in the 2019/20
budget, with expenditure matched by income.
6

SAVINGS

6.1 The Council has worked hard over the last five years in making substantial savings
that have enabled the organisation to present a balanced budget each year. These
savings have been achieved through exploring different ways of delivering services,
e.g. outsourcing, shared services and through a series of service reviews that have
examined each service area and made significant efficiencies. The Corporate
Leadership Team has also carried out a detailed scrutiny of every service budget and
removed any that the trends indicate may not be required in future years. Any
underspends made each year are also analysed to identify those that can be classed
as ongoing savings.
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6.2 Service Reviews have been carried out with the intention of achieving significant
savings, to contribute towards the overall savings target identified in the Medium Term
Financial Plan, and driving improvement. The service reviews that have been
undertaken have not only generated efficiency savings but have also introduced
service improvements for customers / residents.
6.3 During 2018/19 several reviews have been finalised generating significant saving for
the Council. These have been previously reported to Council and include the reviews
of Leisure Services, Public Conveniences and the employees’ car mileage scheme.
6.4 The need to achieve further savings is set out in the Medium Term Financial Plan
(see Appendix 5 and section 8 of this report). The approach to achieving the savings
is set out in the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy, approved in January
2019. The Council’s approach to meeting the Corporate Savings Target and closing
the budget gap will include the exploration of further partnership working,
transformational and organisational efficiencies, better procurement, better use of
assets and generating extra income from new fees and charges and additional
business rates. The Council has established a Commercial Board, which will explore
commercial opportunities to help the Council achieve a sustainable financial future.
The overall aim of this approach is that the Council will be far less reliant on
government funding and will become more self-sufficient. As well as ensuring that
Council services are streamlined and offer value for money, the approach will focus
on income generation and investment in economic development that will lead to
growth. In the longer term, this approach will provide the Council with more financial
resilience than depending on government grants.

7. COUNCIL TAX
Council Tax Collection Fund Balance
7.1 In determining its demand on the Council Tax, the Council must take account of any
balances relating to Council Tax transactions, reflecting the difference between
anticipated yield and collection rate compared to those actually achieved.
7.2 At 31st March 2019 there is expected to be a surplus on the Council Tax collection
fund. The District Council’s share of the surplus is £11,299 which has to be taken into
account in setting the 2019/20 Council Tax level.
Non-domestic Rates Collection Fund Balance
7.3 In determining its demand on the Council Tax, the Council must take account of any
balances relating to Non-Domestic Rates transactions, reflecting the difference
between anticipated yield and collection rate compared to those actually achieved.
7.4 At 31st March 2019 there is expected to be a surplus on the non-domestic rates
collection fund. The District Council’s share of the surplus is £209,000, which has to be
taken into account in setting the 2019/20 Council Tax level. The surplus has arisen
because the number and value of appeals has decreased. It is proposed to transfer
£264,000 to the Business Rates Fluctuations Reserve in 2019/20 to mitigate the
impact of future changes.
7.5 Taking the above factors into account, this Council's requirement from the Council Tax
for 2019/20, including a comparison with 2019/20, is calculated as follows:-
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Total to be met from Council Tax
Council Tax Base
DDDC Council Tax - Band D
Increase £ per band D
Increase %

2018/19

2019/20

£5,889,893
28,833.86
£204.27
£5.93
2.99%

£6,050,860
28,914.13
£209.27
£5.00
2.45%

7.6 Under the Localism Act 2012 and the Local Authorities (Conduct of Referendums)
(Council Tax Increases) (England) Regulations 2012, the Secretary of State for
Housing, Communities and Local Government has proposed the following council tax
principles:
“For 2019/20, the relevant basic amount of council tax of an authority which belongs
to the category mentioned in paragraph 2(c) is excessive if the authority’s relevant
basic amount of council tax for 2019-20 is—
(a) 3%, or more than 3%, greater than its relevant basic amount of council tax for
2018-19; and
(b) more than £5 greater than its relevant basic amount of council tax for 2018-19.”
7.7 The recommendations in this report do not exceed that limit.
7.8 The table below shows the band D Council tax for 2019/20 and the previous 5 years:-

Financial
Year

8.

Band D Council
Tax

Increase on
Previous Year

2014/15

£189.66

0%

2015/16

£189.66

0%

2016/17

£193.34

1.94%

2017/18

£198.34

2.59%

2018/19

£204.27

2.99%

2019/20

£209.27

2.45%

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN

8.1 In considering its spending requirements the Council must have regard to its future
commitments and its ability to finance those requirements either internally through
balances or through its precept on the Council Tax. It is necessary, within the
limitations inherent in any forward planning exercise, to consider the implications of
future spending needs and produce a financial strategy to deal with them.
8.2 The Medium Term Financial Plan, which is summarised in the table below and shown
in detail at Appendix 5, sets out in broad terms the anticipated future spending
requirements. This takes account of current and known additional requirements,
including the impact of the previous two-year pay offer. The quantified additional
requirements are based on the planned intentions of the Council and any future impact
of decisions already implemented, but cannot be conclusive, as other changes will
undoubtedly occur over time.
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Revised

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

£000s

£000s

£000s

£000s

£000s

£000s

Forecast spending

9,624

9,587

9,937

10,096

10,053

10,233

Transfers to/from reserves

(431)

858

(13)

(13)

112

20

Net Spending Requirement

9,193

10,445

9,924

10,083

10,165

10,253

Income from Council Tax

(5,951)

(6,062)

(6,222)

(6,397)

(6,576)

(6,760)

Income from Business Rates

(1,877)

(2,971)

(3,023)

(3,087)

(3,153)

(3,259)

0

0

371

380

390

400

Rural Services Delivery Grant

(401)

(401)

0

0

0

0

New Homes Bonus

(473)

(520)

(384)

(289)

(218)

0

Disabled Facilities Grant

(491)

(491)

(270)

(270)

(270)

(270)

(9,193)

(10,445)

(9,528)

(9,663)

(9,827)

(9,889)

0

0

396

420

338

364

Funded By:

Negative Revenue Support Grant

Total Income
Savings to be achieved

8.3 The Medium Term Financial Plan demonstrates that there is a balanced budget for
2019/20. However, the Medium Term Financial Plan shows that further grant losses
are expected in the period 2020/21 to 2023/24, and that as a result, it will be
necessary to continue a programme to identify efficiency savings and/or additional
income to deliver a budget saving of £400,000 by 2020/21. Ongoing savings must be
identified as soon as possible in order to close the budget gap for 2020/21 and to
assist in dealing with other potential future liabilities that have not yet been estimated.
8.4 Several funding streams (New Homes Bonus, Rural Services Delivery Grant and
Revenue Support Grant) received from Government, all have a significant direct
impact on the Council. The MHCLG has previously indicated all of these funding
streams will reduce and the information received is used to model the Councils future
MTFP.
8.5 The MHCLG continues to review the arrangements for Local Government financing.
However, as experienced in the 2019/20 settlement, changes to allocations can be
received late in the day. As the provisional and final settlements are not normally
received until December and January respectively prior to financial year start, the
Council has limited time to respond to changes introduced by the MHCLG.
8.6 To ensure the Council has appropriate time to respond to changes in funding and
prevent unnecessary service reductions a new reserve, Funding Uncertainties
Reserve, will be created in 2019/20. This reserve will be used to finance reductions in
funding, once confirmed, for the for the following year.
8.7 The MTFP includes the impact of several key developments for the council over the
MTFP period. These include the renewal of the waste provision contract, the triennial
review of the pension fund and investments being made through use of reserves.
8.8 The assumptions made in preparing the MTFP are shown in Appendix 5. It is possible
that some of these assumptions may turn out to be too cautious or over-optimistic.
Some scenario testing has been carried out to demonstrate the impact of different
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assumptions on the savings requirement identified in the medium term plan. The
results of that testing is set out below:

MTFP, as Appendix 5
Surplus (-) / Deficit
Loss of new homes bonus from 2020/21
Surplus (-) / Deficit would be:
Business rates income above baseline
reduces by 10%
Surplus (-) / Deficit would be:
No growth in council tax base from 2019/20
Surplus (-) / Deficit would be:
Contracts due for renewal cost extra £500,000
p.a (from August 2020)
Surplus (-) / Deficit would be:

Estimates
2020/21

Estimates
2021/22

Estimates

Estimates

£000s

£000s

2022/23
£000s

2023/24
£000s

396

420

338

364

780

709

556

364

514

541

462

495

450

529

504

590

771

920

838

864

8.9 At the Council meeting in January 2019, Members approved the Medium Term
Financial Strategy including a Corporate Savings Target of £0.4m by 2020/21; this
remains unchanged.
9.

RESERVES AND BALANCES

9.1 In examining the immediate and longer term spending plans, for both revenue and
capital, it is necessary to consider the levels of balances which are available and, of
those, the ones that will be required to meet spending plans. Transfers to/from
reserves are detailed in Appendix 6. The estimated position on the Council's Reserves
and Balances as at 31st March 2019 and 31st March 2020 is detailed in Appendix 7. A
number of points need to be taken into account:Working Balances
9.2 It is considered essential that the Council retains a level of uncommitted balances to
meet emergency, unforeseen and unknown eventualities. This includes positive
opportunities that may arise as well as disastrous or onerous liabilities.
9.3 In the absence of these balances any such expenditure would fall directly on the
General Fund and Council Tax requirement. This could result in significant financial
consequences for service provision.
As budgets have been tightened and
contingencies removed, the need for adequate working balances becomes even more
important. Whilst it is impossible to advise on the precise level because of the
uncertainty involved, it is considered prudent to retain uncommitted working balances
of approximately 10% of net revenue expenditure. Working balances at 1st April 2019
are set at £1,000,000, which is considered adequate for the purpose described above.
Use of Balances
9.4 The effect of the Council's spending proposals and commitments on the General
Reserve is shown in the Medium Term Financial Plan in Appendix 5, and a summary
of reserves is given in Appendix 7. It can be seen that the estimated General Reserve
balance is £1,161,543 at 1st April 2019.
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9.5 Balances, by their very nature, can be used once. Therefore, the continued use of
balances to support ongoing spending is not sustainable beyond the life of the
available amount. A strategy which is based on the continued use of balances to
support regular spending can only have a finite life. Therefore, in looking at the use of
available balances regard must to taken of the future demands upon them in terms of
both capital and revenue spending. In addition, interest is earned on the investment of
unused balances. Utilisation of balances will therefore reduce the interest earned in
future years.
9.6 It should be noted that the approved Medium Term Financial Strategy allows the
General Reserve to be used for meeting “one-off” expenditure or for “invest-to-save”
proposals, but restricts its use for funding ongoing revenue expenditure to exceptional
circumstances.
Earmarked Reserves
9.7 The Council has strategic reserves for specific purposes and these should continue to
be earmarked for the identified purpose. This ensures the availability of the amounts in
these reserves for those purposes and defrays demands on the revenue spending and
general balances. Details of transfers to/from reserves are shown in Appendix 7 and
details of earmarked reserves are given in Appendix 8.
9.8 It is important that reserves are reviewed on at least an annual basis to ensure they
are adequate for the purpose, but not excessive, based on an assessment of needs,
an understanding of risks, and taking into account the opportunity costs of maintaining
reserves. An annual review of earmarked reserves is given at Appendix 8. The
statement lists the various earmarked reserves, the purposes for which they are held,
and provides advice on the appropriate levels.
9.9 During the current review a number of balances were identified to be re-prioritised into
a new reserve to support the Customer Innovation Project. In addition, the 2018/19
underspends can be redirected to this reserve to ensure that this important 3 year
project is fully funded.
9.10 The Council faces the most uncertainty and financial pressure in the later years of the
MTFP. As a result the 2019/20 MTFP contains provision to contribute further amounts
to reserves to ensure funding is available in future years. The 3 main provisions to be
made are the waste fluctuations reserve (£300,000 in 2019/20 to cover movements in
commodity prices the council was not previously subject to), the Customer Innovation
Project Reserve (£371,000 in 2018/19 for 3 years’ funding to finance a project team to
support and develop the capital investment) and the Funding Uncertainties Reserve
(£421,000 in 2019/20 to ensure sufficient lead time is available to the Council to react
to changes in government funding)
9.11 Following this review of reserves, earmarked reserves are estimated to total £6.4
million at 31st March 2019 and £6.3 million at 31st March 2020.
10

HEAD OF RESOURCES’ REPORT

10.1 Clause 25 of Part 2 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the Officer
appointed for the purposes of Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 must,
when calculating the net budget requirement, report to Members on:•
•

the robustness of the estimates made for the purposes of the calculation;
the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.

10.2 In accordance with this requirement, the Head of Resources is of the opinion that the
processes used in calculating the net budget requirement for 2019/20 are robust. In
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reaching this opinion, the Head of Resources is satisfied that adequate account has
been taken of the following factors:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

last year’s outturn;
the current year’s income and expenditure to date;
pay & price increases;
pension contributions;
the impact of interest rate movements;
demand for services;
the revenue impact of capital investment;
local predictions of future grant settlements;
debt recovery performance;
future Council Tax Base changes;
future increases in Council Tax;
expected income from business rates;
the timing and level of capital receipts;
expected savings from service reviews;
a realistic forecast has been made of major income streams, e.g. car parks
income;
the effect of the V.A.T. partial exemption calculation;
resource allocations are in line with service plans and Council policies and
priorities;
the budget process is supported by clear guidelines in the approved Financial
Strategy, a clear timetable with allocated roles and responsibilities, and a Budget
Holder’s Manual for staff involved in the preparation of estimates.

10.3 The Head of Resources is also satisfied that the Council’s Financial Reserves, as
summarised in Appendices 7 & 8, are adequate. In reaching this opinion, the Head of
Resources has taken into account the following factors:•
•
•
•
•

the budget process is robust and accurate for the reasons given above;
an assessment has been made of the major risks;
the Council does not have a history or culture of overspending its budgets;
the level of reserves has been determined with regard to CIPFA guidance on local
authority reserves and balances (LAAP Bulletin 77);
the Council has adequate systems of budgetary control throughout the year.

11. TOWN / PARISH PRECEPTS
11.1 The precepts of Town/Parish Councils for 2019/20 are shown in Appendix 9 to this
report and total £1,609,952, an increase of £90,205 (5.93%) over 2018/19. For some
Town/Parish Councils the increased precept reflects the costs of holding elections,
which take place every 4 years and are due in 2019/20.
11.2 These precepts have to be shown as part of the District Council's requirements as
detailed in the Summary Revenue Account. As part of Council Tax setting, the
individual Town/Parish precepts become a special expense chargeable against each
specific area and are raised from the Council Tax levied on that area.
11.3 The average Parish Council Tax increases from £52.71 in 2018/19 to £55.68 in
2019/20, an increase of £2.97 (5.63%).
12. CONSULTATION
12.1 Consultation on the District Council’s spending plans has been carried out in different
ways.
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12.2 The Council carried out consultation at a series of Community Forum meetings, giving
Council Tax payers an opportunity to discuss the Council’s budget and Council Tax
proposals. Meetings have been held as follows:• 4 January 2019 – Central Community Forum, Matlock Town Hall
• 12 February 2019 – Southern Community Forum, Hulland Ward Millennium Village
Hall
• 26 February 2019 – Northern Community Forum, Bakewell Agricultural & Business
Centre
12.3 The statutory consultation with representatives of National Non-Domestic Ratepayers
was carried out by providing details of the Council’s spending proposals to
organisations that represent rate payers in the area covered by the Dales and other
business groups. The details were sent by email on 15 February 2019. The recipients
were invited to submit their responses by email to the Head of Resources by 6 March
2019.
12.4 A verbal update on the outcome of the consultation will be given at the Council
meeting.
13. RISK ASSESSMENT
13.1 Legal
The Local Government Finance Act 1992 requires the Council to set the Council Tax
by 11th March for the following financial year. There are no legal considerations with
Service Reviews at this stage. The legal risk arising from the report is low.
A requirement (by way of Standing Order 2014 No. 165), to adopt a mandatory
standing order came into force on 25 February, 2014. The provisions require that
immediately after any vote is taken at a budget decision meeting of an authority there
must be a recorded vote in the minutes of the proceedings of that meeting showing the
names of the persons who case a vote for the decision or against the decision or who
abstained from voting. Therefore, a recorded vote will be taken once a decision on
this item has been taken.
13.2 Financial
Significant risks within the revenue budget include:• Uncertainty about the level of Government funding (especially New Homes Bonus,
and Negative RSG) and the business rates retention scheme, especially from
2020/21 onwards. This financial risk is assessed as Medium/High.
• Uncertainties relating to business rates income, which can be very volatile. This risk
is assessed as Medium/High.
• Uncertainty regarding contracts coming to the end of their terms during the period
covered by the MTFP. The financial impact is difficult to forecast at this stage and
while an estimate has been included in the MTFP, this may prove to be inaccurate.
This financial risk is assessed as Medium/High.
• Targeted savings not being achieved. As stated in the body of the report, The
Medium Term Financial Plan indicates that the Corporate Savings Target requires
further ongoing savings or additional income of £0.4m by 2020/21. While it is hoped
that the Commercial Investment Strategy will help to deliver savings to close this
gap, meeting it will be a significant challenge on top of savings that have already
been made. This financial risk is therefore considered to be high.
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• Significant income items not being achieved. The Council has no direct control over,
for example, the level of car parking income, which is affected by factors such as
the weather. This source of income is significant to the Council’s budget process
and, therefore, this financial risk is assessed as Medium/High.
The financial risk in respect of the Council’s long-term financial position is assessed as
“High”.
13.3 Corporate Risk
As identified in the report, the key risks result from the need to make savings and
therefore to change some current practices and procedures. These will be mitigated
by project management, communication and training. If current practices and
procedures do not change, there is a risk that the savings and efficiencies required
could not be realised. This latter risk is considered to be High; it has been reflected on
the Council’s Strategic Risk Register.
14. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report, the relevance of the following factors has also been
considered: prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate
change, health, human rights, personnel and property considerations.
15. CONTACT INFORMATION
Karen Henriksen, Head of Resources, telephone : 01629 761284
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
Mark Nash, Financial Services Manager, telephone: 01629 761214
Email: mark.nash@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
16.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Date
29/01/2019

17.

Description

Location

Details of Local
Government Finance
Settlement

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections
/final-local-government-finance-settlementengland-2019-to-2020

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
Appendix 6
Appendix 7
Appendix 8
Appendix 9

Service Summary
Summary Revenue Account
Variations in revised spending proposals 2018/19 compared with
original estimate
Variations in spending proposals 2019/20 compared to 2018/19 original
estimate
Medium Term Financial Plan
Transfers to and from Earmarked Reserves
Summary of Revenue Balances, Provisions and Earmarked Reserves
Annual Review of Earmarked Reserves
Parish Precepts

Draft service plans for each service (booklet circulated separately – TO FOLLOW)
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APPENDIX 1
SERVICE SUMMARY
2017/18
Estimate
£

2018/19
Estimate
£

(1,651,480)

(1,806,188)

(1,903,779)

(2,045,271)

Central Services

1,556,364

1,648,871

1,549,082

1,591,141

Clean and Green

1,736,520

1,690,814

1,714,007

1,790,524

322,233

313,910

350,658

378,930

1,468,931

1,492,534

1,421,784

1,505,299

70,829

(37,057)

(95,988)

(44,112)

Economic Development

290,003

269,948

207,787

235,319

Electoral and Democratic Services

325,383

340,842

449,031

550,079

Environmental Services

122,092

20,382

15,620

26,344

Estates and Facilities

418,057

464,048

446,669

450,284

Grants and Subsidies

71,278

63,525

60,523

60,980

Housing Benefits

226,491

197,649

179,781

121,750

ICT and Transformation

420,528

414,029

412,426

535,316

Insurance

199,597

216,878

203,070

159,475

Leisure Services

741,233

739,921

939,408

790,745

(214,767)

(263,217)

(284,396)

(222,400)

Parks and Cemeteries

168,914

130,398

69,178

118,791

Planning Conservation

79,464

100,759

78,243

88,566

Private Sector Housing (inc DFG)

698,218

887,659

303,401

1,041,220

Public Conveniences

298,015

318,581

298,371

184,399

Regulatory Services

407,162

335,747

324,733

345,010

Council Tax and NDR collection

124,869

154,001

124,854

151,093

31,173

67,859

53,349

41,617

Waste Management

1,116,079

1,103,252

1,174,088

1,354,558

Net Cost of Services

9,027,186

8,865,145

8,091,900

9,209,657

Car Parking

Community Development
Corporate and Democratic Costs
Development Control and Planning

Markets

Tourism Incl illuminations
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2018/19
Revised
£

2019/20
Estimate
£

APPENDIX 2
SUMMARY REVENUE ACCOUNT

Estimate
2017/18
£
Cost of services (As shown in Appendix 1)
Non-service items:
Interest on balances
Borrowing Interest Paid
Statutory Debt management
Funding Requirement
Funded by:
External Funding
Retained Business including section 31
Grant (and RSDG in 2018/19)
Business Rate Collection Fund
(Surplus)/Deficit
CT Collection Fund (Surplus)/Deficit
Revenue Support Grant
Rural Services Delivery Grant
Disabled Facilities Grant
New Homes Bonus
RSG Transitional Grant

Estimate
2018/19
£

Revised
2018/19
£

Estimate
2019/20
£

9,027,186

8,865,145

8,091,900

9,209,657

(36,000)

(36,000)

(40,000)

(98,981)

225,000

225,000

225,000

227,502

575,566

582,172

582,172

247,612

9,791,752

9,636,317

8,859,072

9,585,690

(2,169,000)

(3,010,118)

(3,010,118)

(2,760,244)

62,697

731,000

731,000

(209,081)

(48,334)

(60,767)

(60,767)

(11,299)

(252,000)

38,000

0

0

(322,000)

0

0

(401,179)

(270,000)

(453,873)

(491,470)

(491,470)

(781,000)

(472,623)

(472,623)

(519,955)

(77,000)

0

0

0

(3,856,637)

(3,228,381)

(3,303,978)

(4,393,228)

(275,630)

(518,043)

344,799

858,398

(4,132,267)

(3,746,424)

(2,959,179)

(3,534,830)

DISTRICT COUNCIL TAX REQUIREMENT

5,659,485

5,889,893

5,889,893

6,050,860

Town and Parish Council Precepts
(As detailed in Appendix 9)

1,440,092

1,519,747

1,519,747

1,609,952

TOTAL REQUIREMENT INCL. PARISHES

7,099,577

7,409,640

7,409,640

7,660,812

Council Tax Base

28,534.26

28,833.86

28,833.86

28,914.13

BASIC AMOUNT OF TAX BAND D
(including average Town/Parish)

£248.81

£256.98

£256.98

£264.95 3.10% Increase

DDDC AMOUNT OF TAX BAND D

£198.34

£204.27

£204.27

209.27 2.45% Increase

£50.47

£52.71

£52.71

£55.68 5.63% Increase

Total External Funding
Transfers to/from Reserves
(As detailed in Appendix 6)
Total Funding

AVERAGE TOWN/PARISH
BAND D COUNCIL TAX
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APPENDIX 3
SIGNIFICANT VARIATIONS IN REVISED SPENDING PROPOSALS 2018/19
COMPARED TO ORIGINAL ESTIMATE
Item

Variance
£000s

Increases in Cost / Reductions in Income
Legal Temporary Cover Arrangements

40

Shortfall in Income from Markets

20

Freedom Leisure contract

290

Net Other Variances

21

Total Increases in Cost / Reductions in Income

371

Reductions in Cost / Increases in Income

Reduced Salary Costs & Vacant Posts

(174)

Retender of Insurance Contract

(19)

Income from introduction of charging at Public Conveniences

(50)

Increase in Car Parking Income

(100)

Increase in Trade Waste income

(20)

Increase in Interment fees

(20)

Increase in income from pre-application advice and premises licences

(50)

Reduction in Negative Revenue Support Grant

(38)

Increase in Disabled Facilities Grant Funding

(37)

Net Other Variances

(75)

Total Reductions in Cost/Increases in Income

Reduction in revised budget proposals for 20108/19, compared with original
estimate
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(583)

(212)

APPENDIX 4
SIGNIFICANT VARIATIONS IN SPENDING PROPOSALS 2019/20
COMPARED TO 2018/19 ORIGINAL ESTIMATE
Item

Variance
£000s

Increases in Cost / Reductions in Income
Pay award

292

Inflation

132

Purchase of wheeled bins

35

Restructure of Legal Services department and procurement support

93

Reduction in commercial rental income

15

Removal of flexible housing grant (one off in 2018/19)

40

Restructure of Regulatory Services

34

Increase to Housing Benefit cost (net of subsidy receivable)

29

Creation of Waste Fluctuations Reserve

300

Creation of budget Funding Uncertainties Reserve

421

Ward member budgets

35
Total Increases in Cost / Reductions in Income

1,426

Reductions in Cost / Increases in Income
Increase in trade refuse income

(20)

Corporate Director post held vacant for 12 months

(113)

Increase in Regulatory Service fee income

(27)

Reduction in external audit fees

(10)

Increase in investment income receivable

(75)

Review of employee car mileage scheme

(25)

Public conveniences service review

(160)

Additional car parking income

(240)

Savings from insurance tender

(38)

Increased income from Matlock Bath illuminations

(37)

Reduced voluntary sector grants

(12)

Reduced hours/post within BSU

(20)

Reduction in transactional costs

(14)

One of cost in previous year

(40)

Additional business rate income net of use of reserves
Other net savings

(399)
(35)

Total Reductions in Cost / Increases in Income
Increase in council tax requirement for 2019/20, compared with original
estimate 2018/19
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(1,265)
161

APPENDIX 5
MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
Revised
Estimate Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
Note Estimate
2019/20 2021/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
2018/19
£000s
9,549

£000s
9,731

£000s
9,592

£000s
9,592

£000s
9,467

£000s
9,467

292
132

457
188

625
245

797
306

973
365

(240)
(160)
18
(58)

(240)
(160)
(82)
(58)

(240)
(160)
(132)
(58)

(240)
(160)
(302)
(58)

(240)
(160)
(391)
(58)

(101)
(27)

300
50
150
(221)
(122)
83

300
50
150
(221)
(134)
79

300
50
150
(221)
(115)
79

300
50
150
(221)
(81)
79

9,624

9,587

9,937

10,096

10,053

10,233

Transfers to/(from) reserves

(431)

858

(13)

(13)

112

20

Net funding requirement

9,193

10,445

9,924

10,083

10,165

10,253

1

0
(1,612)
(1,612)

0
(1,648)
(1,648)

371
(1,731)
(1,360)

380
(1,766)
(1,386)

390
(1,801)
(1,411)

400
(1,837)
(1,437)

2
3
4
5

(996)
(1,114)
731
(209)
(401)
(401)
(5,890)
(6,051)
(61)
(11)
(473)
(520)
(491)
(491)
(9,193) (10,445)

(1,292)

(1,321)

(1,352)

(1,422)

(6,222)

(6,397)

(6,576)

(6,760)

(384)
(270)
(9,528)

(289)
(270)
(9,663)

(218)
(270)
(9,827)

0
(270)
(9,889)

396

420

338

364

Existing Funding Requirement
Inflation
Pay
Other
Commitments/Savings 2018/19
Car parking fee income
Public Conveniences review
Leisure Services transfer
Other

(100)
(50)
290
(277)

Future Items Identified
Waste contract renewal
Transactional services contract renewal
Potential effect of revaluation on pension contributions
Reduction in DFG spend to match grant allocation
Other items identified in 2018/19 MTFP
New changes identified in 2019/20 MTFP

Funded by:
Revenue support grant
Business rate baseline
Settlement Funding Assessment

Business rates above baseline, inc S31 adj
Collection fund NNDR (surplus)/deficit
Rural services delivery grant
Council tax
Collection fund Council Tax (surplus)/deficit
New Homes Bonus
Disabled facilities grant
Total Funding

6
7

Savings target

0

0

Notes
1.

Negative RSG removed in 2019/20 following settlement. Effect of future negative grant cannot be dismissed.

2.

Assumed NNDR receipts as per current pool arrangement. Changes to future distribution not confirmed.

3.

Effect of NNDR CF balance reflected in use of business rate fluctuations reserve to mitigate impact.

4.

RSDG only confirmed for 2019/20.

5.

Council tax base growth assumed at 250 band D properties per year plus 1.99% increase from 2020/21 onwards.

6.

New Homes Bonus calculated on current year methodology, no new allocations assumed only legacy payments.

7.

Changes in DFG funding are reflected in spend to eliminate any savings/pressures.
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APPENDIX 6
TRANSFERS TO AND FROM EARMARKED RESERVES
Revised

Transfers to Reserves
Vehicle Renewals Reserve
Committed Expenditure Reserve
Elections Reserve
Business Rates Fluctuations Reserve
Insurances Reserve
Revenue Grants Unapplied
Local Plan Reserve
Information Technology Reserve
Funding Uncertainties Reserve
Customer Innovation Project Reserve
Waste Contract Fluctuations Reserve
General Reserve
Total transfers to reserves
Less: Transfers from Reserves
Committed Expenditure Reserve
Business Rates Fluctuations Reserve
Elections Reserve
Revenue Grants Unapplied
Invest To Save Reserve
Revenue Grants Unapplied
Ward Member Budgets
Economic Development Reserve
Customer Innovation Project
Total transfers from reserves
Total transfers to/(from) revenue reserves

Estimate

Estimate

Estimate

Estimate

2017/18

2018/19

2018/19

2019/20

£

£

£

£

150,000
30,238
10,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

30,000

30,000

30,000
264,061

397,000
50,000

1,104,148
50,000

391,556
50,000
100,000
421,000

10,000

212,371
300,000
47,296
1,753,913

200,238

627,000

1,546,519

(24,995)

(17,756)
(431,267)

(170,443)
(431,267)

(251,310)
(4,920)

(537,208)
(5,032)

(194,643)

(35,100)
(118,680)

(5,000)
(529,903)
(35,100)
(40,007)

(475,868)

(1,145,043)

(1,211,720)

(48,455)
(125,626)
(895,515)

(275,630)

(518,043)

344,799

858,398
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(92,000)
(629,434)

APPENDIX 7
SUMMARY OF REVENUE BALANCES, PROVISIONS AND EARMARKED RESERVES
(including proposed transfers set out in the body of this report)

Balance at
1st. April
2018
£

Revenue Balances
General Fund Working Balance*
General Reserve
Building Control
Provisions
Insurances
Earmarked Reserves
Business Rates Fluctuations Reserve
Capital Program Reserve
Carsington Improvements
Customer Innovation Reserve
Committed Expenditure
Economic Development
Elections
Funding Uncertainties Reserve
ICT Renewals
Insurances
Invest-to-Save Reserve / Investment Fund
Job Evaluation
Local Plan
Member / Officer Indemnity
Vehicle Renewals
Waste contract fluctuation
Ward Member Budgets

Estimated
Contribution
in 2018/19
£

Estimated
use in
2018/19
£

Estimated
Balance at
31st. March 2019
£

Estimated
Contribution
in 2019/20
£

Estimated
use in
2019/20
£

Estimated Capital
use in
2019/20
£

Estimated
Balance at
31st. March 2020
£

1,000,000
1,161,543
(98,501)

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,000,000
1,161,543
(98,501)

0
47,296
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,000,000
1,208,839
(98,501)

2,063,042

0

0

2,063,042

47,296

0

0

2,110,338

50,000

0

0

50,000

0

0

0

50,000

1,398,889
3,115,175
33,452
0
261,374
220,431
97,814
0
421,079
464,473
569,059
150,000
108,422
25,000
1,041,480
0
36,100

0
266,715
0
371,000
0
0
30,000
0
0
0
0
0
50,000
0
150,000
0
0

431,267
1,128,993
6,690
0
170,443
40,007
0
0
138,462
0
5,000
0
0
0
441,586
0
35,100

967,622
2,252,897
26,762
371,000
90,931
180,424
127,814
0
282,617
464,473
564,059
150,000
158,422
25,000
749,894
0
1,000

264,061
0
0
0
0
0
30,000
421,000
100,000
0
0
0
50,000
0
150,000
300,000
0

0
0
0
125,626
0
48,455
92,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
833,069
6,690
0
0
10,000
0
0
119,460
0
0
0
0
0
215,000
0
0

1,231,683
1,419,828
20,072
245,374
90,931
121,969
65,814
421,000
263,157
464,473
564,059
150,000
208,422
25,000
684,894
300,000
1,000

7,942,748

867,715

2,397,548

6,412,915

1,315,061

266,081

1,184,219

6,277,676

3,932,896

837,608

1,292,903

3,477,601

391,556

629,434

527,500

2,712,223

13,988,686

1,705,323

3,690,451

12,003,558

1,753,913

895,515

1,711,719

11,150,237

Other
Revenue Grants Unapplied

TOTAL
*

The General Fund Working Balance is specified as a “controlled reserve” for the purposes of Section 26 of the Local Government Act 2003.
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APPENDIX 8
ANNUAL REVIEW OF EARMARKED RESERVES
Earmarked Reserve

Purpose

Appropriate Balance

Budget Funding Uncertainties Reserve

To allow time for appropriate proposals to be developed in response to changes in
funding
To provide funding towards potential future losses on Non-Domestic Rates
To provide funding for capital expenditure
To provide grants towards projects in Parishes bordering Carsington Reservoir.

Initially set at the projected 2020/21
budget gap.
As per Appendix 7.
As per Appendix 7.
The reserve was initiated with a
deposit from Severn Trent Water, and
will continue until total grants awarded
result in a balance of nil.
Funding for 3 years to finance a
project team to support and develop
the capital investment.

Business Rates Fluctuations Reserve
Capital Programme Reserve
Carsington Improvements

Customer Innovation Project

Committed Expenditure
Economic Development
Elections

ICT Renewals
Insurances
Investment Fund

Job Evaluation
Local Plan
Member/Officer Indemnity
Revenue Grants Unapplied
Vehicle Renewals
Waste Contract Fluctuations
Ward Member Budgets

To procure and implement, a customer platform that integrates with existing systems to
enable us to drive channel shift and to deliver easier, faster and better customer service.
To provide our customers with an improved, user friendly and accessible means of
accessing and paying for services electronically and promote a culture of ‘digital by
choice’ for all customer interactions
Contributions in respect of expenditure which has been committed, but service not
received at the end of the financial year, therefore an accrual is not appropriate.
To provide funding for economic development initiatives.
Annual revenue contributions to smooth the cost of four-yearly District Council elections.

To provide funding for renewal of the Council’s information technology equipment,
including telephony & central printing equipment.
To provide funding for uninsured losses.
To provide funding towards, for example, interim and temporary resources to provide
additional capacity and skills to support the change agenda, subject to suitable business
cases. To support the Council’s Commercial Strategy
To provide funding for potential additional costs of implementing job evaluation / single
status.
Annual revenue contributions to smooth the cost of four-yearly review of the local plan.
To indemnify Members and officers against acts or omissions subsequently found to be
ultra vires, and against defence costs of criminal proceedings.
The balance of grants received but not yet spent, set aside to finance
expenditure in future years.
To fund the replacement of the Council's vehicle fleet. The balance on this reserve has
been re-examined based on the current fleet of vehicles and known requirements.
To finance changes in diposal costs which will become part of the new waste contract
To finance the Local Projects Fund for the four year period of office 2015-2019
58

As per Appendix 7.
As per Appendix 7.
To build up a reserve by 31st March
2019 towards the cost of the May
2019 election.
As per Appendix 7.
A maximum balance of approximately
£500,000 is considered appropriate.
As per Appendix 7.

As per Appendix 7.
As per Appendix 7.
£25,000 in accordance with minute
588/05.
As per Appendix 7.
As per Appendix 7.

As per Appendix 7.
As per Appendix 7.

APPENDIX 9
PARISH PRECEPTS
PARISH
PRECEPT
2018/19

£
256,344

PARISH

BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX 2018/19

PARISH
PRECEPT
2019/20

£

COUNCIL
TAX BASE
2019/20

£
83.84

Ashbourne

550

8.28

15,700

67.41

Ashford-in-the-Water

2,765

32.35

Ballidon & Bradbourne

105,000

64.40

Bakewell

14,719

22.95

Baslow & Bubnell

4,158

55.95

Beeley

5,500

41.90

Birchover

18,500

55.79

Bonsall

286,525

Alkmonton & Hungry Bentley

BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX
2019/20

INCREASE /
DECREASE
IN BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX

£

%

3,077.98

93.09

11.03

1,922

67.59

28.44

243.61

16,915

230.83

73.28

8.70

105,000

1,617.51

64.91

0.80

2,765

85.24

32.44

0.29

14,719

643.99

22.86

-0.38

4,241

75.71

56.02

0.13

6,000

133.54

44.93

7.22

18,500

333.34

55.50

-0.51

703

7.66

Boylestone

1,413

92.93

15.20

98.46

2,500

16.93

Bradley

2,500

142.82

17.50

3.39

47,587

83.78

Bradwell

49,966

565.22

88.40

5.51

10,000

19.01

Brailsford

14,305

559.01

25.59

34.60

14,300

55.74

Brassington

17,160

255.19

67.24

20.62

7,555

21.73

Calver

7,486

355.22

21.07

-3.04

4,902

38.64

Carsington & Hopton

4,902

126.37

38.79

0.39

5,435

39.14

Chelmorton

5,435

134.40

40.44

3.31

4,500

21.63

Clifton

5,000

207.31

24.12

11.52

17,000

31.34

Cromford

17,750

541.61

32.77

4.58

1,200

12.21

Cubley

1,000

103.03

9.71

-20.49

6,775

231.31

29.29

2.35

139,565

2,164.36

64.48

2.39

10,883

598.39

18.19

1.29

6,578

28.62

Curbar

135,500

62.98

Darley Dale

10,670

17.96

Doveridge

700

12.48

Eaton, Alsop & Newton Grange

1,200

56.94

21.07

68.89

1,200

13.88

Edlaston & Wyaston

1,200

85.47

14.04

1.13

7,770

49.05

Elton

8,160

156.88

52.01

6.03

24,500

55.92

Eyam

27,000

433.34

62.31

11.43

1,400

20.13

Fenny Bentley

1,400

71.21

19.66

-2.33

1,500

18.90

Flagg

1,500

78.96

19.00

0.52

2,200

27.50

Foolow

2,200

80.96

27.17

-1.20

935

7.37

Froggatt

935

125.33

7.46

1.20

16,769

48.04

Great Longstone

16,937

348.70

48.57

1.11

6,500

15.47

Grindleford

6,630

418.56

15.84

2.41

1,800

12.24

Hartington, Middle Quarter

1,800

145.54

12.37

1.06

4,000

24.04

Hartington, Nether Quarter

5,000

167.35

29.88

24.32

8,000

49.85

Hartington, Town Quarter

8,000

159.29

50.22

0.74

500

11.42

Hassop

500

44.51

11.23

-1.69

823,189

14,715.94

769,440

Balance Carried Forward
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PARISH PRECEPTS (CONTINUED)
PARISH
PRECEPT
2018/19

PARISH

BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX 2018/19

£
769,440

£

56,000
4,550
1,821
4,635
12,500
9,000
4,295
7,924
3,400
1,650
3,500
267,080

PARISH
PRECEPT
2019/20

COUNCIL
TAX BASE
2019/20

BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX
2019/20

INCREASE /
DECREASE
IN BAND D
COUNCIL
TAX

£
823,189

£
14,715.94

£

%

Balance Brought Forward
67.81
35.54
17.03
33.63
30.35
39.57
25.61
26.77
19.95
28.44
21.01
79.78

Hathersage (including Outseats)
Hognaston
Hollington
Hucklow, Great & Little, & Grindlow
Hulland Ward
Kirk Ireton
Kniveton
Litton
Longford
Mappleton
Marston Montgomery
Matlock

57,000
4,580
2,788
4,774
13,500
9,450
4,725
8,162
3,600
1,650
3,590
279,092

818.62
128.88
103.11
133.67
403.83
225.54
166.05
291.93
173.54
58.68
167.61
3,396.50

69.63
35.54
27.04
35.71
33.43
41.90
28.46
27.96
20.74
28.12
21.42
82.17

2.69
0.00
58.82
6.19
10.14
5.89
11.12
4.45
3.98
-1.14
1.94
2.99

28,000
12,225
3300
6,388
1,750
4,590
1,400
2,300
4,700
8,755
700
2,900
6,552
1,500
4,236
5,000
6,300
10,635
6,900
5,245
16,636
2,250
50,000

91.61
40.36
50.51
43.33
12.97
19.33
6.17
14.56
39.55
41.36
12.75
16.07
35.66
35.70
33.21
16.84
39.49
52.52
42.84
26.35
33.37
27.06
71.59

Matlock Bath
Middleton by Wirksworth
Middleton & Smerrill
Monyash
Norbury & Roston
Northwood & Tinkersley
Offcote & Underwood
Osmaston & Yeldersley
Over Haddon
Parwich
Pilsley
Rodsley & Yeaveley
Rowsley
Sheldon
Shirley
South Darley
Stanton-in-the-Peak
Stoney Middleton
Sudbury
Taddington
Tansley
Thorpe
Tideswell

28,000
4,000
12,800
6,707
1,750
4,590
1,050
2,300
4,800
9,255
714
2,900
6,552
1,500
6,281
5,150
6,300
10,954
7,038
5,426
17,135
2,250
54,000

293.74
66.72
304.89
151.78
134.89
238.59
230.30
158.20
119.01
207.43
53.95
173.33
175.72
40.37
125.27
301.14
157.67
200.49
155.25
200.77
499.85
83.61
691.96

95.32
59.95
41.98
44.19
12.97
19.24
4.56
14.54
40.33
44.62
13.23
16.73
37.29
37.16
50.14
17.10
39.96
54.64
45.33
27.03
34.28
26.91
78.04

4.05
18.68
4.02
1.98
-0.01
-0.46
-26.06
-0.10
1.97
7.87
3.74
4.13
4.56
4.10
50.96
1.53
1.19
4.03
5.82
2.59
2.73
-0.54
9.00

2,500
400
15,655
145,000

36.53
7.22
61.59
81.27

Tissington & Lea Hall
Wardlow
Winster
Wirksworth

2,500
400
16,921
154,000

68.76
54.44
251.70
1,809.77

36.36
7.35
67.23
85.09

-0.46
1.85
9.16
4.70

18,135

40.80

Youlgreave
All other Parts of the Council's Area

18,579

446.98
486.00

41.57

1.90

1,609,952

28,914.13

1,519,747

Total

BACK TO AGENDA
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NOT CONFIDENTIAL – For public release

Item No. 11

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

CORPORATE INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT
STRATEGY FOR 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report seeks approval for the Corporate Investment Strategy and Commercial Investment
Strategy for 2019/20.
RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Corporate Investment Strategy for 2019/20 be approved.
2. That the Commercial Investment Strategy for 2019/20 be approved.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
Income from investments will contribute to the achievement of all of the Council’s Corporate
Plan Priorities.
___________________________________________________________________________
1.

REPORT

1.1

BACKGROUND

1.1.1 The Council currently has a corporate savings target to achieve savings of £400,000 by
2020/21. At the Council meeting on 5 March 2018, the Council considered a report on
the potential for operating on a more commercial basis to help achieve a sustainable
financial future. The report set out an approach for the Council to explore commercial
opportunities. Property Investment is now commonly undertaken by local authorities,
acquiring assets both within and outside of their governance boundaries. Property
investment is capable of generating returns above the usual treasury investment rates,
creating positive income. It was agreed that a Commercial Investment Strategy would be
required and that the primary purpose of the Strategy would be to create additional
revenue streams for the Council to enable the Council to sustain its long-term financial
future enabling it to maintain its current services and to add value to the communities of
the Derbyshire Dales.
1.1.2 It was also agreed that the Council’s preferred approach in meeting this primary purpose
is to consider any future commercial opportunities that can be assessed using the
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following guiding principles where projects should:• meet the Council’s Corporate Priorities;
• deliver community benefit;
• require minimum investment for maximum return;
• are primarily within the District boundaries, consideration will be given to
opportunities outside these boundaries if the benefit to the Council or Derbyshire
Dales is significant:
• grow the business base;
• deliver a diversified portfolio of projects that balance risk and return.
• be in accordance with statutory guidance and best practice issued by CiPFA.
1.1.3 At its meeting on 24 May, the Council approved the functions for the Commercial Board,
which include:
1. Continually review the Commercial Investment Strategy and advise Council
on its relevance.
2. Act as the Initial Assessment Board and advise Council or appropriate
Committee on projects to take forward, in accordance with the Scheme of
Delegation.
3. Manage use of the Council’s Investment Fund and determine or advise on
allocations from it in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation.
4. To spend up to £150k in a single transaction for a project / feasibility study
/ pump priming (in accordance with assessment criteria) that delivers a
return in accordance with the Commercial Strategy.
5. Keep under review the criteria to be used in determining projects to take
forward, advising Council on any changes to be made.
1.1.4 At the same meeting, the Council approved the Assessment Criteria for commercial
investments set out in Appendix 1 to this report. A detailed Commercial Investment
Strategy has now been developed to set out a framework against which projects can be
assessed, reflecting the Assessment Criteria that has already been agreed.
1.1.5 The Council has established an investment reserve that currently has a balance of
£569,059, which is available for commercial investment projects.
1.1.6 When investing in property, local authorities must comply with statutory guidance. This
includes the Ministry for Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG)
February 2018 publication, providing updated statutory guidance on capital finance (on
local government investments and on minimum revenue provision (MRP)). Two codes of
practice (Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and CrossSectoral Guidance Notes and The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local
Authorities) issued by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
(CIPFA) contain additional investment guidance, which complements the MHCLG
guidance.
1.1.7 This guidance includes requirements for councils to: -
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●

Prepare an annual investment strategy which must be approved before the start of
the forthcoming financial year. This document must include:
1. details of the processes used to ensure effective due diligence, defining the
authority’s risk appetite, including proportionality in respect of overall
resources.
2. an explanation of arrangements for independent and expert advice and
scrutiny.
3. disclosure of the contribution that investments make “towards the service
delivery objectives and / or place making role of the local authority”.
4. indicators that enable councillors and the public to assess the authority’s
investments and the decisions taken.

•

The investment guidance is clear that Councils may not “borrow more than or in
advance of their needs purely in order to profit from the investment of the extra
sums borrowed”. The definition of investment has recently been extended to
include investment in property and the granting of loans to third parties.

•

In recognition of the importance of commercial income to councils at a time when
government funding is steeply declining a council can choose to disregard the
Prudential code and this part of the guidance. In this case its investment strategy
should set out why this is the case and what the council’s relevant policies are.

1.1.8 The implications of the revisions to the guidance are that in future the Council will need to
have least one Investment Strategy. For Derbyshire Dales District Council there will be
three separate elements to the Strategy:
i. The annual treasury management investment strategy, which covers all cash
investments;
ii. The annual Corporate Investment Strategy, which meets the guidance issued by
central government in 2018 and focuses on service investments and commercial
investments;
iii. The annual Commercial Investment Strategy, which covers the Council’s
approach to commercial investments (especially property in more detail),
1.1.9 The Council currently has several other statements and strategies that relate to Capital
and Investments, including:
•

a Treasury Management Strategy 2018/19, which includes the Annual Investment
Strategy for 2018/19 (approved March 2018 – the draft strategy for 2019/20 is
elsewhere on the agenda for this Council meeting),

•

a Capital Strategy (approved in November 2017 as part of the Medium Term
Financial Strategy; a revised version for 2019/20 is included elsewhere on the
agenda for this meeting for Members’ consideration), and

•

a Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Statement (the statement for 2018/19 was
approved in March 2018; the statement for 2019/20 is included elsewhere on the
agenda for this meeting for Members’ consideration); and

•

an Asset Management Plan (approved in January 2019).
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1.2

PROPOSED INVESTMENT STRATEGIES FOR 2019/20

1.2.1 The proposed Corporate Investment Strategy for 2019/20 is included at Appendix 2 to
this report. It reflects the governance arrangements, guiding principles and assessment
criteria already approved by Council, the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in
Local Authorities, the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management, as well as the
government guidance issued in February 2018.
1.2.2 The proposed Commercial Investment Strategy for 2019/20 is included at appendix 3to
this report. The objective of the Commercial Investment Strategy (the Strategy) is to
establish a framework for the identification of commercial investments which, if made,
would provide the Authority with an income stream and potential business growth,
regeneration or housing opportunities.
1.2.3 The proposed strategies:
•

should ensure that the Council does not expose itself to too much financial risk
through borrowing and investment decisions by placing security and liquidity of
investments above yield;

•

ensure that the council does not borrow more than or in advance of its needs
purely in order to profit from the investment of the sums borrowed;

•

provide transparency and accountability in investment decisions

•

disclose the steps taken to ensure that those elected members and statutory
officers involved in the investments decision-making process have appropriate
capacity, skills and information to enable them to take informed decisions.

•

include an investment evaluation process. Commercial Investment projects will be
considered by the commercial board, using the assessment criteria approved by
Council and the risk matrix shown as Appendix B to the Commercial Investment
Strategy. The commercial board may determine an application under delegated
powers or may recommend a project to Council for approval.

1.2.4 It is acknowledged that commercial investment opportunities may require agile and quick
decision making. However, in order to ensure appropriate governance arrangements are
maintained, investment decisions will be made in accordance with the Council’s existing
decision making process, limits of authority and Scheme of Delegation contained within
the Council’s Constitution. It may be appropriate to consider whether it is necessary to
make changes to the Council’s Constitution, especially its Scheme of Delegation, to allow
investments (such as the purchase of commercial property) to take place without undue
delay. Officers will examine this and will reflect any proposed changes in the review of
the Scheme of Delegation to be considered at the Annual Council meeting. Where there
is no delegated authority and it is not possible to wait until the next Council meeting, an
extra-ordinary meeting will be arranged as soon as practicably possible.
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2

RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1

Legal
Statutory guidance issued under S15(1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003 regulates
local government Investments. An ‘investment’ covers all of the financial assets of a local
authority as well as other non-financial assets that the organisation holds primarily or
partially to generate a profit; for example, investment property portfolios. This may
therefore include investments that are not managed as part of normal treasury
management processes or under treasury management delegations. The Strategy has
been prepared in compliance with the Guidance and all accounting procedures which
follow. The legal risk is therefore low.

2.2

Financial
The financial risks and rewards of individual projects will be assessed as they are
considered by the Commercial Board or Council. The financial risk of this report is
assessed as low.

2.3

Corporate
By their nature, it is expected that commercial investments might involve more risk than
the Council has previously been exposed to; on the other hand, the rewards could be
greater. The framework set out in the proposed Investment Strategies provides
transparency and should ensure that the Council does not expose itself to too much
financial risk through its commercial investment decisions. The risk is therefore
assessed as medium.

3

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report the relevance of the following factors has also been considered
prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate change, health,
human rights, personnel and property.

4

CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact:
Karen Henriksen, Head of Resources on 01629 761284 or
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

5

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

6

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1: Investment Assessment Criteria Approved May 2018
Appendix 2: Draft Corporate Investment Strategy 2019/20
Appendix 3: Draft Commercial Investment Strategy 2019/20
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Appendix 1

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR INVESTMENT PROJECTS
(Approved 24 May 2018)
Overriding Requirement
•

Any project to be considered for investment must be presented with a
full Business Case and Risk Assessment.

•

The Board can allocate funds (within Scheme of Delegation) for
feasibility studies to help deliver a Business Case if the proposed project
has the potential to deliver significant value to the Derbyshire Dales’
community.

Proposed Criteria for Individual Projects
(the Board may wish to prioritise / weight these)
1.

Council has necessary legal powers to support the project.

2.

Project / opportunities supports Council priorities and the main aim of the Board
and Commercial Investment Strategy.

3.

Project / opportunity provides community benefit.

4.

Financial return and risk is balanced against social and economic return.

5.

Projects / opportunities arising outside Authority boundaries will be considered
where rates of return justify the investment.

6.

Projects / opportunities make best use of Council assets / resources.

7.

Rates of return better than investing through Treasury Management processes.

8.

Invest to Save projects that lead to a reduction in costs in service delivery for the
Council, e.g. introduction of new technologies.

9.

Priority given to investments that contribute to the growth of Council business rate
income.
10. Projects where it is considered that the relationship would have a negative impact on
the Council will not be considered. Examples of specific exclusions –
Projects linked with the promotion: Alcohol products where over 25% of those attending or using the services are
under 18
 Tobacco products
 Unhealthy food or unhealthy lifestyles
 Weaponry
 Gambling
 Racism
 Messages of a sexual nature
 Political parties
11. State Aid implications should be assessed before any investment in a project is
agreed.
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APPENDIX 2

CORPORATE INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2019/20
1.

Background and Introduction

1.1

This investment strategy is a new report for 2019/20, meeting the
requirements of statutory guidance issued by the government in February
2018. It focuses on investments made for service purposes and commercial
reasons, rather than those made for treasury management.

1.2

This strategy outlines the Authority’s Corporate Investment Strategy for
2019/20 for consideration and approval by Council before the start of each
financial year.

1.3

The Council’s Treasury Management Strategy, Capital Programme, Capital
Strategy and Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Policy are addressed in
other reports.

1.4

The Authority invests its money for three broad purposes:
•

because it has surplus cash as a result of its day-to-day activities, for
example when income is received in advance of expenditure (known as
treasury management investments),

•

to support local public services by lending to or buying shares in other
organisations (service investments), and

•

to earn investment income (known as commercial investments where
this is the main purpose).

1.5

This Corporate Investment Strategy is a new strategy for 2019/20, meeting the
requirements of statutory guidance issued by the government in January
2018, and focuses on the second and third of these categories.

2.

Treasury Management Investments

2.1

The Authority typically receives its income in cash (e.g. from taxes and grants)
before it pays for its expenditure in cash (e.g. through payroll and to suppliers,
benefit claimants etc.). It also holds reserves for future expenditure and
collects local taxes on behalf of other local authorities and central government.
These activities, plus the timing of borrowing decisions, lead to a cash surplus
which is invested in accordance with guidance from the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy. The balance of treasury management
1
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investments is expected to fluctuate between £7m and £25m during the
2019/20 financial year.
Contribution: The contribution that these investments make to the objectives
of the Authority is to support effective treasury management activities.
Further details: Full details of the Authority's policies and its plan for 2019/20
for treasury management investments are covered in a separate document,
the Treasury Management Strategy, available on the Authority’s website.

3.

Service Investments

3.1

Service Investments: Loans

3.1.1 Contribution: The Authority does not currently have any service loans. The
Authority has powers to lend money to any subsidiaries, its suppliers,
business partners, parish and town councils, local charities, housing
associations, its employees and to community groups to support local public
services and stimulate local economic growth. For example, the Authority may
give a loan to a local community group who are undertaking a project to
deliver affordable housing.
3.1.2 Security: The main risk when making service loans is that the borrower will
be unable to repay the principal lent and/or the interest due. In order to limit
this risk, and ensure that total exposure to service loans remains proportionate
to the size of the Authority, upper limits on the outstanding loans to each
category of borrower have been set as follows:
Table 1: Loans for service purposes
Category of borrower

Subsidiaries
Town and parish
councils
Business partners
Local charities
Local community
groups
Housing associations
TOTAL

31.3.2018 Actual
Balance
Loss
Net figure
owing
allowance
in accounts
0
0
0
0
0
0

2019/20
Approved
Limit
£500,000
£500,000

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

£1m
£500,000
£500,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

£1m
£4m

3.1.3 Accounting standards require the Authority to set aside loss allowance for
loans, reflecting the likelihood of non-payment. Should the Authority decide to
make such a service investment in 2019/20, the figures for loans in the
Authority’s statement of accounts from 2019/20 onwards will be shown net of
this loss allowance. However, the Authority makes every reasonable effort to
collect the full sum lent and has appropriate credit control arrangements in
place to recover overdue repayments.
2
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3.1.4 Risk assessment: The Authority will assess the risk of loss before entering
into and whilst holding service loans, using the following approach:
1. The Authority will consider a comprehensive business case and business
plan for each individual potential investment opportunity. This will include
a market analysis focussing on competition, demand and current market
trends.
2. To ensure that it has access to quality advice and expertise in specialist
areas, the Authority will use external advisers where appropriate. This
may include an assessment of the particular market that the Authority will
be competing in, the nature and level of competition, an assessment of
how the market/customer needs will evolve over time, barriers to entry and
exit, legal and taxation issues and any ongoing investment requirements
(such as a credit reference check). Each potential investment will undergo
qualitative and quantitative appraisal to establish its relevance to the
Authority’s core values and the legal and financial implications of the
purchase.
3.2

Service Investments: Shares

3.2.1 Contribution: The Authority currently has an equal share in the Derbyshire
Building Control Partnership, along with 5 other local authorities, to support
local development by delivering a local service. The Authority has powers to
invest in the shares of any subsidiaries, its suppliers, and business partners to
support local public services and stimulate local economic growth.
3.2.2 Security: One of the risks of investing in shares is that they fall in value
meaning that the initial outlay may not be recovered. In order to limit this risk,
upper limits on the sum invested in each category of shares have been set as
follows:
Table 2: Shares held for service purposes
Category of company

31.3.2018 Actual
Amount
Gains or
Value
invested
losses
in accounts
Derbyshire Building £1
0
£1
Control Partnership
Business Partners
0
0
0
TOTAL
£1
0
£1

2019/20
Approved
Limit
£1
£500,000
500,001

3.2.3 Risk assessment: The Authority assesses the risk of loss before entering into
and whilst holding shares by using the following approach:
1. The Authority will consider a comprehensive business case and business
plan for each individual potential investment opportunity. This will include
a market analysis focussing on competition, demand and current market
trends.
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2. To ensure that it has access to quality advice and expertise in specialist
areas, the Authority will use external advisers where appropriate. This
may include an assessment of the particular market that the Authority will
be competing in, the nature and level of competition, an assessment of
how the market/customer needs will evolve over time, barriers to entry and
exit, legal and taxation issues and any ongoing investment requirements
(such as a credit reference check). Each potential investment will undergo
qualitative and quantitative appraisal to establish its relevance to the
Authority’s core values and the legal and financial implications of the
purchase.
3.2.4 Liquidity: Based on the approved limit in Table 2 the funds will not be
required in the short term and may prudently be committed for the periods
covered by this strategy.

3.3

Non-specified Investments: Shares are the only investment type that
the Authority has identified that meets the definition of a non-specified
investment in the government guidance. The limits above on share
investments are therefore also the Authority's upper limits on non-specified
investments. The Authority has not adopted any procedures for
determining further categories of non-specified investment since none are
likely to meet the definition.

4.

Commercial Investments: Property

4.1

The MHCLG defines property to be an investment if it is held primarily or
partially to generate a profit.

4.2

Contribution: The Authority currently invests in two retail sites with the
intention of generating income that will be spent on local public services. The
main property investments that are held are shown in the table below:
Table 3: Property held for investment purposes
Property

Retail Site 1
Retail Site 2
TOTAL

Actual
Purchase
cost
n/a*
n/a*

Actual 31.03.18
Gains or
Value in
(losses)
accounts
1,400,000
150,000
1550,000

Expected 31.03.19
Gains or
Value in
(losses)
accounts
1,400,000
150,000
1,550,000

*The council acquired ground leases for both investment properties in 1974.
4.3

The Authority is in the process of developing a Commercial Investment
Strategy which will look to expand its existing commercial investment portfolio
with the intention of making a profit wherever possible that will be spent on
local public services. The table below shows the total exposure forecast for
2019/20.
Table 4: Expected exposure: property held for investment purposes
4
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Property
Retail site 1
Retail site 2
Other Commercial
investments: Potential
Property
(investments 2019/20)
TOTAL EXPOSURE

4.4

31.03.18
Actual
1,400,000
150,000
0

1,550,000

31.03.19
Forecast
1,400,000
150,000
0

1,550,000

31.03.20
Forecast
1,400,000
150,000
500,000

2,050,000

Security: In accordance with government guidance, the Authority considers a
property investment to be secure if its accounting valuation is at or higher than
its purchase cost including taxes and transaction costs.
Where the value in accounts is at or above purchase cost a fair value
assessment of the Authority's investment property portfolio has been made
within the past twelve months, and the underlying assets provide security for
capital investment. Should the 2018/19 year end accounts preparation and
audit process value these properties below their purchase cost, then an
updated investment strategy will be presented to full council detailing the
impact of the loss on the security of investments and any revenue
consequences arising therefrom.

4.5

Risk assessment: The Authority assesses the risk of loss before entering into
and whilst holding property investments by using the Commercial Investment
Strategy and the following approach:
1.

The Authority will consider a comprehensive business case and
business plan for each individual potential investment opportunity.
This will include a market analysis focussing on competition,
demand and current market trends.

2. To ensure that it has access to quality advice and expertise in specialist
areas, the Authority will use external advisers where appropriate. This
may include advice from the Authority’s retained Commercial
Development Advisor, an assessment of the particular market that the
Authority will be competing in, the nature and level of competition, an
assessment of how the market/customer needs will evolve over time,
barriers to entry and exit, legal and taxation issues and any ongoing
investment requirements (such as a credit reference check). Each
potential investment will undergo qualitative and quantitative appraisal to
establish its relevance to the Authority’s core values and the legal and
financial implications of the purchase.
4.5

Liquidity: Compared with other investment types, property is relatively difficult
to sell and convert to cash at short notice, and can take a considerable period
to sell in certain market conditions. To ensure that the invested funds can be
accessed when they are needed, for example to repay capital borrowed, the
Authority will only invest cash that is not needed in the short term based on
5
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current cash flow predictions. In addition to this a well-diversified property
portfolio will be held, spread across different property sectors.
5.

Other Categories of Commercial Investment

5.1

The Authority has established a Commercial Board, who will have
responsibility for considering other types of investment, e.g. loans for
commercial purposes.

5.2

Contribution: The Authority does not currently have any non-property
commercial investments. The Authority is in the process of developing a
Commercial Investment Strategy which will look to expand its existing
commercial investment portfolio with the intention of making a profit wherever
possible that will be spent on local public services. The table below shows the
total exposure forecast for 2019/20.
Table 5: Expected exposure: Other commercial investments

Other Commercial
investments:
(investments 2019/20)
TOTAL EXPOSURE

5.3

31.03.18
Actual
0

31.03.19
Forecast
0

31.03.20
Forecast
£500,000

0

0

£500,000

Security: In accordance with government guidance, the Authority considers a
commercial investment to be secure if its accounting valuation is at or higher
than its purchase cost including taxes and transaction costs.
Where accounts preparation and audit process value these investments below
their purchase cost, then an updated investment strategy will be presented to
full council detailing the impact of the loss on the security of investments and
any revenue consequences arising therefrom.

5.4

Risk assessment: The Authority assesses the risk of loss before entering into
and whilst holding property investments by using the by using the Commercial
Investment Strategy and the following approach:
1.

The Authority will consider a comprehensive business case and
business plan for each individual potential investment opportunity.
This will include a market analysis focussing on competition,
demand and current market trends.

2. To ensure that it has access to quality advice and expertise in specialist
areas, the Authority will use external advisers where appropriate. This
may include advice from the Authority’s retained Commercial
Development Advisor, an assessment of the particular market that the
Authority will be competing in, the nature and level of competition, an
assessment of how the market/customer needs will evolve over time,
6
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barriers to entry and exit, legal and taxation issues and any ongoing
investment requirements (such as a credit reference check). Each
potential investment will undergo qualitative and quantitative appraisal to
establish its relevance to the Authority’s core values and the legal and
financial implications of the purchase.
5.5

Liquidity: Compared with other investment types, property is relatively difficult
to sell and convert to cash at short notice, and can take a considerable period
to sell in certain market conditions. To ensure that the invested funds can be
accessed when they are needed, for example to repay capital borrowed, the
Authority will only invest cash that is not needed in the short term based on
current cash flow predictions. In addition to this a well-diversified property
portfolio will be held, spread across different property sectors.

6

Loan Commitments and Financial Guarantees

6.1

Although not strictly counted as investments, since no money has exchanged
hands yet, loan commitments and financial guarantees carry similar risks to
the Authority and, therefore, are included in this Strategy for completeness.

6.2

The Authority does not currently have any contractual commitments to grant
loans or financial guarantees.

7

Proportionality

7.1

For 2019/20 the Authority’s revenue budget includes some income
arising from profit generating investment activity. Table 6 below shows
the extent to which the expenditure planned to meet the service delivery
objectives and/or place making role of the Authority is dependent on
achieving the expected net profit from investments over the lifecycle of the
Medium Term Financial Plan. Should it fail to achieve the expected net profit,
the Authority's contingency plans for continuing to provide these services to
use the General Reserve, which currently has a balance of £1,162,000
Table 6: Proportionality of Investments

Gross service
expenditure
Investment
income
Proportion

2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
Actual
Forecast
Budget
MTFP
MTFP
34,364,000 30,884,000 31,807,000 31,807,000 32,114,000
120,000

105,000

105,000

105,000

105,000

0.35%

0.34%

0.33%

0.33%

0.33%
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8

Borrowing in Advance of Need
Government guidance is that local authorities must not borrow more than or in
advance of their needs purely in order to profit from the investment of the
extra sums borrowed.

9

Capacity, skills and culture

9.1

This Authority recognises the importance of ensuring that all Elected Members
and Officers involved in investment decisions are fully equipped to undertake
the duties and responsibilities allocated to them and have the appropriate
capacity, skills and information to enable them to make informed decisions
e.g. as to whether to enter into a specific investment. There is a requirement
to understand:
• the context the Authority’s corporate objectives
• the Authority’s risk appetite and risk assessment framework
• the prudential framework
• the regulatory regime in which the council operates.

9.2

Officers: The Authority will therefore seek to appoint individuals who are both
capable and experienced and will provide training for staff to enable them to
acquire and maintain an appropriate level of expertise, knowledge and skills.
The following measures are in place:
• Identification of officer training needs on commercial investment
related issues through the Performance Development and Review
process;
• Attendance at relevant training events, seminars and workshops;
and
• Support from the Authority’s treasury management advisors,
Arlingclose.

9.3

Elected Members: Elected members’ training needs are assessed through the
Member Development Group. The Authority will also specifically address this
important issue by:
• Periodically facilitating workshops or other training for members on
commercial investment issues;
• Interim reporting and advice to members.

9.4

Where necessary the Authority will engage external advisers for investment
advice, property surveys and due diligence checks. The cost of any such
advice will be taken into account when developing business cases and when
assessing the overall viability of projects.

9.5

It is important that the Authority has sound arrangements in place to ensure
accountability, responsibility and authority for decision making on investment
activities within the context of the Authority’s values. In terms of governance,
the Commercial Board will consider all new commercial investment proposals.
The commercial board may determine an application under delegated powers
or may recommend a project to Council for approval. Full Council is
responsible for the approval of the Corporate Investment Strategy and for
monitoring performance against it.
8
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9.6

The Authority’s values include transparency in decision-making. To facilitate
that, the following arrangements are in place:
•
•

This Corporate Investment Strategy will be made available on the
Authority’s website;
Meetings of the Commercial Board and Full Council will be open to the
public and the agendas and minutes from such meetings will be shown
on the Authority’s website.

10

Commercial deals

10.1

The Authority has a decision making framework which is aligned to the
requirements of the Statutory Guidance Relating to Local Authority
Investments. The Commercial Board will consider any future commercial
opportunities. The guiding principles that will be used will require future
commercial projects to:
•
•
•
•

meet the Authority’s Corporate Priorities;
deliver community benefit;
require minimum investment for maximum return;
be primarily within the District boundaries, consideration will be given to
opportunities outside these boundaries if the benefit to the Council or
Derbyshire Dales is significant:
grow the business base;
deliver a diversified portfolio of projects that balance risk and return.

•
•

The Commercial Board will assess future commercial investment
Commercial Investment Strategy. All investments will be subject
scrutiny and successful schemes will result in the provision of
Council for approval. Schemes will be considered for investment
following criteria;

against the
to rigorous
a report to
against the

i.

Economic Impact – in particular; jobs, business growth and new
housing.
ii. Impact on Market Towns– in terms of vibrancy, footfall and heritage.
iii. Financial Implications - value for money, affordability and return of
investment.
iv. Deliverability – the ability to deliver the proposals and the associated
risks.
Successful applications will require appropriate legal agreements in
accordance including the provision of appropriate security where required.

9
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11

Investment Indicators
The Authority has set the following quantitative indicators to allow elected
members and the public to assess the Authority's total risk exposure as a
result of its investment decisions.

11.1

Total risk exposure: The first indicator shows the Authority's total exposure
to potential investment losses. This includes amounts the Authority is
contractually committed to lend but have yet to be drawn down and
guarantees the Authority has issued over third party loans.
Table 7: Total investment exposure £ Millions
Type of investment

Treasury
management
investments
Service
investments:
Loans
Service
investments:
Shares
Commercial investments:
Property
Commercial investments:
Other
TOTAL INVESTMENTS
Commitments to lend
Guarantees issued on
loans
TOTAL EXPOSURE

31.03.18
Actual
£ Millions
9

31.03.19
Forecast
£ Millions
11

31.03.20
Forecast
£ Millions
8

0

0

4

0

0

0.5

1.55

1.55

2.05

0

0

0.5

10.55
0
0

12.55
0
0

15.05
0
0

10.55

12.55

15.05

11.2 How investments are funded
Government guidance is that these indicators should include how investments
are funded. Since the Authority does not normally associate particular assets
with particular liabilities, this guidance is difficult to comply with. However, the
following investments could be described as being funded by borrowing. The
remainder of the Authority's investments are funded by usable reserves and
income received in advance of expenditure.
The council does not currently have any investments which are funded by
borrowing.
11.3

Rate of return received: This indicator shows the investment income
received less the associated costs, including the cost of borrowing where
appropriate, as a proportion of the sum initially invested. Note that due to the
complex local government accounting framework, not all recorded gains and
losses affect the revenue account in the year they are incurred.

Table 9: Investment rate of return (net of all costs)
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Type of investment
Treasury
management
investments
Service
investments:
Loans
Service
investments:
Shares
Commercial investments:
Property
Commercial investments:
Other

31.03.18
Actual
0.43%

31.03.19
Forecast
0.60%

31.03.20
Forecast
0.60%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

7.74%

7.74%

At least
0.60%
At least
0.60%
7.74%

N/A

N/A

11
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At least
0.60%

APPENDIX 3

COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2019/20
1.
1.1

2.

Purpose
The objective of the Commercial Investment Strategy is to establish a
framework for the identification of commercial investments which, if made,
would provide the Authority with an income stream and potential business
growth, regeneration, housing or other opportunities that align with Corporate
Priorities.

Introduction

2.1

The Authority is committed to becoming financially self-sufficient as central
government funding reduces. This includes ensuring that the Authority
maximises any income from existing assets and, where there is a robust
business case, invests in assets where there is a commercial return. The
Authority has some available resources (held in reserves) which may mean
that borrowing might not be required for some investments. These are
invested with various financial institutions in line with the Treasury
Management Strategy. However, other investments represent an opportunity
to generate higher returns on these funds.

2.2

The Authority’s Corporate Investment Strategy sets out the overall strategy for
investments, along with an overview of the arrangements and financial limits
(and total exposure) that apply to each type of investment, including
commercial investments for 2019/20. The tables below show the expected
exposure and limits that apply to commercial investments, as set out in the
Corporate Investment Strategy:
Expected exposure: property held for investment purposes
Property
Retail site 1
Retail site 2
Other Commercial
investments: Potential
property investments
2019/20
TOTAL EXPOSURE

31.03.18
Actual
1,400,000
150,000
0

1,550,000
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31.03.19
Forecast
1,400,000
150,000
0

1,550,000

31.03.20
Forecast
1,400,000
150,000
500,000

2,050,000

.

Expected exposure: Other commercial investments

Other Commercial
investments:
(potential investments
2019/20)
TOTAL EXPOSURE
2.3

2.4

3.
3.1

31.03.18
Actual
0

31.03.19
Forecast
0

31.03.20
Forecast
£500,000

0

0

£500,000

The Strategy aims to provide a robust and viable framework for the acquisition
of commercial investments. The key underlying objectives are:
•

Governance Arrangements – to provide a decision making framework
aligned to the requirements of the Statutory Guidance Relating to Local
Authority Investments (Appendix A);

•

Investment Criteria – to identify suitable investment opportunities;

•

Risk Management – to balance the requirement for income return with
an acceptable level of managed risk;

•

Financial Viability – each potential investment will have a
comprehensive business case and business plan, which will be
evaluated to ensure the income received is sufficient to provide an
acceptable rate of return on the repayment of any borrowing costs,
management fees and any running costs.

The management of the Council’s existing property portfolio (comprising
operational and commercial investment properties) is managed by the
Corporate Property Group. This Group will ensure that all property
investments acquired under this Strategy continue to be appropriately
managed.

Principles
Any commercial investment will reflect the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

meet the Authority’s Corporate Priorities;
deliver community benefit;
require minimum investment for maximum return;
be primarily within the District boundaries, consideration will be given to
opportunities outside these boundaries if the benefit to the Council or
Derbyshire Dales is significant:
grow the business base;
deliver a diversified portfolio of projects that balance risk and return;
be in accordance with statutory guidance and best practice issued by
CiPFA.
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4.
4.1

Governance Arrangements
Commercial Board

4.1.1 The Authority has a decision making framework which is aligned to the
requirements of the Statutory Guidance Relating to Local Authority
Investments. The Commercial Board will consider any future commercial
opportunities.
4.1.2 The Commercial Board will assess future commercial investment against the
criteria set out in this Commercial Investment Strategy. All investments will be
subject to rigorous scrutiny. Successful schemes will result in the provision of
a report to the Leader of the Council and the Chief Executive (where
investments can be made under delegated authority) or a report to Council
(where the investment exceeds the limits set out in the scheme of delegation).
4.1.3 For a potential investment to be considered by the Commercial Board, it
must:•

achieve a score of excellent, good or satisfactory in at least 50% of
the applicable criteria set out in the investment criteria matrix; and

•

be accompanied by a full and comprehensive business case and
business plan.

4.1.4 The business case will be prepared by the a core team of Officers (Chief
Executive, Head of Corporate Services, Head of Resources together with
other relevant Officers e.g. Legal Services Manager, Financial Services
Manager, Estates and Facilities Manager). Each potential investment will
undergo qualitative and quantitative appraisal to establish portfolio suitability.
The legal and financial implications of the investment will be assessed. The
core team will seek external investment and/or technical expertise where
specialist property market knowledge is required (see the section on risk
management below).
4.1.5 All investments in property, where relevant, will be subject to building survey,
purchase report and valuation. Occasionally, opportunities will arise that do
not score highly on the matrix criteria and in these circumstances, low scoring
properties will be considered by the Commercial Board on their own individual
regeneration, economic development, employment, housing and community
benefit merits, in accordance with the decision making process outlined below.

4.2

Decision Making Process

4.2.1 It is acknowledged that commercial investment opportunities may require agile
and quick decision making. However, in order to ensure appropriate
governance arrangements are maintained, investment decisions will be made
in accordance with the Council’s existing decision making process, limits of
authority and Scheme of Delegation contained within the Council’s
3
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Constitution. Where it is not possible to wait until the next Council meeting, an
extra-ordinary meeting will be arranged as soon as practicably possible.

5.
5.1

Investment Criteria
All investments must reflect the requirements within the Statutory Guidance
on Local Government Investments issued under Section 15(1) (a) of the
Local Government Act 2003’, which came into force April 2018. Further details
of this statutory guidance are available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/at
tachment_data/file/678866/Guidance_on_local_government_investments.pdf
A copy of this guidance is also attached at Appendix A

5.2

Table 1 below sets out a summary of the statutory guidance requirements:

Requirement

Considerations

Clearly show how investments
contribute to Council’s
objectives

•
•

Need to align with Corporate Plan priorities
Clarify purpose and extent to which it
supports deficit reduction and /or economic
regeneration in the District

Strategy must include
indicators to show how
councillors have assessed the
total risk exposure on decision

•
•

How is it funded?
Rate of return expected and why
(benchmarked)
Show additional debt costs
Risks over the repayment period
Extent of support for deficit gap
Mitigation if returns fail and / or borrowing
increases
Assessment of capital depreciation

•
•
•
•
•

Clearly show how the
investment is proportionate?

•
•
•

Risk assessment should be
robust

•
•
•

Loan corresponds in size or degree
(terms/rate/returns)
Risk exposure is reasonable and accepted
Within agreed and defined ‘affordability ‘
limit
Market assessment (competition, demand,
trends)
Proper quality external advice and
expertise
Credit ratings
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•

Contingency

•
•
•

5.3

Loss of investment return / Increase in
loan repayments
Capital depreciation
Extra costs and budget impact
Loss of revenue stream - service delivery
impact

Consideration must also be given to a number of essential elements which will
inform acceptable investment choices, specifically:
•

Ethical investment (for instance, prohibiting investment in
 Alcohol products where over 25% of those attending or using the
services are under 18
 Tobacco products
 Unhealthy food or unhealthy lifestyles
 Weaponry or Arms Trading
 Gambling
 Racism
 Sex Establishments
 Political parties
 Any other relationship that would have a negative impact on the
Council

•

Legal issues, such as:
 Does the Council have the necessary legal powers to support
the project?
 Have State Aid issues been assessed?

5.4

Schemes will be considered for investment against the following criteria;
i.

Economic Impact – in particular; jobs, business growth and new
housing. This also includes wider economic benefits e.g. local supply
chain.
ii. Impact on Market Towns– in terms of vibrancy, footfall and heritage.
iii. Financial Implications - value for money, affordability and return of
investment, limits of individual and cumulative risk, the level of losses
that can be tolerated, and the degree to which the Council can
realistically become reliant on the income stream to provide services.
iv. Deliverability – the ability to deliver the proposals within required
timescales and the associated risks.
5.5

Successful applications will require appropriate legal agreements with the
provision of appropriate security where required.

5.6

Commercial investment is a trade-off between risk and return. A traditional
well diversified property portfolio (spread across different property sectors and
geographical regions) will deliver a balanced long term return with minimal
risk.
5
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5.7

This strategy adopts the same underlying principles of diversification in
acquiring property investments. Five main property sectors will be included
(housing, industrial, office, leisure and retail) and in turn, these will be
diversified on criteria including location, the tenant’s financial (covenant)
strength, lease term (income duration) and investment lot size. This will assist
in protecting the Authority portfolio’s return should a property investment
cease to be income producing (for example, it is undergoing refurbishment or
awaiting a new tenant).

5.8

A Commercial Investment Criteria Scoring Matrix (Matrix) allows the relative
merits of an investment opportunity to be measured and assessed against a
target threshold. The Matrix is attached at Appendix B and includes the
following criteria (not all will be relevant to all projects):
•

Meeting the Council’s Priorities – it is important that the investment
supports the Council’s priorities as set out in its Corporate Plan.

•

Providing community benefit – what level of community benefit will the
scheme deliver?

•

Rate of Return - % rent against capital or interest repayments. Rates of
return must be better than investing through Treasury Management
processes.

•

Proximity to Derbyshire Dales - Projects / opportunities arising outside
Authority boundaries will be considered where rates of return justify the
investment.

•

Location - the location of the property is critical to ensure it is an attractive
position, so that in the long term it optimises its ability to re-let/re-sell if capital
is required, or is strategically located for re-development. The location of the
property will affect the ability of the Council to undertake inspections and to
deal with management issues without the need to employ specialist agents. It
will also affect income to the Council from Business rates, Council Tax and
New Homes Bonus, depending on the type of investment.

•

Reduction in costs of service delivery for the Council, e.g. Investment in
new technologies – Will the project result in efficiency savings for the
Council? If so, the level will be assessed.

•

Jobs created / safeguarded - Business growth and job creation is the
Council’s top priority. The council may wish to prioritise schemes that create
or safeguard jobs.

•

Increase in business rate or council tax income for DDDC – As well as an
investment return, will the council benefit from additional council tax or
business rates income?
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•

Tenancy strength - the quality of the tenant and, more importantly, their
ability to pay the rent on time and in full is essential. This is particularly
important where the Council has borrowed against the investment, and
minimum acceptable financial strength for any given tenant will be determined
through a financial appraisal of company accounts and the use of appropriate
methods of risk assessment and credit scoring. It is however worth noting that
the Council, as a public body, may not wish to invest in properties where the
occupiers are generally seen to be undertaking business which is contrary to
its corporate values.

•

Lease length and break (for main tenants/income) – the lease term will
determine the duration of the tenant’s contractual obligation to pay rent. The
most attractive investments offer a long lease with a strong tenant covenant.
The lease term will reflect any tenant break clauses. The unexpired length of
the term of the lease is of key importance in ensuring that the revenue stream
is secure and uninterrupted. The Council will take into consideration the risks
associated with a tenant vacating and the potential to attract good quality
replacements tenants at acceptable rental levels.

•

Portfolio mix - The Council can minimise its exposure to risk by spreading
investments across sectors and by avoiding single large scale investments.
Generally there is a spread of investment across sectors. Property
investments will be expected to provide a balance over five main property
sectors (housing, employment use, office, leisure and retail).

•

Voids – Is there a past history of voids? A high level of voids would make the
project unviable.

•

Tenure – anything less than a freehold acquisition will need to be
appropriately reflected in the price. The length of the lease will affect the
sustainability of the project.

•

Tenant Repair obligations – under a Full Repairing & Insuring Lease (FRI),
the tenant is responsible for the building’s interior and exterior maintenance /
repair. The obligation is limited to the building’s interior under an Internal
Repairing & Insuring Lease (IRI). The preference will be to favour FRI terms
(or FRI by way of service charge i.e. all costs relating to occupation and
repairs are borne by the tenants and administered through a service charge).

•

Building Quality – a brand new or recently refurbished building will not
usually require capital expenditure for at least 15 years. This is attractive for
income; the aim is for a long term rental income with the minimum of ongoing
capital expenditure.
Rental Growth Prospects – Is there potential to grow income in future years?
This will make the project more financially sustainable.

•
•

Level of investment – Does the Council have the resources to meet the level
of investment in the required timescale?
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•

5.9

Energy Rating - An A rated property is superior in terms of environmental
protection. 2018 legislation states that properties with F or G ratings can't be
let so these would not be permitted under this Strategy.
The Commercial Investment Criteria Scoring Matrix is supplemented by
additional contextual information and by:
a) additional contextual information
b) due diligence checks and financial checks, including building surveys,
legal title checks, credit references etc. where relevant.
c) a SWOT Analysis

6.

Risk Management

6.1

This will include a market analysis focussing on competition, demand and
current market trends.

6.2

To ensure that it has access to quality advice and expertise in specialist
areas, the Authority will use external advisers where appropriate. This may
include advice from the Authority’s retained Commercial Development
Advisor, an assessment of the particular market that the Authority will be
competing in, the nature and level of competition, an assessment of how the
market/customer needs will evolve over time, barriers to entry and exit, legal
and taxation issues and any ongoing investment requirements (such as a
credit reference checks). Each potential investment will undergo qualitative
and quantitative appraisal to establish its relevance to the Authority’s core
values and the legal and financial implications of the purchase.

6.3

Market forces
As with all investments, there are risks that capital values and rental values
can fall as well as rise. To mitigate against future unfavourable market forces,
acquisitions will be made on the basis that the Council is willing and capable
of:•

Holding property investments for the long term i.e. 25 years +. This will
ensure income and capital returns are considered over the long term
thereby smoothing out any cyclical economic/property downturns.

•

Fixing borrowing liabilities. The Council can borrow from the Public Works
Loan Board at historically low levels thus protecting the Council from future
Increases in financing rates.

•

Effective partnership working to share risk where appropriate, for example,
joint venture arrangements or limited liability partnerships.
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6.4

Portfolio Management
To mitigate the risk of void periods where the property is either partially or fully
vacant, or a tenant has defaulted on its rental obligations, the investment
portfolio will be actively managed.
In addition, the investment criteria specified in the scoring matrix favours
secure property investments i.e. high quality buildings in prime locations, thus
mitigating the risk of void periods on re-letting.

6.5

Resources
Property investment markets are, in general, controlled by national and
regional commercial property agencies and establishing links and
relationships with a number of such property agents is the best method of
sourcing suitable properties for acquisition.
Staffing resources will be made available in order to source suitable property
assets for acquisition that match the criteria set under the Strategy. If
additional resources are required for specific projects, this can be done either
by recruitment into the existing Estates and Facilities Team or by engaging
suitable and appropriate external expertise as required. It is recognised that
expertise is essential to enable informed decision making.

7.

Financial Viability

7.1

The financial viability of each individual potential investment opportunity will be
fully assessed within a comprehensive business case and business plan. In
order to reflect the potential risk that may arise as a consequence of
undertaking commercial investment and provide a sufficient financial
contribution to the Council’s General Fund, a positive Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) is required. However, the Council may still consider pursuing an
investment if the IRR is positive but low if it meets the Council’s Corporate
Priorities. Rates of return must be better than investing through Treasury
Management processes.

7.2

The level of return will be heavily influenced by two factors: (a) the cost of
capital and (b) the regulatory requirements of the minimum revenue provision
(MRP).
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Appendix A
STATUTORY GUIDANCE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENTS
(3rd Edition)
Issued under section 15(1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003 and effective
for financial years commencing on or after 1 April 2018
POWER UNDER WHICH THE GUIDANCE IS ISSUED
1. The following Guidance is issued by the Secretary of State under section 15(1)(a) of
the Local Government Act 2003. Under that section local authorities are required to
“have regard” to “such guidance as the Secretary of State may issue”.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
2. In this guidance the 2003 Act means the Local Government Act 2003.
3. Local authority has the meaning given in section 23 of the 2003 Act. To the extent
that this guidance applies to parish councils and charter trustees (see paragraph 11) a
reference to a local authority includes those councils and trustees.
4. The definition of an investment covers all of the financial assets of a local authority as
well as other non-financial assets that the organisation holds primarily or partially to
generate a profit; for example, investment property portfolios. This may therefore
include investments that are not managed as part of normal treasury management
processes or under treasury management delegations.
5. For the avoidance of doubt, the definition of an investment also covers loans made by
a local authority to one of its wholly-owned companies or associates, to a joint
venture, or to a third party. The term does not include pension funds or trust fund
investments, which are subject to separate regulatory regimes and therefore are not
covered by this guidance.
6. A credit rating agency is one of the following three companies:
• Standard and Poor’s;
• Moody’s Investors Service Ltd; and
• Fitch Ratings Ltd.
7. For the purposes of this guidance a loan is a written or oral agreement where a local
authority temporarily transfers cash to a third party, joint venture, subsidiary or
associate who promises to return it according to the terms of the agreement, normally
with interest. This definition does not include a loan to another local authority, which is
classified as a specified investment.
8. The Treasury Management Code means the statutory code of practice issued by
CIPFA: “Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and CrossSectoral Guidance Notes, 2017 Edition”.
9. The Prudential Code means the statutory code of practice, issued by CIPFA: “The
Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities, 2017 Edition”.
10. The Capital Strategy is the strategy required by the updates to the Prudential Code
and Treasury Management Code.
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APPLICATION
Effective date
11. This guidance applies for financial years commencing on or after 1 April 2018. It
supersedes all previous editions of the Statutory Guidance on Local Authority
Investments.
12. Strategies presented to Council or equivalent before 1 April 2018 but relating to
2018-19 and future financial years do not need to include all of the additional
disclosures required by this edition of the guidance should it not prove practical or
cost effective to do so. If a local authority chooses not to include the new disclosures
in its 2018-19 Strategy, it must include the disclosures in full in the first Strategy
presented to full Council or equivalent after 1 April 2018.
Local authorities
13. This guidance applies to all local authorities in England.
14. This guidance applies to parish councils and charter trustees, providing their total
investments exceed or are expected to exceed £100,000 at any time during the
financial year. Where a parish council or charter trustee expects its total investments
to be between £10,000 and £100,000, it is encouraged to adopt the principles in this
guidance.
KEY PRINCIPLES
Transparency and democratic accountability
15. For each financial year, a local authority should prepare at least one Investment
Strategy (“the Strategy”). The Strategy should contain the disclosures and reporting
requirements specified in this guidance.
16. The Strategy should be approved by the full council. For authorities without a full
Council, the Strategy should be approved at the closest equivalent level. The
Secretary of State recommends that the Strategy should be presented for approval
prior to the start of the financial year.
17. Where a local authority proposes to make a material change to its Strategy during
the year a revised Strategy should be presented to full council or equivalent for
approval before the change is implemented.
18. The Strategy should be publicly available on a local authority’s website. Where a
parish council or charter trustee does not maintain its own website, they should post
a public notice detailing how local residents can obtain a copy of the Strategy, free of
charge.
19. Where a local authority prepares a Capital Strategy in line with the requirements of
the Prudential Code, a Treasury Management Strategy in line with the requirements
of the Treasury Management Code, or any other publicly available document, the
disclosures required to be included in the Strategy can be published in those
documents instead of in the Strategy.
Contribution
20. Investments made by local authorities can be classified into one of two main
categories:
• Investments held for treasury management purposes; and
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• Other investments.
21. Where local authorities hold treasury management investments, they should apply
the principles set out in the Treasury Management Code. They should disclose that
the contribution that these investments make to the objectives of the local authority
is to support effective treasury management activities. The only other element of this
Guidance that applies to treasury management investments is the requirement to
prioritise Security, Liquidity and Yield in that order of importance.
22. Local authorities should disclose the contribution that all other investments make
towards the service delivery objectives and/or place making role of that local
authority. It is for each local authority to define the types of contribution that
investments can make and a single investment can make more than one type of
contribution.
Use of indicators
23. The Strategy should include quantitative indicators that allow Councillors and the
public to assess a local authority’s total risk exposure as a result of its investment
decisions. This should include how investments are funded and the rate of return
received. Where investment decisions are funded by borrowing the indicators used
should reflect the additional debt servicing costs taken on.
24. Local authorities should consider the most appropriate indicators to use, given their
risk appetite and capital and investment strategies. Whilst this guidance does not
prescribe specific indicators or thresholds, the indicators used should be consistent
from year to year and should be presented in a way that allows elected members
and the general public to understand a local authorities’ total risk exposure from
treasury management and other types of investment.
25. Where a local authority has entered into a long term investment or has taken out
long term debt to finance an investment the indicators used should allow Councillors
and the general public to assess the risks and opportunities of the investment over
both its payback period and over the repayment period of any debt taken out.
Security, Liquidity and Yield
26. A prudent investment policy will have two underlying objectives:
• Security – protecting the capital sum invested from loss; and
• Liquidity – ensuring the funds invested are available for expenditure when
needed.
27. The generation of yield is distinct from these prudential objectives. However, this
does not mean that local authorities are recommended to ignore potential revenues.
Once proper levels of security and liquidity are determined, it will then be reasonable
to consider what yield can be obtained consistent with these priorities.
28. When entering into treasury management investments, local authorities should
consider security, liquidity and yield in that order of importance.
29. When entering into other types of investments local authorities should consider the
balance between security, liquidity and yield based on their risk appetite and the
contribution(s) of that investment activity.
Security
Financial Investments
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30. Financial investments can fall into one of three categories:
• Specified investments;
• Loans; and
• Other Non-specified investments.
Specified Investments
31. An investment is a specified investment if all of the following apply:
• The investment is denominated in sterling and any payments or repayments in the
respect of the investment are payable only in sterling.
• The investment is not a long term investment. This means that the local authority
has contractual right to repayment within 12 months, either because that is the
expiry term of the investment or through a non-conditional option.
• The making of the investment is not defined as capital expenditure by virtue of
Regulation 25(1)(d) of the Local Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting)
(England) Regulations 2003 [as amended].
• The investment is made with a body or in an investment scheme described as high
quality (see paragraph 33 or with one of the following bodies:
i. The United Kingdom Government;
ii. A local authority in England or Wales (as defined in section 23 of the 2003
Act) or a similar body in Scotland or Northern Ireland; or
iii. A parish council or community council.
32. For the purposes of paragraph 32 the Strategy should define high credit quality.
Where this definition incorporates ratings provided by credit rating agencies
paragraph 42 is relevant.
Loans
33. A local authority may choose to make loans to local enterprises, local charities,
wholly owned companies and joint ventures as part of a wider strategy for local
economic growth even though those loans may not all be seen as prudent if
adopting a narrow definition of prioritising security and liquidity.
34. Local authorities can make such loans whilst continuing to have regard to this
guidance if they can demonstrate in their Strategy that:
• Total financial exposure to these type of loans is proportionate;
• They have used an allowed “expected credit loss” model for loans and
receivables as set out in International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 9
Financial Instruments as adopted by proper practices to measure the credit risk
of their loan portfolio;
• They have appropriate credit control arrangements to recover overdue
repayments in place; and
• The local authority has formally agreed the total level of loans by type that it is
willing to make and their total loan book is within their self-assessed limit.
Non-specified investments
35. A non-specified investment is any financial investment that is not a loan and does not
meet the criteria to be treated as a specified investment.
36. For non-specified investments (i.e. those not meeting the criteria in paragraph 31),
the Strategy should:
• Set out procedures for determining which categories of investments may be
prudently used (and where these procedures involve the use of credit ratings,
paragraph 32 is relevant).
• Identify which categories of investments have been defined as suitable for use.
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• State the upper limits for the maximum amounts both individually and cumulatively
that may be held in each identified category and for the overall amount held in
non-specified investments and confirm that investments made have remained
within those limits.
Non-financial investments
37. As defined in paragraph 4 of this guidance non-financial investments are nonfinancial assets that the organisation holds primarily or partially to generate a profit.
Where a local authority holds a non-financial investment, it will normally have a
physical asset that can be realised to recoup the capital invested. Local authorities
should consider whether the asset retains sufficient value to provide security of
investment using the fair value model in International Accounting Standard 40:
Investment Property as adapted by proper practices.
38. Where the fair value of non-financial investments is sufficient to provide security
against loss, the Strategy should include a statement that a fair value assessment
has been made within the past twelve months, and that the underlying assets
provide security for capital investment.
39. Where the fair value of non-financial investments is no longer sufficient to provide
security against loss, the Strategy should provide detail of the mitigating actions that
the local authority is taking or proposes to take to protect the capital invested.
40. Where a local authority recognises a loss in the fair value of a non-financial
investment as part of the year end accounts preparation and audit process, an
updated Strategy should be presented to full council detailing the impact of the loss
on the security of investments and any revenue consequences arising therefrom.
Risk Assessment
41. The Strategy should state the local authority’s approach to assessing risk of loss
before entering into and whilst holding an investment, making clear in particular:
• How it has assessed the market that it is/will be competing in, the nature and level
of competition, how it thinks that the market/customer needs will evolve over time,
barriers to entry and exit and any ongoing investment requirements.
• Whether and, if so how, a local authority uses external advisors be they treasury
management advisors, property investment advisors or any other relevant persons.
• How the local authority monitors and maintains the quality of advice provided by
external advisors.
• To what extent, if at all, any risk assessment is based on credit ratings issued by
credit ratings agencies.
• Where credit ratings are used, how frequently they are monitored and the
procedures for taking action if credit ratings change.
• What other sources of information are used to assess and monitor risk.
Liquidity
42. For financial investments that are not treasury management investments or loans the
Strategy should set out the procedures for determining the maximum periods for
which funds may prudently be committed and state what those maximum periods
are and how the local authority will stay within its stated investment limits.
43. For non-financial investments the Strategy should set out the procedures for
ensuring that the funds can be accessed when they are needed, for example to
repay capital borrowed. It should also state the local authority’s view of the liquidity
of the investments that it holds, recognising that assets can take a considerable
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period to sell in certain market conditions. Where local authorities hold non-financial
investment portfolios they can choose to assess liquidity by class of asset or at a
portfolio level if appropriate.
Proportionality
44. Where a local authority is or plans to become dependent on profit generating
investment activity to achieve a balanced revenue budget, the Strategy should detail
the extent to which funding expenditure to meet the service delivery objectives
and/or place making role of that local authority is dependent on achieving the
expected net profit. In addition, the Strategy should detail the local authority’s
contingency plans should it fail to achieve the expected net profit.
45. The assessment of dependence on profit generating investments and borrowing
capacity allocated to funding these should be disclosed as a minimum over the lifecycle of the Medium Term Financial Plan. However, an assessment of longer term
risks and opportunities is recommended.
Borrowing in advance of need
46. Authorities must not borrow more than or in advance of their needs purely in order to
profit from the investment of the extra sums borrowed.
47. Where a local authority chooses to disregard the Prudential Code and this Guidance
and borrows or has borrowed purely to profit from the investment of the extra sums
borrowed the Strategy should explain:
• Why the local authority has decided not to have regard to this Guidance or to the
Prudential Code in this instance; and
• The local authority’s policies in investing the money borrowed, including management
of the risks, for example, of not achieving the desired profit or borrowing costs
increasing.

Capacity, skills and culture
48. The Strategy should disclose the steps taken to ensure that those elected members
and statutory officers involved in the investments decision making process have
appropriate capacity, skills and information to enable them to take informed
decisions as to whether to enter into a specific investment, to assess individual
assessments in the context of the strategic objectives and risk profile of the local
authority and to enable them to understand how the quantum of these decisions
have changed the overall risk exposure of the local authority.
49. The Strategy should disclose the steps taken to ensure that those negotiating
commercial deals are aware of the core principles of the prudential framework and of
the regulatory regime within which local authorities operate.
50. Where appropriate the Strategy should comment on the corporate governance
arrangements that have been put in place to ensure accountability, responsibility
and authority for decision making on investment activities within the context of the
local authority’s corporate values.
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APPENDIX B
COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT CRITERIA SCORING MATRIX

a) Pass / Fail Assessments:
Requirement
Does the Council have the
necessary legal powers to support
the project?
Is the project linked with any of the
following?
 Alcohol products where over 25%
of those attending or using
the services are under 18
 Tobacco products
 Unhealthy food or unhealthy
lifestyles
 Weaponry or Arms Trading
 Gambling
 Racism
 Sex Establishments
 Political parties
 Any other relationship that would
have a negative impact on
the Council
Have state aid issues been fully
assessed?

Pass / Fail

Comment
If fail, consider setting up
an alternative delivery
model?

A project must pass all the tests set out above.

b) Risk Assessment
Individual commercial investment proposals must be supported by detailed
business cases and business plans. As well as considering the Net Present
Value, Internal Rate of Return and impact on the General Fund of any
commercial investment proposals, the decision to invest also takes into
account the following assessment matrix:
ASSESSMENT
CRITERIA
Meeting the Council’s
Priorities

Excellent /
very good

Good

Satisfactory

Marginal

Uncertain

Fully
supports
one or more
of the
Council’s
corporate
priorities

Mostly

Adequately

Partially

No direct
link to
corporate
priorities
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N
/
A

Providing
community
benefit
Rate of Return* - % rent
against
capital
or
interest repayments
Proximity to Derbyshire
Dales**
Location

Reduction in costs of
service delivery for the
Council, e.g. Investment
in new technologies
Jobs created /
safeguarded
Increase in business
rate or council tax
income for DDDC
Tenancy strength

Lease length and break
(for main
tenants/income)
Portfolio mix (asset type
is balanced in portfolio no more than x% of
portfolio
Voids (after Lease end
including marketing, fit
out and rent free)
Tenure
Tenant Repair
Obligations

Building Quality/Age

Fully

Mostly

Adequately

Partially

Limited

>8%

7%-8%

5%-7%

3%-5%

<3%

within
District
Prime

within
Derbyshire
Not prime
but in
established
location

England

National

Secondary

Remote from
other
development
s

Savings >
£20k p.a.

Savings
£10k to £20k
p.a.

Savings £3k
to £10k p.a.

Savings up to
£3k p.a.

Outside
UK
Isolated,
undevelop
ed area,
limited
infrastruct
ure links
No
savings

>50

26 - 50

6 - 25

1-5

None

Extra £20k
p.a.

Extra £10k
to £20k p.a.

Extra £3k to
£10k p.a.

Extra £3k p.a.

Multiple
tenants with
strong
financial
covenant

Single
tenant with
strong
financial
covenant

Tenants with
average
financial
covenant

>15 years

11 - 15 years

<50%

50%-60%

Single or
multiple
tenants with
good
financial
covenant
10 - 8 years
(10 year
lease)
60%-70%

No
business
rate
income
Tenants
with poor
financial
covenant
strength

0-9 months

9-12 months

Freehold

Lease >99
years
Internal
repairing
100%
recoverable
10-20 years

Full
repairing &
insuring
<10 years

Rental Growth
Prospects

within 1
year

Level of investment

<£0.5m

Energy Rating (2018
legislation can't let with
F/G assessment)

A/B

within 2-5
years
Between
£0.5m and
£1m
C
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7 - 5 years
(5 year break)

<5 years
or vacant

70%-80%

>80% of
portfolio

12-18
months

18-24 months

>24
months

Lease 25 99 years
Internal
repairing
partially
recoverable
< 21-30
years
within 5-7
years
Between
£1m and
£2m
D

Lease 5 - 25
years
Internal
repairing non
recoverable

Lease <5
years
Landlord

31-35 years

>35 years

within 7-10
years
Between £2m
and £3m

>10 years

E

F/G

>£3m

*

must be better than investing through Treasury
Rates of return
Management processes.

**

Projects / opportunities arising outside Authority boundaries will be
considered where rates of return justify the investment.

To be considered for investment 50% of the applicable criteria above
must be excellent, good or satisfactory.

The matrix above is supplemented by:
c) additional contextual information
d) due diligence checks and financial checks, including building
surveys, legal title checks, credit references etc. where relevant.
e) a SWOT Analysis
Project Name
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

BACK TO AGENDA
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NOT CONFIDENTIAL – For public release

Item No. 12

COUNCIL
7 MARCH 2019
Report of the Head of Resources

TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT 2019/20
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report determines the Treasury Management Strategy and Annual Treasury Management
Investment Strategy for 2019/20.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That the Treasury Management Strategy Statement for 2019/20 be approved;
2. That the Annual Treasury Management Investment Strategy for 2019/20 be approved.

WARDS AFFECTED
All
STRATEGIC LINK
The above recommendations contribute to all of the Council’s Corporate Plan Priorities
____________________________________________________________________________
1.

REPORT

1.1

TREASURY MANAGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT
The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Treasury Management in
the Public Services: Code of Practice 2017 Edition (the CIPFA Code) requires the
Council to approve a treasury management strategy before the start of each financial
year.
In addition, the Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG) issued
revised Guidance on Local Authority Investments in March 2010 that requires the Council
to approve an investment strategy before the start of each financial year.
This report fulfils the Council’s legal obligation under the Local Government Act 2003 to
have regard to both the CIPFA Code and the CLG Guidance.
The Council invests substantial sums of money and is therefore exposed to financial
risks including the loss of invested funds and the revenue effect of changing interest
rates. The successful identification, monitoring and control of risk are therefore central to
the Council’s treasury management strategy.
Revised strategy: In accordance with the CLG Guidance, the Council is asked to
approve a revised Treasury Management Strategy Statement should the assumptions on
which this report is based change significantly. Such circumstances would include, for
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example, a large unexpected change in interest rates, or in the Council’s capital
programme or in the level of its investment balance.

1.2

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The Council is required to receive and approve, as a minimum, three main reports each
year, which incorporate a variety of policies, estimates and actuals.
The Treasury Strategy (this report) – The first, and most important, report covers:
•
•

The treasury management strategy (how the investments and borrowings are to be
organised) including treasury indicators; and
A treasury management investment strategy (the parameters on how investments are
to be managed).

A mid-year treasury management report – This will update members with the progress
of the capital position, amending prudential indicators as necessary, and whether any
policies require revision.
An annual treasury report – This provides details of a selection of actual prudential and
treasury indicators and actual treasury operations compared to the estimates within the
strategy.
Scrutiny
The above reports are adequately scrutinised by the Corporate Leadership Team before
being recommended to the Council.

1.3

EXTERNAL CONTEXT

1.3.1. Economic background
The major external influence on the Council’s treasury management strategy for 2019/20
will be the UK’s progress in negotiating a smooth exit from the European Union and
agreeing future trade arrangements.
Consumer price inflation reached 2.40% in October 2018, slightly below the consensus
forecast and broadly in line with the Bank of England’s November Inflation report.
Unemployment rate edged up slightly to 4.1% while the employment the employment
rate of 75.7% was the joint highest on record. The 3 month average annual growth rate
for pay excluding bonuses was 3.3% as wages continue to rise steadily and provide
some pull on general inflation. Adjusted for inflation, real wages grew by 1.0%, a level
still likely to have little effect on consumer spending.
Following the Bank of England’s decision to increase Bank rate to 0.75% in August, no
changes to monetary policy has been made since. However, the Bank expects that
should the economy continue to evolve in line with its November forecast, further
increases in Bank Rate will be required to return inflation to the 2% target. The Monetary
Policy Committee continues to reiterate that any further increases will be at a gradual
price and limited in extent.
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Whilst US growth has slowed over 2018, the economy continues to perform robustly.
The Federal Reserve continued its tightening bias throughout 2018, pushing rates to the
current 2%-2.25% in September. Markets continue to expect one more rise in
December, but expectations are fading that the further hikes previously expected in 2019
will materialise as concerns over trade wars drag on economic economy.
Credit outlook: The big four UK banking groups have now divided their retail and
investment banking divisions into separate legal entities under ringfencing legislation.
Bank of Scotland, Barclays Bank UK, HSBC UK Bank, Lloyds Bank, National
Westminster Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland and Ulster Bank are the ringfenced banks
that now only conduct lower risk retail banking activities. Barclays Bank, HSBC Bank,
Lloyds Bank Corporate Markets and NatWest Markets are the investment banks. Credit
rating agencies have adjusted the ratings of some of these banks with the ringfenced
banks generally being better rated than their non-ringfenced counterparts.
The Bank of England released its latest report on bank stress testing, illustrating that all
entities included in the analysis were deemed to have passed the test once the levels of
capital and potential mitigating actions presumed to be taken by management were
factored in. The BoE did not require any bank to raise additional capital.
European banks are considering their approach to Brexit, with some looking to create
new UK subsidiaries to ensure they can continue trading here. The credit strength of
these new banks remains unknown, although the chance of parental support is assumed
to be very high if ever needed. The uncertainty caused by protracted negotiations
between the UK and EU is weighing on the creditworthiness of both UK and European
banks with substantial operations in both jurisdictions.
Interest rate forecast: Following the increase in Bank Rate to 0.75% in August 2018,
the Authority’s treasury management adviser Arlingclose is forecasting two more 0.25%
hikes during 2019 to take official UK interest rates to 1.25%. The Bank of England’s
MPC has maintained expectations for slow and steady rate rises over the forecast
horizon. The MPC continues to have a bias towards tighter monetary policy but is
reluctant to push interest rate expectations too strongly. Arlingclose believes that MPC
members consider both that ultra-low interest rates result in other economic problems,
and that higher Bank Rate will be a more effective policy weapon should downside Brexit
risks crystallise when rate cuts will be required.
The UK economic environment remains relatively soft, despite seemingly strong labour
market data. Arlingclose’s view is that the economy still faces a challenging outlook as it
exits the European Union and Eurozone growth softens. While assumptions are that a
Brexit deal is struck and some agreement reached on transition and future trading
arrangements before the UK leaves the EU, the possibility of a “no deal” Brexit still hangs
over economic activity. As such, the risks to the interest rate forecast are considered
firmly to the downside.
A more detailed economic and interest rate forecast provided by Arlingclose is attached
at Appendix A.
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Local Context
On 31st December 2018, the Council held £5.5m of borrowing and £19m of investments.
This is set out in further detail at Appendix B. Forecast changes in the balance sheet
analysis in table 1 below:
Table 1: Balance Sheet Summary and Forecast

General Fund CFR
Less: Other debt liabilities *
Less: External borrowing **
Internal (over) borrowing

31.3.18
31.3.19
31.3.20
31.3.21
31.3.22
Estimate Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
5.5
6.4
5.9
5.6
5.6
0
0.5
0.2
0
0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
0
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1

* finance leases that form part of the Council’s total debt
** shows only loans to which the Council is committed and excludes optional refinancing.

The underlying need to borrow for capital purposes is measured by the Capital Financing
Requirement (CFR), while usable reserves and working capital are the underlying
resources available for investment. The Council’s current strategy is to maintain
borrowing and investments below their underlying levels, sometimes known as internal
borrowing.
The Council’s capital expenditure plans do not currently imply any need to borrow over
the forecast period. Investments are forecast to fall to £7m as capital receipts are used
to finance capital expenditure and reserves are used to finance the revenue budget.
CIPFA’s Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities recommends that the
Council’s total debt should be lower than its highest forecast CFR over the next three
years. Table 1 shows that the Council expects to comply with this recommendation
during 2019/20.
1.3.2. Borrowing Strategy
The Council currently holds £5.5 million of loans, as part of its strategy for funding
previous years’ capital programmes. The balance sheet forecast in table 1 shows that
the Council does not expect to need to borrow in 2019/20. The Council may however
borrow to pre-fund future years’ requirements, providing this does not exceed the
authorised limit for borrowing of £12 million.
Objectives: The Council’s chief objective when borrowing money is to strike an
appropriately low risk balance between securing low interest costs and achieving
certainty of those costs over the period for which funds are required. The flexibility to
renegotiate loans should the Council’s long-term plans change is a secondary objective.
Strategy: Given the significant cuts to public expenditure and in particular to local
government funding, the Council’s borrowing strategy continues to address the key issue
of affordability without compromising the longer-term stability of the debt portfolio. With
short-term interest rates currently much lower than long-term rates, it is likely to be more
cost effective in the short-term to either use internal resources, or to borrow short-term
loans instead.
By doing so, the Council is able to reduce net borrowing costs (despite foregone
investment income) and reduce overall treasury risk. The benefits of internal / short-term
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borrowing will be monitored regularly against the potential for incurring additional costs
by deferring borrowing into future years when long-term borrowing rates are forecast to
rise modestly. Arlingclose will assist the Council with this ‘cost of carry’ and breakeven
analysis. Its output may determine whether the Council borrows additional sums at longterm fixed rates in 2019/20 with a view to keeping future interest costs low, even if this
causes additional cost in the short-term.
Alternatively, the authority may arrange forward starting loans during 2019/20, where the
interest rate is fixed in advance, but the cash is received in later years.
In addition, the Council may borrow short-term loans to cover unplanned cash flow
shortages.
Sources: The approved sources of long-term and short-term borrowing are:
• Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) and any successor body
• any institution approved for investments (see below)
• any other bank or building society authorised to operate in the UK
• any other UK public sector body
• UK public and private sector pension funds (except our own Pension Fund)
• capital market bond investors
• UK Municipal Bonds Agency plc and other special purpose companies created to
enable local authority bond issues
In addition, capital finance may be raised by the following methods that are not
borrowing, but may be classed as other debt liabilities:
• leasing
• hire purchase
• Private Finance Initiative
• sale and leaseback
The Council has previously raised all of its long-term borrowing from the PWLB but it
continues to investigate other sources of finance, such as local authority loans and bank
loans, which may be available at more favourable rates.
1.3.3. Municipal Bond Agency: UK Municipal Bonds Agency plc was established in 2014 by
the Local Government Association as an alternative to the PWLB. It plans to issue bonds
on the capital markets and lend the proceeds to local authorities. This will be a more
complicated source of finance than the PWLB for two reasons: borrowing authorities will
be required to provide bond investors with a joint and several guarantee to refund their
investment in the event that the agency is unable to for any reason; and there will be a
lead time of several months between committing to borrow and knowing the interest rate
payable. Any decision to borrow from the Agency will therefore be the subject of a
separate report to Council.
1.3.4. Short-term and Variable Rate loans: These loans leave the Council exposed to the risk
of short-term interest rate rises and are therefore subject to the limit on the net exposure
to variable interest rates in the treasury management indicators below.
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1.3.5. Debt Rescheduling: The PWLB allows authorities to repay loans before maturity and
either pay a premium or receive a discount according to a set formula based on current
interest rates. Other lenders may also be prepared to negotiate premature redemption
terms. The Council may take advantage of this and replace some loans with new loans,
or repay loans without replacement, where this is expected to lead to an overall cost
saving or a reduction in risk.

1.4

ANNUAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT STRATEGY

1.4.1 The Council holds invested funds, representing income received in advance of
expenditure plus balances and reserves held. In the past 12 months, the Council’s
investment balance has ranged between £7 million and £24 million, and similar levels are
expected to be maintained in the forthcoming year.
1.4.2 Objectives: The CIPFA code requires the Council to invest its funds prudently, and to
have regard to the security and liquidity of its investments before seeking the highest rate
of return, or yield. The Council’s objective when investing money is to strike an
appropriate balance between risk and return, minimising the risk of incurring losses from
defaults and the risk of receiving unsuitably low investment income. Where balances are
expected to be invested for more than one year, the Council will aim to achieve a total
return that is equal or higher than the prevailing rate of inflation, in order to maintain the
spending power of the sum invested.
1.4.3 Negative Interest Rates: If the UK enters into a recession in 2019/20, there is a small
chance that the Bank of England could set its Bank Rate at or below zero, which is likely
to feed through to negative interest rates on all low risk, short-term investment options.
This situation already exists in many other European countries. In this event, security will
be measured as receiving the contractually agreed amount at maturity, even though this
may be less than the amount originally invested.
1.4.4 Strategy: Given the increasing risk and very low returns from short-term unsecured bank
investments, the Council aims to further diversify into more secure and/or higher yielding
asset classes during 2019/20. This is especially the case for the estimated £2.0m that is
available for longer-term investment. The majority of the Authority’s surplus cash remains
invested in short-term unsecured bank deposit, certificates of deposits and money
market firms. This diversification will represent a continuation of the new strategy
adopted in 2017.
1.4.5 Business models: Under the new IFRS 9 standard, the accounting for certain
investments depends on the Authority’s “business model” for managing them. The
Authority aims to achieve value from its internally managed treasury investments by a
business model of collecting the contractual cash flows and therefore, where other
criteria are also met, these investments will continue to be accounted for at amortised
cost.
1.4.6 Approved Counterparties: The Authority may invest its surplus funds with any of the
counterparty types in table 2 below, subject to the cash limits (per counterparty) and the
time limits shown.
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Table 2: Approved Investment Counterparties and Limits for 2019/20
Credit
Rating

Banks
Unsecured*

Banks
Secured*

UK Gov’t

n/a

n/a

£1m
5 years
£1m
5 years
£1m
4 years
£1m
3 years
£1m
2 years
£1m
13 months
£1m
6 months
£0.25m
6 months

£3m
20 years
£3m
10 years
£3m
5 years
£3m
4 years
£2m
3 years
£2m
2 years
£2m
13 months

AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ANone

n/a

Government
£ Unlimited
50 years
£3m
50 years
£3m
25 years
£3m
15 years
£3m
10 years
£2m
5 years
£2m
5 years
£2m
5 years
£3m
25 years

Corporates

Registered
Providers

n/a

n/a

£1m
20 years
£1m
10 years
£1m
5 years
£1m
4 years
£1m
3 years
£1m
2 years
£1m
13 months
£50,000
5 years

£1m
20 years
£1m
10 years
£1m
10 years
£1m
10 years
£1m
5 years
£1m
5 years
£1m
5 years
£1m
5 years

Pooled
£3m per fund
funds
This table must be read in conjunction with the notes below:
* The Council’s own banker – Lloyds: The council will hold sums with Lloyds bank (the
council’s own bank); the maximum amount for Lloyds is set at £6 million. This is
higher than the usual limit for a bank with this credit rating, but the practicalities of
making large payments (such as precept payments) on any one day mean that funds of
that magnitude will be required in the Council’s current account.
1.4.7 Credit Rating: Investment limits are set by reference to the lowest published long-term
credit rating from Fitch, Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s. Where available, the credit rating
relevant to the specific investment or class of investment is used, otherwise the
counterparty credit rating is used. However, investment decisions are never made solely
based on credit ratings, and all other relevant factors including external advice will be
taken into account.
1.4.8 Banks Unsecured: Accounts, deposits, certificates of deposit and senior unsecured
bonds with banks and building societies, other than multilateral development banks.
These investments are subject to the risk of credit loss via a bail-in should the regulator
determine that the bank is failing or likely to fail. See below for arrangements relating to
operational bank accounts.
1.4.9 Banks Secured: Covered bonds, reverse repurchase agreements and other
collateralised arrangements with banks and building societies. These investments are
secured on the bank’s assets, which limits the potential losses in the unlikely event of
insolvency, and means that they are exempt from bail-in. Where there is no investment
specific credit rating, but the collateral upon which the investment is secured has a credit
rating, the higher of the collateral credit rating and the counterparty credit rating will be
used to determine cash and time limits. The combined secured and unsecured
investments in any one bank will not exceed the cash limit for secured investments.
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1.4.10 Government: Loans, bonds and bills issued or guaranteed by national governments,
regional and local authorities and multilateral development banks. These investments are
not subject to bail-in, and there is an insignificant risk of insolvency. Investments with the
UK Central Government may be made in unlimited amounts for up to 50 years.
1.4.11 Corporates: Loans, bonds and commercial paper issued by companies other than banks
and registered providers. These investments are not subject to bail-in, but are exposed to
the risk of the company going insolvent. Loans to unrated companies will only be made
either following an external credit assessment or to a maximum of £500,000 per
company as part of a diversified pool in order to spread the risk widely.
1.4.12 Registered Providers: Loans and bonds issued by, guaranteed by or secured on the
assets of Registered Providers of Social Housing, formerly known as Housing
Associations. These bodies are tightly regulated by the Homes and Communities
Agency and, as providers of public services, they retain the likelihood of receiving
government support if needed.
1.4.13 Pooled Funds: Shares in diversified investment vehicles consisting of the any of the
above investment types, plus equity shares and property. These funds have the
advantage of providing wide diversification of investment risks, coupled with the services
of a professional fund manager in return for a fee. Short-term Money Market Funds that
offer same-day liquidity and very low or no volatility will be used as an alternative to
instant access bank accounts, while pooled funds whose value changes with market
prices and/or have a notice period will be used for longer investment periods.
Bond, equity and property funds offer enhanced returns over the longer term, but are
more volatile in the short term. These allow the Council to diversify into asset classes
other than cash without the need to own and manage the underlying investments.
Because these funds have no defined maturity date, but are available for withdrawal after
a notice period, their performance and continued suitability in meeting the Council’s
investment objectives will be monitored regularly.
1.4.14 Real estate investment trusts: Shares in companies that invest mainly in real estate
and pay the majority of their rental income to investors in a similar manner to pooled
property funds. As with property funds, REITs offer enhanced returns over the longer
term, but are more volatile especially as the share price reflects changing demand on the
shares as well as changes in the underlying properties.
1.4.15 Risk Assessment and Credit Ratings: Credit ratings are obtained and monitored by the
Council’s treasury advisers, who will notify changes in ratings as they occur. Where an
entity has its credit rating downgraded so that it fails to meet the approved investment
criteria then:
• no new investments will be made,
• any existing investments that can be recalled or sold at no cost will be, and
• full consideration will be given to the recall or sale of all other existing investments
with the affected counterparty.
Where a credit rating agency announces that a credit rating is on review for possible
downgrade (also known as “rating watch negative” or “credit watch negative”) so that it
may fall below the approved rating criteria, then only investments that can be withdrawn
on the next working day will be made with that organisation until the outcome of the
review is announced. This policy will not apply to negative outlooks, which indicate a
long-term direction of travel rather than an imminent change of rating.
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1.4.16 Other Information on the Security of Investments: The Council understands that
credit ratings are good, but not perfect, predictors of investment default. Full regard will
therefore be given to other available information on the credit quality of the organisations
in which it invests, including credit default swap prices, financial statements, information
on potential government support and reports in the quality financial press and anysis and
advice from Arlingclose. No investments will be made with an organisation if there are
substantive doubts about its credit quality, even though it may otherwise meet the above
criteria.
1.4.17 Investment Limits: The Council’s revenue reserves available to cover investment losses
are forecast to be £2 million on 31st March 2019. A group of banks under the same
ownership will be treated as a single organisation for limit purposes. Limits will also be
placed on fund managers, investments in brokers’ nominee accounts, foreign countries
and industry sectors as below. Investments in pooled funds and multilateral development
banks do not count against the limit for any single foreign country, since the risk is
diversified over many countries.
Table 4: Investment Limits

Any single organisation, except the UK Central Government
UK Government
Any group of organisations under the same ownership
Any group of pooled funds under the same management
Negotiable instruments held in a broker’s nominee account
Foreign countries
Registered Providers
Unsecured investments with Building Societies
Loans to unrated corporates
Money Market Funds
Real estate investment trusts
Lloyds bank – (Councils own bank)

Cash limit
£3m each
unlimited
£3m per group
£5m per
manager
£5m per broker
£2m per country
£5m in total
£3m in total
£2m in total
£12m in total
5m in total
6m in total

1.4.18 Liquidity Management: The Council uses cash flow forecasting spreadsheets to
determine the maximum period for which funds may prudently be committed. The
forecast is compiled on a prudent basis to minimise the risk of the Council being forced to
borrow on unfavourable terms to meet its financial commitments. Limits on long-term
investments are set by reference to the Council’s medium term financial plan and cash
flow forecast.
1.5

TREASURY MANAGEMENT INDICATORS
The Council measures and manages its exposures to treasury management risks using
the following indicators.

1.5.1 Security: The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to credit risk by
monitoring the value-weighted average credit rating of its investment portfolio. This is
calculated by applying a score to each investment (AAA=1, AA+=2, etc.) and taking the
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arithmetic average, weighted by the size of each investment. Unrated investments are
assigned a score based on their perceived risk.
Target
AA-

Portfolio average credit

1.5.2 Liquidity: The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to liquidity risk
by monitoring the amount of cash available to meet unexpected payments within a rolling
three month period, without additional borrowing.
Target
£6m

Total cash available within 3 months

1.5.3 Interest Rate Exposures: This indicator is set to control the Authority’s exposure to
interest rate risk. The upper limits on fixed and variable rate interest exposures,
expressed as the proportion of net principal borrowed will be:

Upper limit on fixed interest rate exposure
Upper limit on variable interest rate exposure

2019/20
100%
30%

2020/21
100%
30%

2021/22
100%
30%

Fixed rate investments and borrowings are those where the rate of interest is fixed for at
least 12 months, measured from the start of the financial year or the transaction date if
later. All other instruments are classed as variable rate.
1.5.4 Maturity Structure of Borrowing: This indicator is set to control the Council’s exposure
to refinancing risk. The upper and lower limits on the maturity structure of fixed rate
borrowing will be:

Under 12 months
12 months and within 24 months
24 months and within 5 years
5 years and within 10 years
10 years and above

Upper
35%
50%
65%
80%

Lower
0%
0%
0%
0%

100%

0%

Time periods start on the first day of each financial year. The maturity date of borrowing
is the earliest date on which the lender can demand repayment.
1.5.5 Principal Sums Invested for Periods Longer than 364 days: The purpose of this
indicator is to control the Council’s exposure to the risk of incurring losses by seeking
early repayment of its investments. The limits on the long-term principal sum invested to
final maturities beyond the period end will be:

Limit on principal invested beyond year end
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2019/20
£3m

2020/21
£3m

2021/22
£3m

1.6

OTHER ITEMS
There are a number of additional items that the Council is obliged by CIPFA or MHCLG
to include in its Treasury Management Strategy.

1.6.1 Policy on Use of Financial Derivatives: Local authorities have previously made use of
financial derivatives embedded into loans and investments both to reduce interest rate
risk (e.g. interest rate collars and forward deals) and to reduce costs or increase income
at the expense of greater risk (e.g. LOBO loans and callable deposits). The general
power of competence in Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 removes much of the
uncertainty over local authorities’ use of standalone financial derivatives (i.e. those that
are not embedded into a loan or investment).
The Council will only use standalone financial derivatives (such as swaps, forwards,
futures and options) where they can be clearly demonstrated to reduce the overall level
of the financial risks that the Council is exposed to. Additional risks presented, such as
credit exposure to derivative counterparties, will be taken into account when determining
the overall level of risk. Embedded derivatives, including those present in pooled funds
and forward starting transactions, will not be subject to this policy, although the risks they
present will be managed in line with the overall treasury risk management strategy.
Financial derivative transactions may be arranged with any organisation that meets the
approved investment criteria. The current value of any amount due from a derivative
counterparty will count against the counterparty credit limit and the relevant foreign
country limit.
1.6.2 Investment Training: The needs of the Council’s treasury management staff for training
in investment management are assessed annually as part of the staff appraisal process,
and additionally when the responsibilities of individual members of staff change.
Council employees involved in Treasury Mangement regularly attend training courses,
seminars and conferences provided by Arlingclose and CIPFA. Relevant employees are
also encouraged to study for professional qualifications from CIPFA and other
appropriate organisations.
1.6.3 Investment Advisers: The Council has appointed Arlingclose Limited as treasury
management advisers and receives specific advice on investment, debt and capital
finance issues.
1.6.4 Investment of Money Borrowed in Advance of Need: The Council may, from time to
time, borrow in advance of need, where this is expected to provide the best long term
value for money. Since amounts borrowed will be invested until spent, the Council is
aware that it will be exposed to the risk of loss of the borrowed sums, and the risk that
investment and borrowing interest rates may change in the intervening period. These
risks will be managed as part of the Council’s overall management of its treasury risks.
The total amount borrowed will not exceed the authorised borrowing limit of £12 million.
The maximum period between borrowing and expenditure is expected to be two years,
although the Council is not required to link particular loans with particular items of
expenditure.
1.7

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
The CLG Guidance and the CIPFA Code do not prescribe any particular treasury
management strategy for local authorities to adopt. The Head of Resources believes
that the above strategy represents an appropriate balance between risk management
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and cost effectiveness. Some alternative strategies, with their financial and risk
management implications, are listed below.
Alternative
Invest in a narrower range
of counterparties and/or for
shorter times

Impact on income and
expenditure
Interest income will be lower

Invest in a wider range of
counterparties and/or for
longer times

Interest income will be
higher

Borrow additional sums at
long-term fixed interest
rates

Debt interest costs will rise;
this is unlikely to be offset
by higher investment
income

Borrow short-term or
variable loans instead of
long-term fixed rates

Debt interest costs will
initially be lower

Reduce level of borrowing

Saving on debt interest is
likely to exceed lost
investment income

2

RISK ASSESSMENT

2.1

Legal

Impact on risk
management
Lower chance of losses
from credit related
defaults, but any such
losses may be greater
Increased risk of losses
from credit related
defaults, but any such
losses may be smaller
Higher investment balance
leading to a higher impact
in the event of a default;
however long-term interest
costs may be more certain
Increases in debt interest
costs will be broadly offset
by rising investment
income in the medium
term, but long term costs
may be less certain
Reduced investment
balance leading to a lower
impact in the event of a
default; however long-term
interest costs may be less
certain

The report complies with best practice and government guidance on the preparation of
the treasury management strategy statement. The legal risk is therefore low.
2.2

Financial
The budget for investment income in 2019/20 is £105,000, which is based on an average
interest rate of 0.6%. The budget for debt interest paid in 2019/20 is £228,000 based on
an average debt portfolio of £5.5 million at an average interest rate of 4.85%. If actual
levels of investments and borrowing, or actual interest rates, differ from those forecast,
performance against budget will be correspondingly different. The financial risk is
assessed as medium.

2.3

Corporate
This strategy sets in place a proposed structure and systems that place security of
investments above yield. The risk is therefore assessed as low.
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3

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report the relevance of the following factors has also been considered
prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate change, health,
human rights, personnel and property.

4

CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact:
Karen Henriksen 01629 761284 or
Email: karen.henriksen@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

5

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

6

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – Arlingclose Economic & Interest Rate Forecast
Appendix B – Existing Investment & Debt Portfolio Position
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Appendix A – Arlingclose Economic & Interest Rate Forecast December 2018
Underlying assumptions:
• Our central interest rate forecasts are predicated on there being a transitionary period following
the UK’s official exit from the EU.
•

The MPC has a bias towards tighter monetary policy but is reluctant to push interest rate
expectations too strongly. We believe that MPC members consider that: 1) tight labour markets
will prompt inflationary pressure in the future, 2) ultra-low interest rates result in other economic
problems, and 3) higher Bank Rate will be a more effective policy weapon if downside risks to
growth crystallise.

•

Both our projected outlook and the increase in the magnitude of political and economic risks
facing the UK economy means we maintain the significant downside risks to our forecasts,
despite the potential for slightly stronger growth next year as business investment rebounds
should the EU Withdrawal Agreement be approved. The potential for severe economic outcomes
has increased following the poor reception of the Withdrawal Agreement by MPs. We expect the
Bank of England to hold at or reduce interest rates from current levels if Brexit risks materialise.

•

The UK economic environment is relatively soft, despite seemingly strong labour market data.
GDP growth recovered somewhat in the middle quarters of 2018, but more recent data suggests
the economy slowed markedly in Q4. Our view is that the UK economy still faces a challenging
outlook as the country exits the European Union and Eurozone economic growth softens.

•

Cost pressures are easing but inflation is forecast to remain above the Bank’s 2% target through
most of the forecast period. Lower oil prices have reduced inflationary pressure, but the tight
labour market and decline in the value of sterling means inflation may remain above target for
longer than expected.

•

Global economic growth is slowing. Despite slower growth, the European Central Bank is
conditioning markets for the end of QE, the timing of the first rate hike (2019) and their path
thereafter. More recent US data has placed pressure on the Federal Reserve to reduce the pace
of monetary tightening – previous hikes and heightened expectations will, however, slow
economic growth.

•

Central bank actions and geopolitical risks have and will continue to produce significant volatility
in financial markets, including bond markets.

Forecast:
• The MPC has maintained expectations of a slow rise in interest rates over the forecast horizon,
but recent events around Brexit have dampened interest rate expectations. Our central case is
for Bank Rate to rise twice in 2019, after the UK exits the EU. The risks are weighted to the
downside.
•

Gilt yields have remained at low levels. We expect some upward movement from current levels
based on our central case that the UK will enter a transitionary period following its EU exit in
March 2019. However, our projected weak economic outlook and volatility arising from both
economic and political events will continue to offer borrowing opportunities.
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Dec-18 Mar-19

Jun-19

Sep-19

Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Sep-20 Dec-20 Mar-21 Jun-21 Sep-21 Dec-21 Average

Official Bank Rate
Upside risk
Arlingclose Central Case

0.00
0.75

0.00
0.75

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.25
1.25

0.17
1.13

Downside risk

0.00

-0.50

-0.75

-0.75

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-0.85

3-mth money market rate
Upside risk
Arlingclose Central Case
Downside risk

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.17

0.90
-0.20

0.95
-0.45

1.10
-0.60

1.30
-0.80

1.40
-0.90

1.40
-0.90

1.40
-0.90

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.27
-0.76

1-yr money market rate
Upside risk

0.20

0.30

0.30

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.33

Arlingclose Central Case
Downside risk

1.15
-0.35

1.25
-0.50

1.35
-0.60

1.50
-0.80

1.70
-0.90

1.60
-0.90

1.50
-0.90

1.40
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.35
-0.85

1.40
-0.77

0.37

5-yr gilt yield
Upside risk

0.25

0.30

0.30

0.35

0.35

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

Arlingclose Central Case

1.15

1.25

1.35

1.50

1.50

1.40

1.35

1.35

1.30

1.30

1.30

1.30

1.30

1.33

Downside risk

-0.50

-0.60

-0.65

-0.80

-0.80

-0.70

-0.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.66

10-yr gilt yield
Upside risk
Arlingclose Central Case

0.25
1.50

0.30
1.65

0.30
1.70

0.35
1.80

0.35
1.80

0.40
1.75

0.40
1.75

0.40
1.70

0.40
1.70

0.40
1.70

0.40
1.70

0.40
1.70

0.40
1.70

0.37
1.70

Downside risk

-0.55

-0.70

-0.70

-0.80

-0.80

-0.75

-0.75

-0.70

-0.70

-0.70

-0.70

-0.70

-0.70

-0.71

Arlingclose Central Case

0.25
2.00

0.30
2.10

0.30
2.20

0.35
2.20

0.35
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.40
2.20

0.37
2.18

Downside risk

-0.60

-0.70

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.73

50-yr gilt yield
Upside risk
Arlingclose Central Case

0.25

0.30

0.30

0.35

0.35

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.37

1.90

1.95

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

1.99

Downside risk

-0.60

-0.70

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.75

-0.73

20-yr gilt yield
Upside risk

PWLB Certainty Rate (Maturity Loans) = Gilt yield + 0.80%
PWLB Infrastructure Rate (Maturity Loans) = Gilt yield + 0.60%
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Appendix B - Existing Investment & Debt Portfolio Position
December 2018
Actual
Portfolio
£m

December 2018
Average Rate
%

5.5

4.85

External borrowing:
Public Works Loan Board
Other loans
Total external borrowing

Finance Leases

0.2

Total gross external debt

5.7

Investments
Banks & Building Societies

8.9

Local Government

7.5

Central Government (T-Bills)

2.0

Money Market Funds

2.5

CCLA Property fund

0.9

Total treasury investments

21.8

Net debt

-16.1

BACK TO AGENDA
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0.6

